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X. FUEL FAILURE MECHANICS AND FAILURE PROPAGATION 

J. E. Hanson 

A. Introduction 

This lecture will address itself to those aspects of fuel pin per

formance which relate to the safety characteristics of the Fast Test Reactor. 

Postulated fuel failure mechanisms and thresholds for the principal classes 

of accidents in fast reactors will be defined and then related to the design 

safety criteria for the fast test reactor. 

B. Background 

To provide a foundation for this discussion, I would like to briefly 

review the current FFTF reference fuel pin design. As illustrated in 

Figure X.l, the cladding is 20% cold worked 316 stainless steel, 0.230 inch 

outside diameter with a 15 thousandth inch wall thickness. The fuel column 

is 36 inches long and is composed of mixed oxide fuel pellets of about 90% 

of theoretical density. 

For the purpose of the analyses which I will be discussing later, the 

steady-state operating conditions of the fuel pin were determined to be as 

illustrated on the next figure (Fig. X.2). We also assumed, for purposes of 

fission gas inventory calculations, that the fuel has been burned to 80,000 

MWd/MT peak. This results in the formation of 287 cc of fission gas at STP. 

The end-of-life steady-state internal pressure in the fuel pin is a 

function of the fission gas released from the fuel. In determining the 

required fission gas plenum volume for a particular fuel pin design, it is 

usually customary to assume that all the fission gas generated in the fuel is 

released to the pin plenum. For the analysis of fuel pin behavior under 
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accident conditions, this is not satisfactory since, as illustrated by the 

next figure (Fig. X.3), not all the fission gas is released. The data 

presented in this graph represents most of the mixed oxide fuel fission gas 

release data available today. As can be seen, irrespective of fuel form and 

heat generation rate, there seems to be a saturation effect so that at burnups 

of about 50 to 60,000 MWd/MT, roughly 80% of the gas is being released from 

the fuel. The significance of the fact that fission gases are retained in 

the fuel lies in the potential for these bases, upon release and expansion, 

to become the driving force for fuel redistribution and a possible cause of 

fuel pin failure propagation. I shall further develop this point later on. 

C. Radiation Effects - Fuel and Cladding 

Just for a little additional background, I would like to briefly 

illustrate the effect of radiation on fuel and cladding. The next figure 

(Fig. X.4) illustrates the characteristic effect of fissioning in a ceramic 

fuel pellet. The center hole is formed by redistribution of the porosity 

initially present in the pellet and by the densification of fuel subjected to 

temperatures beyond about 1450°C. The white inclusions in the irradiated fuel 

pellet are metallic fission products, such as ruthenium, molybdenum, palladium, 

and technetium which agglomerate and form little ingots. In some cases, 

usually when the fuel has been molten late in life, these ingots can become 

relatively massive. Only recently have we seen any evidence that these 

metallic fission products may interact with the cladding. Since our obser

vations, which have yet to be completed, are based on a fuel specimen which 

was subjected to rather extreme operating conditions, we cannot yet draw any 
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definite conclusions about the potential magnitude of this problem except 

to say that, in the past, the ingots have been relatively well behaved and 

rather inert as far as fuel and cladding compatibility were concerned. 

Fuel pin cladding material in a liquid-metal-cooled, oxide-fueled 

reactor really takes a beating. On the outside surface, the sodium coolant 

can cause corrosion and erosion. Usually, as illustrated by the next figure 

(Fig. X.5) which shows cladding taken from a fuel pin exposed to 1060°F 

sodium in the CCTL MK-I test, the effect of the sodium environment is tolerable. 

It is known, however, that the impurity content of the sodium can have a sub

stantial effect on the resistance of the metal to corrosion so coolant 

chemistry must be carefully controlled at all times. 

Subjecting the stainless steel cladding material to neutron bombardment 

results in the formation of voids which manifest themselves as a volume in

crease of the metal. The next figure (Fig. X.6) is an electron microscope 

picture of stainless steel irradiated in EBR-II. This is a fairly recently 

discovered phenomenon, and the basic mechanisms involved are not yet under

stood. Understandably, a great deal of attention is being given to learning, 

first of all, how to live with metal swelling in the design of the FTR and, 

secondly, what can be done from a metallurgical basis to minimize or eliminate 

swelling in metals for fast-reactor applications. On the inner surface, the 

cladding is subjected to deformation caused by fuel swelling and growth 

induced by the accumulation of fission products and also to chemical attack 

by fission products. At the moment, iodine and cesium seem to be the nasty 

actors which attack the grain boundaries and cause degradation of the metal 

properties. The next figure (Fig. X.7) illustrates the extent of fuel-
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cladding interaction observed in one irradiation test specimen. The metallic 

stringers are cladding material which is believed to have been deposited in 

the fuel by a transport process which involves iodine. Only recently with 

the aid of the electron microprobe has it been possible to identify some of 

the elements involved in these reactions and then only after very careful 

preparation of the samples. 

An effect of time at elevated temperature is embrittlement of the 

cladding by the precipitation of carbide at the grain boundaries. This is 

illustrated in Figure X.8. Some recent test results indicate that radiation 

may enhance the carbide precipitation. 

By now you will recognize that I have given nyself a number of excuses 

for telling you I cannot really predict how a fuel pin will behave under long-

term steady-state conditions much less accident conditions. So from here on 

in, it is mostly intuition backed up by a small number of relevant tests. 

D. Steady-State Failure 

Barring initial startup fuel pin failures, which would most likely be 

the result of manufacturing defects such as a faulty weld, undetected cladding 

defects or coolant flow blockage by a sleeping bag in the primary piping, it 

is fairly obvious that steady-state fuel pin failures would result from deg

radation of the cladding by chemical attack or overstressing. The location 

and nature of the failure are extremely difficult to predict under these 

conditions. In general, due to the higher cladding temperature at the upper 

end of the fuel pin, this is where one would expect failure to occur under 

steady-state conditions, since cladding strength is minimum and chemical 
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activity maximum here. Unfortunately, most of the mixed oxide fuel pins 

irradiated in a liquid metal environment which have failed have not failed 

where one would most expect. There have been a number of mixed oxide fuel 

pin failures in EBR-II, but these have all occurred with encapsulated fuel 

pins. In general, it was concluded that somehow a gas bubble was formed at 

the bottom of the pin and then, while floating to the top of the capsule 

along the very tight pitch spiral wire wrap, it caused melting of the cladding. 

How the pins would behave under this kind of steady-state failure in a flowing 

sodium environment is not known. There is some evidence from DFR irradiations 

of oxide pins that propagation is rather mild if it occurs at all. One tre

foil rig showed some evidence of propagation, but it certainly could not have 

been called catastrophic. The recent failures of the 77-pin subassemblies, 

believed to be due to gas entrainment in the down-flowing coolant, are really 

very encouraging since: 

• The pin failures did not propagate to adjacent sub

assemblies, and 

• Not all the pins in the subassemblies failed. 

It is interesting to note that DFR personnel could "hear" pins popping 

with their acoustic boiling detectors and that the reactor operation was 

continued even after failure was suspected. 

Fission-gas-leaking pins have been experienced in Rapsodie, but post-

irradiation examination of the suspected pins failed to disclose the defects 

leading one to at least consider the possibility of porous end plugs. 
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E. Transient Condition Failure Behavior 

One of the first tasks we faced was to establish a failure criterion. 

That is, what cladding stress or strain defined failure. Actually, in our 

analyses we considered the five criteria shown on the next figure (Fix. X.9). 

The non-elastic effective strain limit considers only permanent defor

mation due to creep and plasticity strain due to exceeding the yield strength 

of the material. 

The total effective strain limit considers elastic (recoverable) strains 

in addition to the creep and plasticity strains. 

The stress criterion based on the yield point means that when the 

effective stress at any point in the cladding reaches the yield strength of 

the material, failure occurs. 

Criterion Number 4 states that failure occurs when the effective stress 

at all points in the cladding equals the yield strength. This is true ductile 

behavior of the cladding. 

Criterion 5 represents an extremely brittle condition by defining 

failure as occurring as soon as the inner surface of the cladding reaches a 

tensile stress condition. This would cause a crack on the inner surface of 

the cladding to propagate outward. 

Ordinarily, one would not seriously consider Criterion 5 for austenitic 

stainless steel. However, recent experimental data obtained from burst tests 

of fuel pin cladding lightly irradiated in EBR-II makes us wonder. Specifi

cally, sections of fuel pins PNL-1-3 and PNL-1-6 which were irradiated in 

EBR-II to approximately 8500 MWd/MT burnup (a, 3 x 10^^ (\,t total) were sub

jected to burst tests at 900°F. The next figure (Fig. X.IO) summarizes the 

burst test results. Two points were significant: 
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• The brittle failure characteristic of the cladding is 

not entirely consistent, but 

• It occurred more times than not. 

The next figure (Fig. X.ll) illustrates the microstructures of the 

cladding after burst testing. It is significant to note that the cracks 

propagate from the inner surface of the cladding, thus forcing one to con

clude that Criterion Number 5 is closest to reality in this case. This 

cladding failure characteristic was also observed during the post-irradiation 

examination of mixed oxide fuel pins which were transient irradiated in TREAT. 

F. Postulated Fuel Pin Behavior under Power Excursion Accidents 

The accidents analyzed were reactivity additions of $5/second and 

$50/second from steady-state operating conditions. The calculations did not 

consider reactor scram. It is well to note that when calculations are made 

which include the scram circuitry working, fuel pin conditions do not even 

approach those about to be described. 

Normalized power-time histories for the two power excursion cases are 

given in the next figure (Fig. X.l2). The principal response of the fuel pin 

to these power pulses is illustrated in Figure X.l3. As seen, the internal 

pressure increases very rapidly after a slight delay time. The delay time 

appears to be inversely proportional to the reactivity addition rate. That 

is, for the $5/second ramp rate, the delay time is about 0.25 second and for 

the $50/second ramp rate the delay time is about 0.025 second; a factor of 

ten increase in reactivity addition rate decreases the internal pressure 

response time by a factor of ten. The delay time, or the time required for 



the start of the very fast pressure increase in tho fuel pin, is related 

to the time for fuel melting to proaross radially outward to regions of 

the fuel which still contain fission gases. The values given for the 

different curves are the steady-state fission gas release values assumed to 

calculate the initial steady-state gas pressure anri the extent of fuel 

melting required to release fission gases. It is pssumed that during transient 

melting of the fuel, fission gases retained in the -̂ uel from steady-state 

operation are released as soon as the fuel attains the melting point. The 

extent and progression of fuel melting during the transients are illustrated 

in the next two figures (Fig's X.14A and X.14B). These curves were determined 

from TIGER V computer code analyses as were the cladding temperature histories 

as shown in Figure X.l5. 

With the internal pressure history and the cladding temperature history 

established, the stress-strain history of the cladding can be determined. 

The PECT-1 computer code was used for these calculations. The next figure 

(Fig. X.16) summarizes the calculations for the $50/second transient and the 

five failure criteria. Of most interest are the hoop stress distributions 

for each failure criterion. It is seen that at the start-of-steady state 

(SSS) conditions, the hoop stress is negative (compressive) on the inner 

surface of the cladding. At time zero, which corresponds to the end of fuel 

pin life and the initiation of the accident, the hoop stress is still negative 

at the inner surface. The remaining curves depict the stress distribution at 

the time, internal pressure, and temperature conditions that satisfy the 

failure criteria. 
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Figure X.17 summarizes the time, internal pressure, and cladding 

temperatures at which failure is expected to occur for each of the criteria. 

It is seen that in each case Criterion 5 predicts the earliest failure. 

It is significant to note, however, the \/ery small difference in time for 

predicted failure for the various criteria. Failure is expected to occur 

at 27 to 29 inches above the bottom of the fuel column which is the upper 

terminus of the center void in the fuel. Because failure under these con

ditions could appear to be initiated by high fission gas pressures, one 

must anticipate the rapid explosion of gases and probably molten fuel during 

such an accident. It should be pointed out that for this analysis we pur

posely did not pick the "hottest" pin in the reactor but a pin which we felt 

would, when we said it failed, guarantee that fuel pin failures had indeed 

occurred and the reactor was well on the way to a DBA. 

G. Postulated Fuel Pin Behavior under Loss of Coolant Accidents 

A similar analysis was performed for the two loss-of-coolant accidents: 

flow coastdown and pipe rupture. 

The fundamental differences in fuel pin behavior between loss-of-coolant 

accidents and power excursion accidents are: 

• In a loss-of-coolant accident, fuel temperatures remain 

relatively constant during the initial phase of the 

accident, whereas in the power excursion accident, fuel 

temperatures rise very rapidly (if they did not, we 

of course would not get a Doppler effect). 

• Cladding temperatures in power excursion accidents 

remain relatively constant during the initial phases 
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of the accident, whereas in the loss-of-coolant 

accidents, cladding temperatures follow the coolant 

temperature history rather closely. 

The next two figures (Fig's X.18A and X.18B) illustrate the coolant 

flow during the flow coastdown and pipe rupture accidents used in this 

analysis. Figure X.19 illustrates the cladding temperature histories and 

Figure X.20 shows the internal pressure histories. The temperature and 

pressure histories are input, along with steady-state history of the fuel pin, 

for the PECT code which provides the detailed analysis of the stress-strain 

history of the cladding. The results of this analysis for the flow coastdown 

accident are shown in Figure X.21. As in the discussion on pin behavior 

during the power excursion accident, the conditions to satisfy the various 

failure criteria are shown. Figure X.22 illustrates these conditions for the 

pipe rupture accident. A better summary is given in Figure X.23 which tab

ulates the time and cladding temperature at which failure is expected to 

occur for the various criteria. It is seen that Criterion 5 would predict 

fuel pin failure during steady-state and prior to end-of-life burnup. From 

these results, we would conclude that failure would occur at the top of the 

fuel column at a cladding surface temperature in the neighborhood of 1600°F. 

Finally, comparison of the conditions at failure just described to those 

previously selected for the fuel damage criteria for the FFTF accident severity 

levels (Fig. X.24) shows good agreement. Further confirmation of these values 

through refined calculational procedures and experimental data are required. 

Of particular importance is the continued assessment of the impact of the inter-

granular fracture behavior of the fuel pin cladding on steady-state and accident 

performance limits. 
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XI. REACTIVITY ACCIDENTS 

D. D. Stepnewski and C. L. Fies 

A. Introduction 

In the course of designing the reactivity control system of a nuclear 

reactor, it is necessary to analyze in detail certain potential reactivity 

perturbations. These perturbations vary in intensity and speed of occurrence 

from slow changes, such as fuel burnup, to accidents which may be hypothesized 

to introduce positive reactivity into the core at the rate of a 100 $/sec or 

more. The latter type of reactivity insertion will be discussed in 

Chapter XVI, Mathematical Models for Reactor Disassembly. This discussion 

will be limited to upsets which constitute an off-normal condition, and which 

may require plant protective action to arrest or correct. The organization 

which will be used in this chapter is to first briefly discuss computational 

methods commonly used in reactivity accident analysis, and then illustrate 

the application of these methods to a number of reactivity accidents of the 

type traditionally analyzed for inclusion in safety analysis reports. 

B. Calculational Methods 

1. Sutmary Description of Codes 

The analysis of reactivity transients requires the use of heat trans-

fer-neutronic coupled digital computer codes which provide a model of the 

reactor core. Two codes which are suitable for this purpose are FORE II and 

MELT II. FORE II is described in detail elsewhere. A summary description of 

the code is as follows: "FORE II is a coupled thermal hydraulics - point 

kinetics digital computer code designed to calculate significant reactor 
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parameters under steady-state conditions, or as functions of time during 

transients. The transients may result from a programmed reactivity inser

tion or a power change. Variable inlet coolant flow rate and temperature 

are considered. The code calculates the reactor power, the individual 

reactivity feedbacks, and the temperature of coolant, cladding, fuel, 

structure, and additional material for up to seven axial positions in three 

channel types which represent radial zones of the reactor. The heat of 

fusion accompanying fuel melting, the liquid metal voiding reactivity, and 

the spatial and the time variation of the fuel cladding gap coefficient due 

to changes in gap size are considered. FORE II is valid only while the core 

retains its initial geometry. 

The significant material properties are specified in the input as 

functions of temperature or pressure, and the external effects as a function 

of time by tables. The feedback reactivity includes contributions due to 

the Doppler effect, density changes, dimensional changes (includes bowing 

and deformation), coolant voiding, and control rods. Any single-phase 

coolant may be used. Although the code is biased toward fast reactors, it 

can be used for a thermal spectrum reactor as a steady-state heat transfer 

code and as a transient point kinetics code."^ ' 

MELT-II is a coupled neutronics-heat transfer code which was designed 

primarily for investigating fast reactor core behavior under major accident 

conditions. However, this code can also be used to investigate less severe 

transients. A detailed description of the formulation of the MELT-II code is 

the subject of Chapter XV, Mathematical Models for Reactor Power Excursions. 

The capabilities of the MELT-II code are summarized as follows: MELT-II is 
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capable of calculating temperatures in up to 10 radial channels (fuel pin 

at 10 radial locations), each consisting of up to 20 axial segments and 

15 radial nodes (12 fuel nodes plus the bond, clad, and coolant nodes). 

Thermal conductivity and specific heat can be specified as a function of 

temperature, and all pin materials are allowed to undergo one phase change. 

Coolant plenum inlet temperature can be specified as a function of time and 

the flow rate within each channel can be time dependent. Initial steady-state 

power due to fission product heating can be specified in addition to the 

neutronic power. 

An implicit scheme is used to obtain fuel pin temperatures and a 

variable time step algorithm is used to govern the neutronics computations. 

Feedback due to Doppler, axial fuel expansion, axial clad expansion, sodium 

density change, fuel collapse and sodium voiding can be accommodated. Spatial 

weighting factors can be used for the Doppler and sodium feedback effects. 

Scram conditions can be initiated by a power, period, or sodium outlet tempera

ture trip and, in all cases, the actual scram reactivity change can be delayed 

beyond the trip setting by a specified time. 

For accident conditions which do not lead to a prompt critical situa

tion, a zero lifetime approximation can be employed to minimize computer time. 

A mixed mode option has also been developed to combine the calculational 

advantages of the "exact" point kinetics formulation with the zero lifetime 

(2) approach.^ ' 

MELT-II is similar to FORE II with some differences in treatment of 

gap coefficient between fuel matrix and clad and spatial Doppler effect 

treatment. It also uses a different variable time step procedure. Extensive 
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comparisons between MELT-II and FORE II have been made. (See Chapter XV, 

Mathematical Models for Power Reactor Excursions.) Good agreement was 

obtained between MELT-II, FORE II, and the exact solution in steady-state 

problems. For transients, comparisons were made with finite difference 

solutions, and again the agreement was good, with the discrepancy in the 

neighborhood of 1 or 1%. ' 

2. Input to Reactivity Analysis Codes 

a. Basic Properties 

In applying these codes to reactivity accident analysis, it is first 

necessary to establish steady-state condition in the core. The input to the 

code for this purpose consists of the basic core neutronics characteristics. 

These include power, axial and radial power distribution, fraction of power 

generated in the clad and coolant, the delayed neutron fraction and decay 

constants, and the various reactivity coefficients. Physical properties of 

the system are also inputed. These properties include thermal conductivity, 

coefficient of expansion, viscosity, specific heat for sodium all as a 

function of temperature. Similar properties are required for the fuel matrix 

and cladding. 

In general, interest is centered on the condition (temperature) of the 

hottest pin in the core, since damage criteria are based on the hot pin in the 

hot channel. The hot pin is characterized in terms of average properties 

through the use of hot channel factors as shown in Table XI.1. It can be noted 

that all elements of the direct hot channel factors result in temperature 

increases relative to average conditions. Interchannel coolant mixing com

pensates for intra-subassembly flow maldistribution, but the effect is NQ.r)i 
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Table XI.1 

ENGINEERING HOT CHANNEL FACTORS 

FACTOR 

A. Direct 

1. Inlet Flow Maldistribution 

2. Intra-Subasserably Flow 
Maldistribution 

3. Inter-Channel Coolant 
Mixing 

4. Power Control Band 

5. Wire Wrap Temperature 
Peaking 

Product 

B. Statistical 

6. Fissile Fuel 
Maldistribution 

7. Power Level 
Measurement 

8. Burned Rod Reload 

9. Rod Diameter, Pitch and 
Bow 

10. Film and Gap Coefficient 

11. Fuel and Clad Conductivity 
and Thickness 

Statistical Combination 

Combined Factor 

COOLANT 

1.05 

1.15 

0.99 

1.02 

1.219 

+2.3% 

9.0 

1.2 

2.0l 

9.58% 

COOLANT 

1.336 

FILM 

1.02 

1.06 

1.02 

2.00^ 

2.206 

+3.3% 

9.0 

1.2 

0.9 

33. 

34.4% 

FILM 

2.965 

CLAD 

1.02 

1.02 

+3.3% 

9.0 

1.2 

12. 

15.41% 

CLAD 

1.177 

GAP 

1.02 

1.02 

+3.3% 

9.0 

1.2 

40. 

41.15% 

GAP 

1.440 

FUEL 

i 1-02 

1.02 

+3.3% 

9.0 

1.2 

10. 

13.90% 

FUEL 

1.162 1 

1. For Clad Temperature Only; 
Less for Fuel Temperature 
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slight. The statistical factors do not always occur with the same sign so 

that when combined, the total is less than the sum, but larger than the 

biggest single component. 

The results of the application of the hot channel factors are shown 

in Figure XI.1. The radial temperature distribution within the hot fuel pin 

is shown at the point of maximum temperature for steady-state conditions. 

The input to the code must be suitably adjusted to obtain the steady-state 

temperature profile to use as the starting point for the temperature changes 

to follow from the reactivity transient. The steady-state temperatures in 

the hot pin establish the margin to the point of failure. As shown on 

Figure XI,1, steady-state fuel temperature in the hot pin is approximately 

4400°F; thus, the margin is about 450°F before the fuel begins to melt. 

Similarly, the inner clad temperature of the hottest point in the hottest pin 

is approximately nOO°F, which allows a 100°F margin before reaching 1200°F, 

a tentative lower limit for no damage to the clad. 

b. Power Coefficients 

The next component of code input which will be considered is reactivity 

temperature coefficients. The main temperature dependent reactivity effects 

are: 

(1) The Doppler effect 

(2) Coolant density effects 

(3) Core structural dimensional effects, including: 

(a) Movement of the core relative to control elements 

(b) Axial expansion of fuel pins 

(c) Radial movement of fuel pins 

(d) Thermal bowing of fuel. 
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The equations defining the foregoing effects and uncertainties in 

their calculation have been treated in Chapter VIII, Reactor Kinetics 

Parameters. The discussion given here will only touch upon the application 

of these coefficients to particular analyses and the values used. 

For most analyses of reactivity transients, the axial expansion co

efficient is assumed to be zero. Ignoring the axial expansion coefficients 

results in conservative analysis for most positive reactivity accidents. 

However, for accidents such as cold sodium insertion, this is not conserva

tive. Coefficients of axial expansion have been calculated to be 

-4.5 X 10"^ Ak/°C, and -2,8 x 10' Ak/°C based on cladding and fuel expan

sion, respectively. These coefficients were calculated by increasing the 

height of the core by a small percentage while maintaining the total mass of 

the core constant. A radial expansion coefficient calculated for FFTF is 

-3 X 10" Ak/°C based on the change in coolant outlet temperature. This 

coefficient is based on a reactivity change of .9(t per mil change in radius 

with positive reactivity associated with decreasing radius. The radial ex

pansion coefficient is not normally taken into account in the analysis of 

reactivity excursions. It is dependent on the temperature change of the 

structure and coolant in the core, hence it is a rather slow acting effect. 

Again, however, for an accident such as cold sodium insertion, it is applied 

to be conservative. 

The coolant temperature effect will also be present during reactivity 

transients. Since the coolant temperature coefficient is computed by the 

same methods used to calculate void coefficient, the reactivity effect may be 

positive or negative, depending upon location of the disturbance in the core. 
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and the prospects for neutron leakage. For a large sodium cooled fast 

reactor such as the 1000 Mw electrical designs, a slightly positive sodium 

temperature coefficient is obtained. For a very small reactor, 500 liters 

or less, a small negative coefficient is obtained. For FFTF, with a size 

of approximately 1000 liters, it appears that the coefficient will be quite 

small and may be either positive or negative. To be conservative, a zero 

coolant temperature coefficient has been used for positive temperature 

changes, and a value of -1.5 x 10" Ak/°C for accidents such as cold sodium 

insertion where a negative coefficient gives a conservative result. 

The Doppler coefficient is, of course, the predominant prompt acting 

feedback effect. In most reactivity transient analyses, the Doppler co

efficient is considered the only reliable prompt power coefficient. This is 

because the Doppler is based strictly on the change of fuel temperature 

which occurs regardless of the speed with which the transient takes place. 

All of the foregoing coefficients would have very little effect in the case 

of a high reactivity ramp rate. As a conservative value, a Doppler co-

dk 

efficient T -TJ = -.004 has been used in the analysis which will be subse

quently discussed. It should be noted that the coefficients stated here are 

preliminary values, subject to revision, and indeed have been changed since 

these calculations were made. 

c. Protection System Dynamics 

The last major element of code input to be discussed here is the pro

tection system dynamics. Protection system characteristics are usually 

entered as a negative reactivity ramp which is delayed for a given amount of 

time after a certain trip point such as high power or high coolant outlet 
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temperature has been reached. The variables which must be considered to 

determine the control system dynamics are: the initial position of the 

rods, safety rod acceleration, rod worth, and response time. 

1) Initial Safety Rod Position 

The starting position of the scram rods relative to the core center 

line will influence the rate of poison insertion for a given control or 

safety system. Figure XI.2 shows the fraction of rod worth inserted versus 

distance from initial rod position. It can be seen that the rate of in

sertion is highest for the initial position of 20 cm below the top of the 

active zone or core interface. This occurs since rod movement is started on 

the steep portion of the characteristic integral rod worth "S" curve. How

ever, for the same displacement from the core top face, total rod worth 

inserted increases as the initial rod position is raised away from the core 

centerline. In the analysis to be discussed here, the initial rod position 

was taken at the top axial core interface. 

2) Safety Rod Acceleration 

Figure XI.3 shows the fraction of total rod worth inserted as a function 

of time for three different rod acceleration values, and for the rods at the 

core interface. These curves were obtained from the data on Figure XI.2, 

combined with a typical integral rod worth curve. It can be seen that the 

gain in response is substantial in increasing acceleration from 1 to 2 g's, 

whereas the gain in going from 2 to 3 g's is somewhat less. Figure XI.3 is 

based on the ideal relation for frictionless uniform acceleration, 

2 
d = 1/2 at , Figure XI,4 reflects the more realistic situation where fric-

tional and hydraulic forces are considered. The figure shows rod displacement 
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in inches versus time in seconds. The lower curve shows the time distance 

relationship for gravity fall of the 640 lb FFTF safety rods. The fric

tionless one g curve is also plotted on the figure for comparison. It can 

be seen that a 14" spring assist, with a spring constant of 640 lbs, results 

in a response curve essentially equal to the ideal one g curve for the first 

200 milliseconds. The two curves then spread after the spring assist has 

been completed. Thus, gravity fall plus a one g spring is effectively 

only a one g system. The reactivity analyses to be discussed here are based 

on such a system, i.e., one g or two g's depending on the point of view. 

The fact that the real system departs from idealized performance after 0,2 

sees is not ^ery important since the significant period in suppressing 

effects of a reactivity ramp is the time range within the initial 200 msecs. 

3) Scrammable Rod Worth 

Minimum scrammable worth requirements must provide sufficient poison 

to bring the reactor to subcritical conditions and maintain in that state 

under all conditions. Numerical values of rod worth will depend upon safety 

criteria adopted for any particular reactor core under consideration. Complete 

criteria have been formulated for the FFTF nuclear control system.^ ' A 

15) summary^ ' of reactivity control worth requirements are given in Table XI.2. 

The reactivity analyses in this chapter are based on a nuclear control system 

consisting of six in-core poison elements. B.C enriched with B is the 

control material used. Out of the six in-core rod positions, three of these 

accommodate primary safety rods with a maximum worth of 6-8$ each and a total 

worth for all three rods of approximately 4,8% Ak/k, There are three in-core 

positions for shim rods with a worth of approximately 4,0$ each, and a total 

worth of 3,6% Ak/k. There are also 15 peripheral control rods worth approxi-



TABLE XI.2 

R e a c t i v i t y - C o n t r o l Worth Requirements 

Temperature Defect 

(a) Hot Oper. to Hot 

Standby 

(b) Hot Standby to 600 *F 

(c) 600 °F to 400 °F 
Fuel Burnup Allowance 

(Equil. 3 Cycle) 

Test Shim & Operating 
Flexibility 

Reactivity-Control Burnup 

Accident Reactivity Insertion 

Minimum Shutdown Margin 

Subtotal 

20% Uncertainties 

Total Exclusive of Stuck Rod 

Stuck Rod Provision * 
{Max. Worth Element) 

Total 

Design Options 

(a) 

(b) (Reference Design) 

(c) 

Oper-
tional 
Control 

0.5% 

0.3 

Primary 
Safety 

0.5% 

0.3 

0.2 

Secondary 
Safety 

0.5 

Op. Control-
Pri. Safety 

0.5 

0.3 

0.2 

Op. Control-
Sec. Safety 

0.5 

0.3 

2.6 

7.8 

2.6 

3.2 + X 2.3 8.6 + Y 

* 

* 

2.6 

1.8 

0.3 

1.0 

6.5 

1.3 

7.8 

0.2 

[l.5 

2.7 

0.5 

3.2 

X 

0.2 

1.2 

1.9 

0.4 

2.3 

1.8 

0.3 

7.2 

1.4 

8.6 

Y 

1.8 

0.3 

• 1.2 

6.7 

1.3 

8.0 

8.0 
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mately 1$ each. These rods are scrammable; however, they are not equipped 

with gravity assist springs and have a slower response than the in-core 

rods. All six in-core rods are designed to be accelerated into the core 

with a force of one g. The analysis given here is based on two primary 

safety rods worth 3,2% Ak/k, responding to a scram signal. Thus, allowance 

is made for one rod to remain stuck in its out-of-core position. All in-

core rods will scram, and analyses also show the results for six rods 

entering the core, 

4) Safety System Response Time 

The response time depends on three components - sensor, logic circuit, 

and rod release delays. Conditions sensed by the nuclear flux instrumen

tation (ion chamber and its associated amplifier) are capable of achieving 

a response of 1 msec or less when operating in the power range. This 

implies that for accident conditions detected by the high level neutron 

monitors, the response time of the complete scram system will be governed by 

the response of the logic and actuators. Reed relays are planned for use in 

the logic and safety circuits. These devices are expected to introduce 

response delays of 25 to 50 msec. The rod release mechanism delay depends 

upon design. With the roller-nut type of rod drive, a magnetic field holds 

rollers against a lead screw. The magnetic field decays off in the msec 

range, and springs kick the rollers free, releasing the rod. An allowance of 

75 msec was provided for rod release delay. This time, combined with a delay 

of 25 msec in the power range nuclear channels and protection logic, results 

in a total time delay of 100 msec. This is the time span from receipt of 

signal by the flux monitors to the point in time at which the safety rods 

commence travel, 
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Negative reactivity ramps representing performance of the reactor 

scram system as used in the reactivity transient analysis reported here 

are shown on Figure XI.5. These curves are based on rod worths, accelera

tion, and response time as discussed above. The bottom curve assumes two 

of the three safety rods scram, thus observing the stuck rod provision. 

This curve was used in the analyses. The top curve shows response of the 

system as designed, i,e., the in-core shim rods are accelerated into the 

core along with the primary safety rods, 

C. Application to Reactivity Accidents 

1. Slow Reactivity Insertion Accidents 

This general category includes accidents which produce a reactivity 

ramp which is well below the design speed of the protection system or acci

dents where the total amount of positive reactivity insertion is small. A 

complete list of accidents of this type should be determined by fault tree 

analysis for any particular reactor. Examples of accidents in this category, 

which are discussed here, are uncontrolled rod withdrawal caused by operator 

error or instrumentation failure, and cold sodium insertion. 

a. Uncontrolled Rod Withdrawal 

Figure XI.6 shows the reactor power response to the continuous with

drawal of a safety rod and a peripheral control rod. The analysis of this 

fault assumed a cold shutdown initial condition with a prompt neutron power 

of 4 KW. Fault indication would be obtained from the control rod drive and 

from period meters in addition to the flux level trips shown. It is seen 

that the 40 MW power trip is reached in about 17 sees. The transients are 

based on a design limited maximum withdrawal rate of 15"/min, Figure XI.7 
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shows the thermal response of hot channel fuel. It is seen that peak hot 

channel temperature rises to only about 1000°F before reaching the inter

mediate level trip, and this accident is easily controlled by the reactor 

protection system, 

b. Cold Sodium Insertion 

The analysis of this potential accident required the use of the FFTF 

hybrid simulation of the primary coolant system to obtain the sodium tempera

ture transient, and MELT-II to determine the core thermal and neutronic 

response. The incident was postulated to occur as follows. The reactor is 

at low power with one heat transport loop operating at low flow to maintain 

a full core delta T. The other two heat transport loops are isothermal at 

350°F with primary pump motors running but EM clutches disengaged. At time 

zero, the EM clutches on the isothermal loops are engaged at about 60 percent 

excitation current (with a time constant of one second) and the two loops 

begin pouring cold sodium into the reactor inlet plenum. The transient con

tinues with constant 350°F sodium temperature from the two loops limited only 

by the circuit time of the primary loop which is about 22 seconds. This 

accident might also be considered representative of one which might happen if 

control valves in the primary loop opened abruptly during pump testing with 

the reactor critical. Figure XI.8 shows the reactivity response with a Doppler 

dk coefficient of 1 -TT = -.004, Other feedback terms in this calculation were: 

Sodium Temperature Coefficient Ak/°K -2,67 x 10" 

Clad Expansion Coefficient Ak/°K -4.0 x 10"^ 

Radial Expansion Coefficient Ak/°K -9.0 x 10"^ 
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It is seen that for the first three seconds, the reactivity insertion 

rate is about 30(t/sec, The Doppler feedback is initially positive since the 

cold sodium is cooling the fuel until neutron energy starts heating it at 

three seconds; the Doppler then starts turning the ramp around. The ex

pansion and density feedbacks, however, continue to insert some positive re

activity because the temperature of the sodium coolant continues to fall 

during this time period. This analysis does not include reactor scram; 

however, protection against the 30(i;/sec reactivity ramp is well within the 

capability of the FFTF scram system. Figure XI.9 shows the power rise as a 

result of this accident. Trip points which are available to stop this power 

rise are the low range, intermediate, and high range neutron flux monitors 

which would trip at 10" Mw, 40 Mw, and 440 Mw, respectively. The power rate-

of-change channels would also trip. 

2. Rapid Reactivity Insertion Accidents 

This category represents accidents causing a reactivity ramp and a 

total amount of positive insertion that tests the capability of the protection 

system and establishes the speed at which it must operate. Examples in this 

category include single subassembly fuel compaction by gravity and structural 

failure of a partially inserted control rod. 

a. Fuel Compaction Accidents 

The meltdown of a single fuel subassembly is considered a serious 

accident and considerable design effort is applied to reduce the probability 

of such an accident to acceptable levels. Hence, fuel slumping is never 

expected to occur. However, it is useful and instructive to analyze this 
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accident, and the reactivity transients resulting from it have been used as 

the design basis for the protection system. 

In analyzing this accident, a reactivity ramp is first estimated from 

the displacement of fuel from the lower worth region of the core to the 

maximum worth region at the center by gravitational force. In these calcu

lations the top 40% of the fuel subassembly is assumed to move to the central 

20% of the subassembly. This movement is physically possible since the fuel 

(6) 
matrix occupies only 31,1 volume percent^ ' of a driver subassembly in the 

core inner region. Based on a 90 cm core, the centroid of the upper 40% of 

a subassembly is 27 cm from the center, and with gravity collapse, time re

quired for this movement is about 235 msec. The reactivity insertion involved 

in the foregoing fuel movement is estimated from reactivity coefficient pro

files such as those given on Figure XI,10, This plot shows relative worth 

of core constituents as a function of axial distance from the core midplane. 

Material worths in Ak/kg are also shown. The reactivity change is obtained 

by computing the difference in reactivity of the upper 60% of the subassembly 

before and after slumping. The sodium is assumed to be voided, along with 

the stainless steel, although the latter effect is very small. For a driver 

subassembly containing 6 kg fissile material and 30 kg fertile material, the 

compacted condition provides a positive reactivity increase of approximately 

60(t, The insertion rate ramp thus becomes .60/.235 or about 2.6 $/sec. 

Estimates of the total reactivity insertion and ramp rates have been 

made for a broad spectrum of fuel assemblies which might be used in driver, 

(7) closed loop or open loop test positions in the core,^ ' The most severe 

potential accident of this type identified would introduce reactivity at a 
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rate of 4.4 $/sec, bounded at 1$ total insertion. The fuel specimen in 

question would contain approximately 8,4 kg fissile material and 23.2 kg 

fertile material. This is currently considered an upper limit on fissile 

loading in the FFTF core and corresponds to the maximum cooling capability 

of the open loop position. 

FFTF safety system response to a 5 $/sec reactivity ramp is shown on 

Figures XI,11 and XI,12. Reactor scram trip occurs at 440 Mw at about 10 msec 

on Figure XI,11, and with a 100 msec delay, the rods start into the core at 

110 msec, turning the power ramp around at about 170 msec for the six rod 

case, and somewhat later for the two rod case. Figure XI,12 shows a maximum 

fuel temperature rise in the hot channel of about 200 and 400°F, respectively, 

for the two and six scram rod cases. Since peak steady-state fuel temperature 

is about 4400°F (Figure XI,1), centerline fuel melting temperatures are not 

reached in either case. 

b. Structural Failure of Control Rod 

Another limiting case reactivity insertion accident involves the 

structural failure of a partially inserted control rod. This event could 

occur if cooling were lost to the rod causing melting of the rod cladding and 

subsequent collapse of the rod material. One would expect this process to 

occur rather slowly with the melting taking place over many seconds. It is 

difficult to predict the exact progression of the melting, however, and for 

this reason, a limiting case situation is postulated. It is assumed that an 

in-core control rod with the maximum allowable worth of 4$ is partially inserted 

in the core. The bottom section of the rod, x cm in length, is located about 

the core centerline as shown in Figure XI,13. It is pessimistically assumed 
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that the rod fails at the distance 1/2 x above core centerline and the 

section of the rod below the failure point drops through distance y to the 

position indicated as x-,. Since the rod worth at x is larger than the worth 

at x-,, a net position reactivity insertion occurs. This positive insertion 

is divided by the time calculated for the rod to fall by gravity through 

distance y to obtain the reactivity ramp. 

Figure XI.14 shows total reactivity insertion and ramp rate for various 

initial rod positions. The distance from the bottom of the rod to the failure 

point, X, was varied from 20 cm to 70 cm. The difference in rod worth between 

positions x and x-i increases to a maximum at x equal to approximately 38 cm 

and then decreases. The ramp rate varies as a function of both worth 

difference and drop time reaching a maximum at approximately 42 cm. It can be 

seen that this particular accident is bounded by a total insertion of 1.2$ 

with a ramp rate of 4$/sec, 

/ 
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Figure XI.4 
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XII. ANALYSIS OF LOSS OF COOLING ACCIDENTS 

Compiled by H. G. Johnson 

Contributions by: 

C. D. Flowers 
A. L. Gunby 
H. G. Johnson 
J. E. Krajicek 
R. N. Madsen 

A. Introduction 

The subject of this lecture is limited to the description of the simulation 

methods used for analysis of failures of heat transport system components, in

cluding the failures of active components and passive components. Failures of 

pumps, fans, and process controls are examples of active component failures. A 

pipe break is an example of a passive component failure. 

Attention is directed to single failures and situations involving sequential 

or concurrent faults. In the latter case, we usually combine the failure of an 

active or passive component with the concurrent (or sequential) failure of a 

primary protective action trip. 

The worst case approach is often followed for conceptual design work. For 

example, the instantaneous loss of secondary coolant flow to an IHX can be used 

to represent the worst possible situation for any type of secondary or tertiary 

loop failure: the need for separate analysis for many real life type failures is 

then eliminated if the worst case analysis shows that the reactor can be shut down 

safely (while meeting established safety criteria) even for the worst case. The 

analysis of the real life failures is then done as a part of detailed design in 

order to optimize on such things as trip points, reactivity insertion rates, etc. 

The reactor and heat transport system analyzed is depicted in Figure XII.1. 

Components included in the simulation models are: 
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Reactor and core 

Primary and secondary pumps and drives 

IHX and DHX (heat exchangers) 

Connecting piping 

Secondary surge tanks 

DHX fans 

Air flow dampers 

Process controllers and sensors 

Safety guard standpipes or tanks 

Safety system trip switches 

For emergency cooling analysis, especially for pipe rupture and total loss of 

electrical power accidents, it is necessary that piping elevations and component 

arrangements be carefully simulated. 

The modeling of components is discussed in paragraph C below. 

B. Required System Performance 

In order to make the transient analysis more than just an interesting 

exercise, it is necessary that some comparison criteria be available so that 

the calculated system performance can be compared against the required per

formance in order to establish the practicality of the then existing plant 

design. Safety criteria and limiting thermal shock criteria are the standards 

for comparison. 
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1. Safety Criteria 

The safety criteria for loss of cool inn accidents are summarized in 

Tables XII.1 - XII.3. The damaae limits are shown in Table XH.l; note 

that the criteria are based on claddim temperatures rather than -rupl con

ditions for these loss of coolinn accidents. The faults are defined anci 

classified in Table XII.2, and finally the allof/able core danane is shown 

in Table XII.3, where single and concurrent faults are considered. 

2. Thermal Shock Criteria 

Safety criteria simply establish m.axinum allowable temperature levels, 

but rates of temperature chanqe and the amount of the teniperature change are 

also vital to component design. The number of such cycles in the life o-̂" 

the plant is also important: the number of cycles is nenerally established 

by other desiqn groups. Early in design the tentative systen response to 

controlling accidents is determined and used as input to co'.iponent desion. 

The simulation models at this time are usually quite simple; consequently, 

a worst case approach is taken to give conservative rates and total tempera

ture steps. Subsequently, it is necessary to adjust system performance to 

live within these component design transients. 

C. Determination of System Performance 

"I. Computer Solutions to Problems 

Analysis is perforii.cd usina digital or analog-hybrid co^Duters. The all 

digital approach is used where a great amount of detail is required, includinq 

such things as temperature dependent physical properties. For economic reasons, 
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TABLE XII.1 

DAMAGE CLASSIFICATION FOR LOSS-OF-COOLING ACCIDENTS 

INITIAL CORE IRRADIATED FUEL 

Accident Severity 
Level 

Classification 

Fuel Cladding Damage 
Criteria For 

Loss-of-Flow Accident Criteria Basis 

Disruptive Accident 

Major Accident 

Minor Accident 

Operational Incident 
(no damage) 

Temperature > 1600 F 

Temperature 1300 °F to 1600 °F 

Temperature 1200 °F to 1300 °F 

Temperature < 1200 °F 

Sodium Boiling 

No damage stainless 
steel cladding 

limit 

*The 1300 F limit is based on reactivity accident criteria. 
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TABLF XII.2 

DEFINITION OF FAULTS 

(1) Anticipated Fault 

(2) Unlikely Fault 

(3) Major Fault 

-- May occur one or more times during lifetime 

of facility 

-- Should not occur during reactor lifetime 

-- Should not occur in several reactor life

times. Results in damage associated with 

a major accident 

(4) Protective Action Failure -- Concurrent with any of above 

three faults. 

Examples of the above types of feiTlts are listed below: 

Anticipated Faults 

Loss of flow with pump 

coastdown 

IHX tube leak 

BPA power failure 

Ur. 1 ikely Faults 

Loss of flow without 

pump coastdown 

(pump seizure) 

IHX tube rupture 

Circuit failure 

(to motor) 

Major Faults 

Pump casing rupture --

Loss of coolant from 

sump 

IHX containment shell 

rupture 

Crack in primary pipe 

Check valve failure 

to close (Alterna

tively, the check 

valve failure to 

close could be con

sidered as the failure dash pot 

of a primary protective 

action) 

Pipe leak corrosion -- Pipe rupture in primary 

erosion primary pipe loop 

Sodium hammer --

failure of valve 



TABLE XII.3 

ALLOWABLE CORE DAMAGE FOR ACCIDENTS 

NUMBER OF SIMULTANEOUS INDEPENDENT OCCURRENCES MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CORE DAMAGE 

ticipated 
c',ult(s) 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

1 ' 

Unlikely 
Fault(s) 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Major 
Fault(s) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Protective Action 
Failure 

Primarv + Backup 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ / 

/ 

/ 

/ / 

Operational Minor Major 
Incident Accident Accident 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Disruptive 
Accident 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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the transient times are usually limited to one or two minutes, and pre

ferably to less than 30 seconds. The hybrid is a good tool for parametric 

transient studies and is a must for process control work. There is no 

time limit for hybrid runs. 

a. Dynasar Digital Simulation 

The G. E. proprietary Dynasar code has been used for FFTF systems 

simulation v/ork to date. Dynasar is a qeneral purpose dynamic system 

analyzer code which is suitable for the evaluation of larne, complex, 

linear and nonlinear systems describable by differential and algebraic 

equations. The code can handle up to 200 simultaneous integrations as 

set up by up to 1050 algebraic "boxes". A box is the name qiven each 

separate multiplier, summer, inteorator, switch, etc. Inteoration is 

performed by a modified Adams Moultan 4 point history nredictor-corrector 

technique in which the time steps are continually modified to maximize 

them while still meeting an error criterion. The integration process is 

started by a modified Euler method for the first 4 time points. A dis

advantage of the Dynasar code is that the same time step is used for all 

integrations at a given time plane, with the time step, of course, 

determined by the time constant of the controllina integration. 

To date we have been able to simulate only the reactor vessel and 

core and two primary loops (includinq the secondary side of the IHX's), 

because that amount of the system uses all available Univac 1108 storage 
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capacity. Separate Dynasar codes are available for the secondary loops. 

These secondary loop codes then allow a determination of forcing data 

for the reactor plus primary loop programs. 

Data decks only are required for Dynasar applications. REMOD and 

PRIM are the names given to the data decks for the reactor and primary 

loop codes, respectively. 

b. Analog-Hybrid Simulation 

The FFTF hybrid consists of an AD-4 Applied Dynamics Analog computer 

wi th 200 amp l i f i e rs , including 48 in tegra to rs ; a 16K, 18 b i t word, PDP-9 

D ig i ta l Equipment Corp, d i g i t a l computer; in te r fac ing equipment; and 

peripheral equipment such as recorders and an on- l ine p r i n t e r . 

All of the reactor and HTS are simulated with the hybrid models. 

Division of components between the digital and analog computers is 

shown in Figure XII,2, 

Digital integrations are performed using an explicit method. Dif

ferent time steps are used in the various parts of the system with 

integrations performed only as needed for accuracy. The digital programs 

are coded using the recently invented SIMPL-I language.^ 

Refer to Appendix I for a brief summary of hybrid simulation used 

for conceptual design work. 
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D. Mathematical Models of Reactor and HTS 

1. Reactor Model Description 

The reactor model is based on the FFTF vertical core reactor concept 

V-A depicted in drawing SK-3-14545. The model divides the reactor into 44 

separate nodes where reactor temperatures are calculated. The nodal 

breakdown is shown in Figure XII,3. Inlet and outlet mixing plenums are 

simulated. There are four flow paths through the reactor: (1) average 

driver fuel tube coolant, (2) average leakage coolant outside of driver 

fuel tubes, (3) average radial reflector coolant, and (4) vessel wall 

coolant. 

The following solid material regions have been simulated as separate 

nodes representing average conditions within the reactor vessel; fuel, 

fuel cladding, lower and upper axial reflectors, driver fuel duct wall 

(in core zone), inlet plenum metal, outlet plenum metal, radial reflectors 

(includes radial reflectors, shields, control rods, e t c ) , and a region 

that represents the fuel storage region outside of the reactor core barrel 

(simulated as stagnant sodium). Heat transfer between all adjacent regions 

is included (indicated by double pointed arrows in Figure XII.3), 

Heat generation is included in the following regions; fuel, axial 

reflectors, and radial reflectors. The total reactor power includes power 

generated by fast (prompt) neutrons and power generation by beta and gamma 

decay of fission products. The neutron power is calculated by the simple 

point kinetics equations with the assumption that the neutron lifetime is 

small enough (neutron lifetime 10" for fast reactors) to make the neutron 

power calculation algebraic, (i.e., neglect «,* dP/dt term - restricts 

reactivity insertions to less than +1) Three reduced neutron decay groups 
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are assumed for input to the neutron power calculation. Three groups are 

also assumed to represent the fission product decay heat generation. As 

well, the follov/ing reactivity feedback terms are simulated: Doppler 

sodium temperature, and structural effects. A reactor power controller 

is also simulated. 

Feedback coefficients are as follows: 

Doppler Feedback 

"̂ Fuel 

""̂ Fuel, 
^•^onpler = ^D "̂ 

where 

fr -1 = Volume average fuel temperature (absolute) 

Tr PI = Reference steady-state volume averaoe fuel temperature 
Ref. (absolute) 

ctr. = Doppler feedback coefficient = T • ^ = - 0.004 (assumed) 

Sodium Temperature Feedback 

"CLT ("̂C " "^C, Ref.j 

= Averaae driver channel coolant temperature in core region 

- Reference average driver channel coolant temperature in 
core region 

= Sodium temperature feedback coefficient = - 1.39x10' °F~ 

wh 

^ "^Coolant 

ere 

^C 

"•̂ C, Ref. 

"CLT 
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Structural Feedbacks 

Tv;o types of structural feedbacks have been included: 

(1) Core radial expansion feedback, 5k , 

^̂ Tl = \ Pc " ̂ C, Ref.) 

where 

T„ = Average driver channel coolant temperature in core rep 

T-, r, J, = Reference averaae driver channel coolant temnerature 
C, Ref. 

in core region 

-6 o 

"E 
= Core radial expansion feedback coefficient = - 4x10 

(as^ur-sd) 

Note: -

The tube temperature has been 

assumed to be the same as the average tube coolant 

temperature. 

(2) Tube bowing feedback, 5k ST2 

^^ST2 = % p^Core " ^"^Core,) 
Ref. 

where 

ATp = Tube coolant axial temperature difference across core 

Core = Reference steady-state tube coolant axial temperature 

difference across core 

an = Tube bov.'ina feedback coefficient = + 6,25x10" °F' 

(assumed) 

The structural feedback simulation is grossly simplified. However, 

the individual structural feedback coefficients are small and of opposit 

sign and the net structural feedback has very little effect on the total 

reactivity. Other reactivities that are included to make up the total 

reactivity include scram reactivity which is forced on the system by 

separate input, and control reactivity which is calculated by the reacto 

controller simulation. 
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Miscellaneous temperatures that are calculated include average fuel, 

average driver fuel channel coolant, hot channel core outlet, and hot 

channel maximum clad. 

The total reactor simulation contains 52 differential equations of 

which 44 calculate reactor temperatures, six calculate total reactor power 

and two calculate power controller resoonse. The remainder of the simu

lation consists of algebraic calculations and function generators. 

All sodium, fuel, cladding and driver tube wall material properties 

are input as a function of temperature at each node point. Reflector and 

plenum metal properties have been assumed constant. 
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a. Power Calculations 

Total power is neutron power plus fission product power. 

1) Neutron Power 

Single point kinetics (3 groups assumed) with prompt jump 
An 

assumption, (i.e., '̂* ̂  = 0 assumed) 
3 
I (x.j,*C,) 

where Pj. is equivalent to n and 

6k is equivalent to p 

d (x i*C ) 

j r - ^ =XiB.P, -X.(X.£*C.) i =1,2.3 

restrictions: 6k< + 6 

2) Fission Product 

Fission product data used with 3-group approximation as follows: 

dPppi 

~at Vpi ^^FPi ''fot. " •'FPî  ^ " '̂̂ '̂  

3 
P = "̂  P . 
^FP ;: T ^FPi 
Total "̂' 

b. Reactor Power Controller 

A "bang-bang" type of controller is simulated. Controller reactivity 

is determined by control rod position and a control rod worth curve. Although 

the rod actually moves in finite steps, the rod insertion step inputs have 

been assumed linear with rate. 
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The rod position and movement is determined by the following equation; 

where 

X = X. + r, r N dt 
' ' 0 

X = 

^1 = 

r-i = 

rod position 

initial rod position (steady state) 

insertion rate 

N = 

i f ^Tot. l ^ T o t . -2 .5%P. 

i f P 
Tot. 

Tot. 

within +2.5% deadband 

i f ^Tot. l ^ o t . ^2.5%P^^,^ 

i.e., If power increases N = -1 and rod position X decreases, thus providing 

less positive reactivity. Opposite when power decreases. 

NOTE: Controller time constant of 0.1 sec. assumed, and initial rod position 

selected as that amount of 6k required to offset the steady state sodium 

temperature feedback 6k (arbitrary). 

c. Thermal Calculations 

Transient reactor temperatures are calculated by performing an energy 

balance on each node or node point in the system. Such an energy balance is 

[Rate of Change of Thermal Energy] = [Energy In] - [Energy Out] 

more specifically 

Rate of Change 
of 

Thermal Energy_ 

Energy In 
With 

Flowing Fluid_ 

Internal 
Heat 

Generation_ 

Energy In 
by 

Conduction or Convection 

Energy Out 
With 

Flowing Fluid, 

Energy Out 
by 

Conduction or Cohvection 
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The above equation applies to a three-dimensional problem. 

However, for our simulation the following assumptions have been 

made: (cylindrical coordinates r, X,0) 

1. Flowing fluid energy in axial direction (X) only considered 

2. Conduction and/or convection heat transfer only in radial direction 

considered (axial conduction neglected) 

3. Uniform heat generation assumed 

4. All changes in e direction neglected 

5. Surface work energy neglected. 

The above assumptions are necessary to make the problem solution 

possible. The resulting solution is satisfactory for our total system 

simulation approach. 

The energy balance terms in differential form are; 
(Note balance on temperature T) 

Rate of Change 
of 

Thermal Energy. 

Energy In 
With 

Flowing Fluid 

pVC dT 
p 3T 

% (T,n - W.) 

Energy In 
by 

Conduction or Convection 
(UA)(T* - T) 

Internal 
Heat 

Generation. 
= q 
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Energy Out 

Flowing Fluid ^ 

Energy Out 
by = (UA (T' - T) 

Conduction or Convection 

T* & T ' = temperatures of adjacent regions 

Ref. = Ref. temperature (drops out in final equation) 

Combining the above terms the final equation becomes: 

» % ar = -"S ''out - Tl„) * q * t"'*)(T* - T) - (UA)(T- - T) 

starting with the basic equation and applying the same simplifying 

assumptions we get the same equation in the differential form. 

More specific equations for the types of regions simulated within the 

reactor follow. 

1) Mixing Plena 

Perfect mixing assumed 

(pbVCp) ̂ = W^C^ (Tii - Tp) + W2 (T^i - Tp) - (UA)(Tp - T„) 
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where 

T = plenum temperature (outlet temperature) 

T-j. = inlet temperature for flow W-, 

T^- = inlet temperature for flow Wp 

W-, = flow into plenum 

Wp = flow into plenum 

C = plenum specific heat 

C-, = inlet 1 specific heat 

C2 = inlet 2 specific heat 

V = plenum volume 

b = fraction of volume effective in mixing 

p = plenum density 

(UA) = heat transfer coefficient times heat transfer area 

Tj. = metal or other temperature that provides temperature 

gradient with plenum temperature for heat transfer 

Common assumption: All specific heats are equal. 

Single Axial Node Solid Regions With q 

T . •<- T 

T - CI CO 

'c 1 

where 

T = solid temperature 

T = average coolant temperature 
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T . = coolant inlet temperature 
ci '^ 

T = coolant outlet temperature 

V = volume/unit length 

A' = heat transfer area/unit length 

U = overall heat transfer coefficient 

q = heat generation 

L = node length 

p = coolant density 

c = coolant specific heat 

3) Single Axial Node Coolant Regions With Heat Transfer To/From Solid 

^ dT,„ W^C 
(PVC) -~^= - ^ (T_ - 1,) + (UAO (T, - J) 

dt L ^ CO ci' ^ ' ^ s ĉ  

T . + T 
J _ Cl CO 

where 

c 2 

T ^ = coolant outlet temperature 
CO ^ 

T . = coolant inlet temperature 

T = solid temperature 

W = coolant flow rate 

All other nomenclature same as above.. 

If heat transfer with parallel coolant region exists, an additional 

(UA')AT term is included with AT simulated as the difference between the 

average coolant temperatures in each node. 
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NOTE: The following assumption is made in arriving at the 

above equation: 

dT, clT̂ ^ 
C = CO 

at" "cTF 
rate of change _ rate of change 

of average temperature ~ of outlet temperature 

4) Core Zone Fuel Temperatures 

Fuel temperatures are calculated at four axial locations, and are 

interpreted as the temperature at that location and not as node volume 

temperatures. The heat generation is equally divided radially and a 

chopped cosine power distribution is assumed to obtain the heat generation 

at each specific axial location. 

The thermal equations are written on a per-unit-length basis and 

are essentially the same as the equation for a solid with q. 

The reason for writing the fuel temperatures at specific axial 

locations is that the core coolant temperatures are calculated at 

specific axial locations with finite difference techniques used to 

approximate the spatial temperature derivative term . 

5) Core Zone Coolant Temperatures 
.J J /Heat Transfer \ / Heat Transfer^ 

f \ir\ en ,, r / cn\ . from I - I to 
^pVC)-^t-= " V c n ^^F"^ •" \ clad / \ Tube Wall 

n = 2,3,4 
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for n = 2 

n = 3 

n = 4 

core 
A = — g 

!ZC2.ICIIVL 
3X 2A 

i^cl _ Ic4_llc2 
9X 2A 

sx " 2A 

T , = core inlet temperature 

W = coolant flow 

6) Hot Channel Temperatures 

Since the reactor model is calculated for reactor average conditions 

hot channel factors must be applied to calculate maximum temperatures 

in the reactor. Two hot channel temperatures are of interest; maximum 

core outlet coolant temperature, and maximum clad temperature. 
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Following BNWL-1064 

To calculate core coolant hot channel temperature we should use: 

^^HC " "Ah ' "orificing ' ^^clnt. 
clnt. corrector average 

a . = Direct x Statistical 

a,. = 1.219 X 1.0958 Ah 

a . = 1.336 

center channel nominal AT with maximum clad orificing 
"orificing ~ center channel nominal AT with equal AT orificing 
corrector 

orificing aoo ~ 
corrector 

"Ah • "orificing = (^'336) (1.205) = L610 
corrector 

The coolant hot channel temperature is then 

T = T ^ , 1.610 (T^^.T^^) 

clnt. ^ ,\ 
I 

core avg. 
inlet core 
temp. AT 

(T ,=avg. core outlet) 
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To calculate maximum clad temperature we apply the film hot 

channel factor and radial power factor to the film AT and we apply 

the clad hot channel factor and radial power factor to the clad 

AT as follows: 

"̂"̂ film ̂  "R * "f ^^film *̂ ^̂ ^ " ° * ^ below) 
HC avg. 

•̂̂ clad = "R • "clad "̂̂ clad *^'^^ "°^^ ̂ "̂l̂ )̂ 
HC avg. 

Then 

^clad = "̂ HC + "R • "f ^Tfilm "̂  "R ' "clad "̂̂ clad 
max. clnt avg. avg. 
HC 

NOTE: ATX---! and A T , . are at top of core since this is location of 
avg. avg. 

maximum clad temperature. 

" f = " f 
Direct 

clad " "clad ' 
Direct 

a, =1.40 

• " f 
Stat is t . 

• "clad 
Stat is t . 

= {2.206)(1.344) = 2.965 

= (1.02)C1.1541) = 1.177 
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ap • t̂.p = 4.151 

"R • "clad- ^-^^^ 

*NOTE: The present model calculates mid-radius clad temperature only. 

Model will be modified to calculate average clad inside and 

outside temperatures at top of core so that AT^.-, and T^T^ . 
T1 t rn C 1 a Q 

avg. avg. 

will be available •''or hot channel calculations. 

The heat transfer core model selection has been justified by 

comparisons with detailed TIGER models. Models studied are listed 

in Table XII.4. Results are shown in Fiqure XII.4 and XII.5 after 

scrams with and without flow coastdowns. 
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TABLE XII.4 CORE MODELS STUDIED 

Core Model 1 3 Radial Fuel Nodes 

1 Clad Node 

4 Axial Fuel Temps. 

3 Axial Coolant Temps, - Finite diff. sol 

Core Model 2; 3 Radial Fuel Nodes 

1 Clad Node 

1 Axial Node - Instant mixing assumed in coolant. 

Core Model 3: 

(3A - same as 3 
except has 2 
Radial Fuel Nodes 
at each Axial 
Location) 

1 Radial Fuel Node R. = 
f 

^'"o/.707rjj^ 

2^ 
1 Clad Node 

4 Axial Fuel Temps. 

3 Axial Coolant Temps, - Finite diff. sol 

Core Model 4: 

(4A - same as 4 
except has 3 
Axial Nodes) 

^'^n/ 7n7r ' 
1 Radial Fuel Node R^ = _ ^ ' - ' ^ ' " ^ Q 

2Trk 
1 Clad Node 

4 Axial Fuel Temps. (Avg.) 

4 Axial Coolant Temps. (Avg.) - 4 single nodes with 
instant mixing in each, 

TIGER Model B; 7 Radial Fuel Nodes (All unsingered fuel 34" pin) 

1 Clad Node 

18 Axial Fuel Temps. (Avg.) 

18 Axial Coolant Temps. (Avg.) - single nodes with instant 
mixing in each. 
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2. System Hydraulics 

a . Primary Loops Hydraulics 

The primary loops hydraulics simulation will be discussed for a pipe 

rupture in one loop near the reactor vessel inlet. The hydraulics simulation 

for non-rupture conditions is similar. 

The total pipe rupture simulation consists of the reactor and two 

independent primary heat transport system (HTS) loops. Each heat transport 

loop includes an intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), primary pump and pump 

drive, transport delays between components, and primary loop hydraulics. 

The primary loops hydraulics are coupled with the reactor hydraulics 

to make a completely interdependent multiple loop hydraulics simulation. 

A schematic of the multiple loop primary system is shown in Figure XII.6 

with a pipe rupture near the reactor vessel inlet in Loop 1. Loop 1 repre

sents one HTS loop and Loop 2 represents two HTS loops for a total of three 

primary loops. Four parallel flow paths are simulated through the reactor: 

Wj, = total flow through driver subassemblies and open loops 

Wp. = total flow through bypass around driver subassemblies 

Wn = total flow through radial reflector region 

and Wp. = total flow through vessel wall cooling annulus. 

The basic equation of motion is used to derive the fluid flow transient 

equations with the following assumptions: 

1. One-dimensional flow 

2. Incompressible fluid, i.e., constant density 



HOT LEG A 

BREAK 

Figure XII.6 REACTOR AND PRIMARY LOOPS HYDRAULICS-SINGLE INLET LINE WITH RUPTURE 

NOTE: BEFORE THE BREAK Wp^-Wp^ = Wp^ 
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3. Mean or bulk velocity assumed for entire tube cross-section 

4. Equation is written for flow in pipe section, i.e., the macroscopic 

form of basic equation of motion is used. 

With above assumptions we get the following equation: 

9u , 3u , gc oP , _ 3Z 
- i r + U ^ ^ + ^ - ^ ^ ^ + q ^ ^ + F a = 0 (1) 
3t 3X /? 3X y 3X JC "" ^^' 

where 

u = mean pipe velocity, ft/sec 

P = pressure, Ibf/ft^ 

g = local gravitational acceleration, ft/sec^ 

Qc = Newton's Law conversion factor = 32.2 ]^ " ^l 
ibf sec^ 

F = frictional loss ft(lbf.)/lbm-ft 

2 = vertical elevation, ft. 

X = dimension in direction of flow, ft. 

p = density, Ibm/ft^. 

To obtain the simple mechanical energy balance at steady state we 

define the friction loss as follows: 

P - (4f) u|u| fP^ 

where 

(4f) is assumed to be the Moody friction factor 

D = pipe inside diameter, ft. 

Substitution of F into equation (1) results in the following equation 
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If we expand equation (3) and let 

where W = mass flow rate, Ibm/sec 

A = pipe cross section, ft^ 

and apply the continuity equation for incompressible flow 

at • IdJ- ° (5) 

we get the following equation: 

1 . w^ 3o w^ 3A 3P g 21 4fw I w! /--x 
^cK^ 9cA'2p2 3x ScA^p 3x " 3x " gc° dX " 2gcDA-p ^ -* 

Relationship (6) can be integrated over a section of pipe length AX: 

X, + AX, p2 A2 P2 Z2 x, + Ax, 
1 , \&,^ ' 1 , w2 dp ^ 1 , w2 dA ,-D g , .7 1 , '4fw|w dx 

^i^ ?̂ ^ = g?i^F;^^gF^rA^-^^^ • gF^ '"^^ - gE[ zUK 

Weight-flow-rate is independent of position from equation (5). We assume a 

constant density of coolant in the section of pipe over which the integral is 

performed: 

x, + AX, x, + Ax, 

W ^ dx _ _w2.1 1 V /p • X Q -f7 7 \ w|w| - 4fdx / 

w^^ T-m^i^-1^> - (̂ 2 - 1̂̂  - k'^h -h^ - ^i^ -wr ^ 

We define the inertia! loss coefficient to be: 
X, + Ax, 
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We define the friction loss coefficient to be: 

X, + AX, 

^ _ 1 . 4fdx ,,̂ x 
^ = 2gF^^-DA^ (10) 

Then 

w2 ,1 1 ^ g - ,̂  , , cw!w| 
''2-''l=-™*2fe'Sf-Sj'-§?» <^2-^l' (11) 

Equation (11) is valid for any coolant section (forced or natural convection) 

where a constant density assumption is valid. 

b. Coefficient Evaluation 

1) Inertial loss coefficient 

The inertial loss coefficient is dependent only upon pipe geometry. The 

pipe run will be divided into sections of constant flow area (average areas 

and lengths will be used for non-uniform pipe and fittings) and the integral 

will be evaluated over each section: 

9̂  i = 1 'S 

2) Friction coefficient 

The Fanning friction factor is a function of flow regime as expressed by 

Reynold's Number, pipe material as described by absolute roughness, and 

pipe geometry in terms of diameter; Figure XII.7 depicts these relationships, 

A relative pipe roughness of .0001 is assumed in all pipe sections and the 

friction factor (4f) in each pipe section is obtained by determining the 

Reynolds Number for input to a friction factor table. The friction loss 

coefficient c is a function of pipe geometry and friction factor. The 

pipe run will be divided into sections of straight-runs of constant flow 
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area or sections of non-uniform pipe and f i t t i n g s . For uniform pipe 

sections 

x, + AX, 

^ 4fdx . !* ^^•^^• 
1 D F ~ ~ i = 1 D.A.2 

For sections of non-uniform pipe and f i t t i n g s , conventional ve loc i ty head 

f r i c t i o n factors w i l l be used: 

X, + X, 

/ 4 f d x ^ ^ K. 

1̂ ̂ 7 = 1 ^ 
Thus the friction loss coefficient is: 

_ 1 r N ^̂ -̂ ^̂  , M S- . 
^ = Igc L z -DTT^ ^ s A^-J 

1 = 1 ^ ̂  i = 1 ^ 

Table XII.5 sets forth the K values which will be used. 

3) Natural Circulation Simulation 

Natural circulation is accounted for in the hydraulics equation (11) by 

including a density times an elevation difference term for various sections 

through the primary system piping and components. In the driver fuel 

channel (Wn«), four pAZ terms are included; one from the vessel inlet 

to the core bottom using core inlet density, one from the core bottom 

to the top of the active fuel using the average density for the core, one 

from the top of the fuel to the tube outlet using tube outlet density, 

and one from the tube outlet to the vessel outlet using vessel outlet 

density. Flow channels Wnn, Wp- and Wpp. each use two natural circulation 

terms. 
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Table XII.5 

Fitting Velocity Heat Factor K 

Welding Tee Through Branch 1.36 

90° Welding Elbow L.R. .315 

90° Welding Elbow S.R. .455 

45° Welding Elbow .208 

Gate Valve, Open .208 

Sudden Expansion 1.0 

Sudden Contraction .5 
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Moving on around the loop there is a pAZ term for the primary hot leg 

piping from the reactor vessel outlet nozzle to the pump inlet nozzle 

using hot leg density. There is also a pAZ term for the hot leg piping 

from the pump to the IHX using pump discharge density (based on pump 

barrel sodium temperature). 

Through the IHX there are six natural circulation terms, one for each 

mixing plenum and one for each axial node through the IHX, with each term 

employing the average density in that region. This accounts for IHX thermal 

centerline shift during a transient. Completing the loop there is one 

pAZ term for the cold leg piping from the IHX to the reactor vessel inlet. 

c. Method of Solution 

Before a break there are eight (8) unknown flow rates; four through the 

reactor and two in each primary loop simulated. The loop flows before the 

break are: (see figure XII.6) 

Wpi = flow from pump to reactor inlet, Loop 1 

Wp2 = flow from pump to reactor inlet. Loop 2 

Wp2 = flow from reactor outlet to pump. Loop 2 

Wp4 = flow from reactor outlet to pump. Loop 1 

After the break there are nine (9) flow rates, four through the reactor 

and the following five loop flow rates: 

Wp, = flow from pump to break. Loop 1 
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Wp, = flow from break to reactor inlet. Loop 1 

Wp2 = flow from pump to reactor inlet. Loop 2 

Wp2 = flow from reactor outlet to pump, Loop 2 

Wp, = flow from reactor outlet to pump, LOOD 1 

The above flow rates are determined by applying equation (11) from known 

pressure point to known pressure point in the system. The known pressures 

are: (1) reactor vessel outlet pressure determined by sodium pool depth, Z, 

and the reactor cover gas pressure, Pg (assumed to be zero at all times), (2) 

pump pressures above impellers determined by the pump barrel sodium levels, 

L, and L^, and pump cover gas pressure (assumed to be zero at all times), and 

(3) the pressure outside the break, P . 
a 

The reactor vessel pool depth Z, and the pump barrel levels L, and L^ 

are calculated as a function of time by applying a simple mass balance in 

each sodium reservoir. -̂  

Before the break we apply equation (11) from the pressure in pump 1 to 

the pressure at the reactor vessel exit. We obtain four equations by applying 

the equation from the pump to the reactor inlet plenum and from the reactor inlet 

plenum through each of the four flow channels through the reactor. This results 

in four equations and five unknown flow rate derivatives, Wp, (before break), 

Wp., Wpn, Wp-, and Wp^. A fifth equation is obtained by applying equation (11) 

from the pressure in pump 2 to the pressure at the reactor vessel exit. Flow, 

Wp2, is eliminated by performing a mass balance on the inlet plenum and by de

fining the total reactor flow, Wp, as the sum of the four flows through the 

reactor. Finally, v/ith five equations and five unknowns we can solve for the 

« • • • • 

following flow rate derivatives (before break): Wp,, Wp,, Wpg, Wp-, and Wp^. 
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Integration of the resulting flow rate derivatives yields the flow rates. The 

flow in loop 2, Wp2 can be solved by a simple mass balance on the reactor inlet 

plenum. The other two flow rates in the system Wp, and Wp, can be solved for 

directly by applying equation (11) between the known pressures at the reactor 

vessel exit and the pump barrels. 

After the break the solution method is the same, but the simultaneous 

solution of the five equations yields the flow rate from the break (known 

pressure) to the reactor inlet (Wp,) instead of Wp,. The flow rate from the 

pump to the break in loop 1 can be solved for directly after the break by 

applying equation (11). 

The break pressure and flow out the break are a function of the type 

of break. Two types of breaks have been investigated: (1) a break that is 

simply a hole in the pipe that can have any specified break flow area, and 

(2) a complete double-ended pipe rupture. The orifice equation is used for 

flow out of the hole-type break. A coefficient of one is used for all hole 

sizes and flow rates. Unrestricted flow from both open ends of the pipe is 

assumed for the double-ended break, with each exit loss taken as one velocity 

head. Static pressure over the break due to the collection of sodium is 

accounted for in those cases where break outflow collects in a guard standpipe 

or guard sump. The pressure outside the break, P , for a break near the reactor 

inlet nozzle is determined by the sodium level in the sodium collecting stand-

pipe. This pressure is strictly a static pressure due only to the sodium 

level above the break at any time. The dynamic effects of the standpipe 

filling are ignored; this gives a worst case solution. The level is calcu

lated as a function of time and the standpipe is assumed to be empty before 
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the break. The surrounding gas pressure is assumed to be zero gauge. The 

standpipe height and flow area are input values. The standpipe is used only 

for breaks near the reactor inlet, downstream of the check valve. 

The inlet line check valve has been simulated to begin closing once 

reverse flow in the line is detected. The valve disc is assumed to be 

damped to prevent damaging sodium hammer shocks and is programmed to close 

over three seconds. Check valve pressure loss data for a typical tilting 

disk check valve are included in the simulation for both the full open 

valve and the closing valve for flows in the normal direction. Check valve 

pressure loss for reverse flow is calculated using the drag force concept 

with the loss being a function of disk position. The drag coefficient is 

given a numerical value of one. For breaks upstream of the check valve, 

cases have been studied for the valve both closing and sticking open. More 

exact check valve dynamics is discussed later. 

The hydraulics simulation for pipe breaks in other primary loop locations 

is essentially the same as for the break location just discussed. The loop 

flows are calculated from known pressure to known pressure around the loops. 

For multiple reactor inlet pipes the methods are the same but there are more 

equations and more unknown flows to calculate when performing a mass balance 

around the reactor inlet plenum. The non-rupture system hydraulics solution 

is identical to the rupture solution before the break. Therefore, non-rupture 

transients can be studied using the rupture model. 
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d. Check Valve Simulation 

1) Introduction 

A mathematical model which represents the transient characteristics of 

a tilting disk check valve has been programmed for use on the digital 

computer using Dynasyar^ '. The basic check valve model was developed 

by E. B. Pool, and it is discussed in ASME Papers 62-WA-219 and 62-WA-200. 

The model considers moments acting on the valve disk which are caused 

by pivot pin friction, valve disk weight, torsional springs, and fluid 

pressure. For FFTF analysis a damping moment has been added to Pool's 

model. 

The check valve program has been added to another program which represents 

the FFTF primary heat transport system. The two combined programs couple 

the effects of heat transport system flow transients and check valve 

characteristics. This discussion presents the check valve model develop

ment of the dashpot term, and describes the method used to calculate check 

valve pressure loss. 
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2) Discussion 

. * The differential equation which represents the check valve disk motion is 

le = W L sin e + se-«s«B-^%r^(4^y-"C?-(^-°'] 

+ [ ± (B2 + F2) f ̂  f + 2BC ^® (^,V-Bc4.(c^.a^)(y] 

This equation is of the form le equals the summation of moments acting on the 

valve disk. The terms on the right side of the equation are the valve disk 

weight moment, the torsional spring moment, the pivot pin friction moment, the 

dashpot moment, and the fluid moment, respectively. Figures XII.8A and XII.88 

below show the moment directions both before and after the velocity reverses. It 

is assumed that the dashpot has already engaged in each case. 

/ / / / •r / , , , 

VELOCITY 

/ / • ' • , ' - • — ' " 

V I O L E N T D I R E C T i r r i S 

FLCVy RE . E R ^ E S 

FIGURE XII.8A 

.y / i _ ^ 

(12, 

C i T , 

M n M ^ ^ i j l 3 'RECT ~ • V 

FIGURE XII.8B 

Mo, - B E ART! ' ' , V lCMEf iT 

w^P - D-' v,"i • ic \ I O M E ; ;T 

\\t = F L J I O , ' u \ I E \ ' T 

' \ r v i E r i T 

j r ' /E l -f T \\r viEf IT 

fvis - S P - ^ 

C I ' C A .'ibE ' r - I E f . T S ARE f' f S iT, 

List of symbols is given in Section 3. 
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The fluid velocity at which valve disk motion is impending can be calculated 

from equation (12) with all of the time derivatives set equal to zero. The re

sulting expression is 

,, ^ W^L sin t) + Se - ^MR 
U = Kr: S S 

^ B2 + F2 

The check valve portion of the program calculates check valve disk angle 

by solving the check valve equation, (12), at various mass flow rates. The check 

valve equation has a practical lower limit for the valve disk angle because a 

discontinuity occurs at the point where the valve angle is zero. Logic has been 

developed to stop the solution of equation (12) when an arbitrary minimum angle 

is reached. At the arbitrary minimum angle, the valve is assumed to be closed, 

and the mass flow rate is set equal to zero. The minimum valve disk angle is 

an input quantity, and it can be selected to be any desired value. 

Steady state as well as transient conditions can exist where the valve 

disk has reached the full open position. At the instant the mass flow rate 

exceeds the mass flow rate required to hold the valve disk at the full open 

position, the solution of equation (12) is stopped. The upper limit for the valve 

disk angle is predetermined by the valve design, and it is a known quantity for 

any given value. The velocity or mass flow rate which corresponds to the maximum 

valve disk angle can be calculated from the steady state form of the check valve 

equation which is equation (13). 

The dashpot can be set to engage at any desired valve disk angle, and once 

engaged the damping normally continues throughout the remainder of the closing 

transient. The angle at which the cashpot engaged is an input quantity and re

quires specification in the program input data. 
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The damping moment which was added to Pool's check valve equation is 

M = ̂ (AP - Ao) 
•̂ DP 2gc^ C ^ sin [5- - (e - a)] (1 

This term was developed with the aid of Figure XI1.9, the concept of conservatism of 

mass, and the following assumptions: It is assumed that the fluid density is a 

function of temperature only. As the piston moves from left to right, a quantity 

\ \ \ \ 
A R M fOR , M '^ I • w K V 

rr'Ar,ir-ir, (^_ 
V A L / E DISK 

\ . , 

PI'-.T''it4 
- f">RinCE 

- - r r r -xvV 

S I M P L E PISTON AND C - t L I ' i ^ L R A ^ ' P A R A T J S /yHICH -,CTS AS -̂  " "ASHPrT 

FIGURE XII.9 

of mass ahead of the piston is displaced. At any instant the same amount of fluid 

that is displaced by the piston, passes through the orifice. With these concepts 

the dashpot term development follows from the system of equations below. 

Vp = re 

Iftlpiston = Worifice = pApre 

1 / W \2 
AP = 2gcp ICpAo 

%p = r(AP)(Ap - Ao) 

(1 

(1 

(1 

(1 

Equation (17) represents the pressure differential between the fluid inside the 

dashpot and fluid outside the dashpot which is at ambient pressure. It is apparent 

from this equation that the differential pressure is zero when the flow through the 

orifice is zero. 
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When equation (16) is substituted into equation (17), the differential pressure, 

AP, is not zero at the instant the dashpot is engaged because the valve disk angular 

velocity is not zero at this instant. To circumvent this problem, an average mass 

flow rate, W, is used to represent the mass flow rate through the dashpot orifice 

- . - 1 te • 
until the condition is reached where W = W. W is defined as v r—/ Wdt where 

*e - t^ tc 
tc is the time at which contact occurs between the valve disk and dashpot, and te 

is the time when IAI = W. 

The net force on the fluid inside the cylinder is calculated by summing the 

fluid forces around the inside of the cylinder at any given time. It is assumed 

that a uniform pressure distribution always exists inside the cylinder. The 

result is ®"p-T^dA = AP(Ap - Ao). When this equation is multiplied by the length r, 

the result is equation (7) which is the dashpot moment. 

The contact angle between the valve disk and the arm attached to the dashpot 

piston is not always j , and the piston velocity must be corrected to account for 

the situation. The correct term is sin [|- - (o - a)], 6 is the angle the valve 

disk makes with the plane normal to the flow direction, a is one half the valve 

disk angle at the time the valve disk engages the dashpot arm. This choice for 

a keeps the contact angle betv;een the dashpot arm and the valve disk reasonably 

close to J throughout the damped portion of the closing transient. 

The three terms within the brackets that form the fluid moment expression 

can be positive or negative depending upon the sign of the fluid velocity. 

During a transient where the flow reverses, the fluid moment changes from a 

negative opening moment to a positive closing moment. 
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The fluid moment term contains two dimensionless quantities, K^ and K., 

which are determined by experiment. These coefficients are plotted in figure 1 

in reference (4). The coefficients are in dimensionless form and apply to any 

size tilting disk check valve with a bulb type body. It is of interest to note 

that the coefficients K^ and K, limit the check valve model application. The 

check valve model applies to both tilting disk and swing check valves, but each 

change in internal valve body geometry, valve disk shape, or valve disk weight 

distribution requires a different set of K^ and K. valves. 

Other constants in the fluid term, B, C, F, and G, depend upon the fluid 

density and the valve disk geometry. These constants can be evaluated with 

the use of figure 3 in reference (3). 

Calculation of the check valve pressure loss is accomplished by two 

different methods. Selection of one method of pressure loss calculation over 

the other depends upon the flow direction. Using Figure XII.10, the pressure loss 

is divided into three regimes. In regime I the flow is in the forward direction 

with the valve disk between the full closed and the full open position. The 

check valve pressure loss is obtained from Figure XII.10 between the origin and point 

1 after the flow index has been calculated. In regime II the flow is still in 

the forward direction, and the valve disk is at the full open position. The 

check valve pressure loss is obtained from Figure XI1.10 either at point 1 or the 

portion of the curve above point 1 depending upon the flow index value. It 

should be noted that the flow may be decreasing in the forward direction and 

still fall in regimes I or II. Regime III represents reverse flow, and the 
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AP versus flow index curve is not used in this case. The pressure loss for reverse 

flow is calculated from the equation 

^D ,A_. Wlwl 
2gc Ĥ-̂ ^ yj" 

(19) 

The drag coefficient in equation (19) is for flow past disk, and it remains at a 

value of approximately one over a large range of Reynold's number. This method 

of pressure loss calculation for a check valve under reverse flow conditions repre

sents an arbitrary selection. 

nt^iviii H I 

CRLVLRSE FLOW SEE 

EQUATION B ) 

AP 

FLOW I NT.EX 
77 

>V ^ 

CHECK VALVE PRESSURE LOSS CURVE 

FIGURE X I I . 1 0 
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3) List of Symbols 

A = valve disk area, FT^ 

Ao = dashpot orifice area, FT^ 

Ap = dashpot piston area, FT^ 

Av = maximum free port area for check valve, FT^ 

B,C,F,G = coefficients for fluid moment terms which depend upon valve disk 
LB^SEC2 

diameter, shape, and fluid density, — ^ 

Cp = drag coefficient for a disk, dimensionless 

D = valve disk diameter, FT 

n -J. 4.- 1 i J. LBm FT Qc = gravitational constant, i-n— -rrr 

H^ = valve port area, FT^ 

I = valve disk moment of inertia, LB-:FTSEC2 

K = valve disk radius of gyration, FT 

KdjKx. = experimental coefficients, dimensionless 

L = distance from valve disk center of gravity to pivot point centerline, FT 

P = (/r3dA/A)^/^ 

Q = (/r^dA/A)^/^ 

R = (/rdA/A) 

Rn = pivot pin bearing radius, FT 

r = distance from valve disk centerline to some arbitrary point on valve disk, FT 

r = distance from valve disk centerline to point which contacts dashpot arm, FT 
FTLB 

S = torsional spring constant, -nm-

FT 
U = fluid velocity in check valve at point of minimum cross section, gr^ 
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3) List of Symbols (Continued) 

W mass flow rate, -^J^ 

W = average mass flow rate through dashpot orifice, -^rn 

Ws = submerged valve disk weight, LB^ 
n 

a = -K- at the time the valve disk contacts the dashpot arm, RAD 
'^ LB^ 

AP = check valve pressure loss, rj^ 

e = valve disk angle (positive toward open position), RAD 

e = valve disk angular velocity (positive toward open position), -^F-P-

e = valve disk angular acceleration (positive toward open position), crrz 
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(e) Secondary Loops Hydraulics 

The secondary loop hydraulics simulation method is the same as the 

method used for the primary loops: the equation (equation 11) is written 

for each segment of piping and components. 

Pressure drops out of the final equation for (L when the individual 

equations are summed. 

With our assumption of incompressible flow, the mass flow into and 

out of the secondary loop's surge tank are the same and, hence, the level 

change in the tank is due only to temperature changes. 

(f) Tertiary Air System Hydraulics 

The fluid's inertial term is neglected because the coolant mass is 

small. Hence, hydraulic behavior is determined by an algebraic equation 

which equates input energy (fan and natural draft of off gas stacks) to 

flow resistance (DHX tube bundle, throttling air vanes, ducts, etc.), 

kinetic, and potential energy changes: 

J Z, + ^ + /"̂  vdp + W„ = §- Z^ + ^2 + Frictional losses, 
gc ' 2gc ^2 ^ 9c 2 ^g" 

Isothermal expansion and the perfect gas low are assumed for the 

air system. Frictional losses are calculated for an average specific 
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volume over each segment of the system: 

losses = mv2 + air vanes pressure loss 

Where. = . ( ^ . K ) | i ^ 

For a perfect gas, 

Pv = S- or - = RT 
MW p 

Integration gives, 
p 

^ £n ̂  = S- (Z2 - Z^) + ^ (V^^ - V^2) + Mv? _ Wg + air vanes pressure loss 
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Stack draft is computed as follows: 

°^ - ^ 2 P^^^ Ht :46o+T^ - 450TT^^' '"'• ^2° 

The fan pressure is then, 

FANn = W^ - Dr, in consistent units. P e 

The air rate is determined by the intersection of the fan pressure/capacity 

curve and the system demand curve for a given fan speed. The demand 

curve continually shifts (1) due to the change in system resistance brought 

about by the changing air vane position to modulate the air rate as re

quired by a process controller or overriding trip switch, and (2) due to 

the continually varying DHX exit air temperature. The calculation of 

the air rate can be done in the digital code via a four dimensional 

tabulation involving air rate, system pressure loss, inlet vane position 

and DHX exit air temperature for a fixed inlet air temperature. 
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3. Sodium Pumps and Drives 

Variable speed pumps are simulated. Eddy current clutch and wound 

rotor drives have been simulated, but this discussion is confined to the 

wound rotor, liquid rheostat type. 

a. Pump Speed 

Pump and drive speed is determined by a torque balance around 

the pump equating the rotational mechanical torque of the pump and 

drive assembly to the difference between the input torque from the 

drive and the torque consumed by the pump. 

30g '̂  ' M " ' P 0) = T.. - T, 

where 

I = moment of inertia of pump and drive assembly Ib-ft^ 

u = speed, rpm 

T̂ . = torque delivered to pump from drive assembly Ib-ft 

Tp = torque consumed by the pump as hydraulic torque and 

torque losses, Ib-ft 

b. Drive Characteristics 

The drive torque may be from the main or pony motors, and 

friction and windage losses are accounted for: 

"•"M " "̂ MM """MM "̂  "̂ PM """PM " ̂ F&W 

K̂ .̂  = control integer of 0 or 1: 0 if main motor disconnected; 

1 if connected 

Tj,|̂  = main motor input torque, Ib-ft 

Tp,. = pony motor input torque, Ib-ft 
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Kpj. = pony motor shaft torque, Ib-ft 

Tpoy. = friction and windage torque losses, Ib-ft (about 3% 

of input electrical torque to main motor at design 

speed) 

Motor torque is a function of speed and the amount of rotor plus 

external resistance in series with the rotor resistance as illus

trated in Figure XII.ll. The family of curves can be described 

by an equation of the form: 

aRS 
''' " b($)^ + cR^ 

where 

T = normalized input torque 

R = normalized external rotor resistance ratio, where 

R is given as sum of rotor resistance plus external 

resistance divided by rotor resistance 

S = normalized motor slip 

= ^^^T^-^for 1200 rpm 

synchronous speed 

a,b,c = constants which are dependent on rated speed 

and maximum torque developed. 

"•"MM ^ "•" ^ '^m,D 

^MM D ~ "̂^̂'̂  '̂ °t°'̂  rated design torque, which is obtained from 

the design load torque as follows: 

T r(Hydraulic Design HP)5250i 
'MM,D "" L wp •' ̂  
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where ^^ is design speed 

e is factor to account for friction and windage in 

drive assembly (equal about 1.03) 

The normalized resistance R is a function of the process controller 

which modulates pump speed (see below). 

Pony motor torque is a function of speed for a squirrel cage 

type motor. A typical torque curve is shown as follows: 

fVi 

FIGURE XII.12 

^ ^eeA % 

Friction and windage torque is taken as being proportional to the 

speed, • 

c. Liquid Rheostat Positioning 

Variable speed is obtained by varying the electrical re

sistance external to the motor rotor. This is done by varying 

the electrode position in the drive's liquid rheostat. 

A cubic relationship is assumed for relating the position 

of the electrodes to normalized resistance. Typically, 

R = 200 (1 - T ^ ) 3 + l 
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Z = electrode position, % of full stroke 

The coefficient of 200 is related to the maximum practical 

speed turndown, which is about 3:1. 

The position is determined by a process controller output (control 

flow by varying pump speed). A second order process is assumed. 

Hence, 

Z = KX - CZ - 6Z 

where 

K,C,S = input constants to characterize the 

system (6 is the damping factor) 

X = controller input, % full scale. 

d. Pump Characteristics 

We simulate pump operation for all practical zones of pump 

operation as described by the Karman Knapp circle diagram shown 

in Figure XII.13. In practice only zones A (normal pump), 

H (energy dissipation) and G (turbine operation) need be simu

lated. Operation within these abnormal zones is possible 

following check valve failure to close accidents. Our digital 

codes include these abnormal zones, but only the normal zone 

is currently simulated on the hybrid. 

The pump characteristics are shown in the more usual fashion 

in Figures XII.14 and XII.15. The normal zone is shown in XII.14. The 

zones of turbine and energy dissipation operation are shown XII.15. 

Normalized characteristics are used as follows: 
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Fig. XI I .14 
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F ig . XII .15 
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\r = normalized volumetric flow rate = Q/Qr. 

a = normalized speed = ca/cop 

3 = normalized torque = T/T|̂  

6 = normalized head = H/Hp 

subscript D refers to design value. 

Characteristics are determined as follows: 

6 = f(a, v) 

3 = f(a, V) 

with normalized speed obtained from the integration of the 

torque balance equation and normalized flow from the integration 

of the equations of motion. 

The curves shown in Figure XII.14 and XII.15 do not account 

for a change in pump efficiency with speed. The curves account 

only for the efficiency as a function of capacity. Thus, the 

pump torque must be corrected as follows for this additional 

efficiency consideration: 

Tp = r-]-p3/e2 

where 

Tj = normalization constant 

30 ^ ̂  

p = density coolant at pump 

62 = f(w) 
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Note that the pump head is a feedback to the equations of motion 

and that the pump torque is a feedback to the pump speed torque 

balance equation. 
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4) Intermediate Heat Exchanger 

a. Introduction 

The intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) is an extremely important part 

of the FFTF heat transport system, as the response characteristics of the 

IHX are felt directly by both reactor and dump heat exchanger (DHX). For 

hybrid system simulation, an IHX model is needed which will perform well 

for a wide range of conditions, including severe temperature ramps, flow 

coastdowns, and unbalanced flows. Such a model may be a "black box" 

approach, with primary and secondary outlet temperatures responding appro

priately to flow and inlet temperature changes, and internal parameters. 

Several IHX models have been used to date by workers in reactor 

system simulation, mostly variations on discretizing the space dimension 

(i.e., breaking the IHX into segments or nodes). Two basic approaches 

are used: (1) performing a series of heat balances on well-defined 

segments of the IHX length, with the outlet of a node becoming the 

inlet of the next, and (2) solving the partial differential equations 

of heat transfer at the nodal boundaries, with various assumptions of 

temperature distribution in order to achieve separation of variables. 

The first approach has been used by Westinghouse in its proprietary 

code, lANUS. General Electric, BNWL, and the British have used the 

other approach. For steady-state conditions with balanced flows, each 

of the techniques is equivalent; however, extreme differences in model 

response appear when inputs change markedly. Hence, a definitive state

ment is needed for the selection of an IHX model suitable for the FFTF 

hybrid simulation. 
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The following pages present the results of comparing several IHX 

models using the DYNASAR program, applied to the FFTF IHX design of 

March, 1969. IHX models are described, models are compared for a wide 

spectrum of flow and temperature transients, and conclusions are drawn 

as to the best model for FFTF hybrid simulation. 

A schematic diagram of an FFTF intermediate heat exchanger is 

shown in Figure XII.16. Mathematical models should make provisions 

for shell and tube side bypassing and mixing at the inlets and outlets 

in addition to the heat transfer within the tube bundle. Heat storage 

in the shells is also a consideration. 
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b. Model Descriptions 
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For the purposes of comparing IHX models, several basic features were 

present in each model: (1) eight (8) axial nodes, (2) variable material 

properties and heat transfer coefficients for each node, (3) bypass flow 

streams for both primary and secondary, (4) ideal mixing plenums at the in

let and outlet of each coolant stream, and (5) separation of radial regions, 

accounting for tube coolant, tube metal, shell coolant, and vessel wall. 

Each model employed the design data for the FFTF IHX design of March, 1969. 

1) General Model 

Figure XII.17 shows the overall picture of the IHX model, basic to each of 

the particular models described later. 
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Figure XI1.17 General Model, C-Hode FFTF IHX 

Equations (19) through (25) define those parts of the model common to all the 

modeling approaches. 

Wp = (1 - Bp)Wp 

W^ = (1 - 3s)Ws 

(19) 

(20) 
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V/here gp and ĝ  are the primary and secondary bypass fractions, respectively 

"̂•"PB = ( (pVC)pB ̂  = ( ^ ) CpB [Wp] [Tp. - TpB3 2̂1) 

where the subscript PB refers to properties of a large mixing volume for 

primary bypass sodium between inlet and outlet. 

(pVC)p, ̂ = [ W - ] C p , [Tp, -Tp,] (22) 

(pVC)p„ ̂  = [Wf] Cp^ [Tpg - Tp„] . ( y ^ ) Cp„ [Wf] [Tpe - Tp„] (jj, 

(eVC)si ̂  = [Wj] Cjg [Tj, - Tjg] (24) 

(pVOso ^ - [Wj] Cj^ [Ts, - Ts„] . ( ^ ) C3„ [Wj] [Tj, - Tĵ ] (25) 

where the pVC's denote properties of the respective mixing plena, as defined 

by the plenum outlet temperature. It remains to describe the models used in 

computing the coolant outlet temperatures from the tube bundle zone, i.e., 

Tpg and 1^^ . 

Z. Nodal rieat Balance Technique 

Considering a single node of the IHX as shown in Figure XII.17, a heat balance 

is performed on it per Figure XII.18 and the following eouations: 

(pVC)vj^=(UA-)vj[Tpjj., - T „ ] (25, 

for j = 2 ... 9 

(pVe)pjj.i^--"pSM[Tpj - Tp..,] - (UA-)vj [Tpjj., - T,.] -

- <"'^-'pj [Tpj j . l - TTJO (27) 

for j = 2 ...9 



and 
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dT (pVC),. - T i = (UAOpj [Tp...T - T,. ] - (UA')sj Uj^ - 13...^] 

for j = 2 . . .9 

;(pV^)sii+l ^ = '^sSjj^l [1 , 

for j = 1 . . .8 

Tsj] - (UAOsj.i t^lo+l - ^SjJ.!^ 

^Pj j -1 = ^ ^ P j * ^ P j - l ^ / 2 

"^Sij+I ' ^^Si ^ "''si+1^/2 Sj 'Sj^ 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

As noted previously, the pVC's are computed as functions of their respective 

temperatures. Heat transfer coefficients are computed as functions of flow 

and temperatures, with nodal average coolant temperatures (equations 30 and 30) 

being used. This model is represented in Figure XII.18. 
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Figure XII.18 Tube Bundle Model, Nodal Heat Balance 

The basic assumption inherent in the above equations is the equating of 

the-outlet temperature derivative to the average temperature derivative for 

each node. This approach avoids the tradi t ional problem of erroneous outlet 

temperature response to in le t temperature perturbations and becomes better 

as the number of nodes is increased. 
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3) Differencing Techniques 

With a finite differencing approach, the basic heat balance equation 

for the coolant temperature at a mesh point, j, is 

(pVC). "̂̂ Cj = - WC, "̂̂ Cj - (UA), [Tp, - T^,] 
~ar 8X 

Cj 'Tj-

where the symbols are the standard ones. The basic question then becomes 
aT 

how to represent the axial temperature gradient, Cj. In general, equation 

(32) may be represented as ^̂  

(pVC), "̂̂ Cj = - WC, (̂ "̂ Cj) - (UA), [Tp, - T.,,] 
IfF nAX 

Cj "Tj-

The selection of AT^.'S and n's may be done in a variety of ways, 

shows the nodal temperatures for the differencing approach. 

Figure XII.19 
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Figure XI1.19 Tube Bundle Model, Finite Difference Approach 

Equations (26) through (29) are rewritten as follows: 

dTw. 
(eVC),.-Vi=(UA),. [Tp. -T,.] 

for j = 1 ...9 
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- ("̂ -Ipj [Tpj - T,p ,35, 

f or 0 = 2 ... 9 

(PV'OTJ ^ - (lift-)pj [Tpj - T,.] - (UA-)y [T,j - Tjj] ,36) 

for j = 1 ...9 

(pV'Ojj ̂  = ! | s i tAT3.] . (UA-)y [T,j - T y ] ,,^j 

for 3 = 1 ...8 

4) Two-Point Backward Difference: with this approach, the temperature 

gradient at point j is approximated by assuming it to be equal to a linear 

distribution along the previous node (i.e., backward with respect to flow 

direction). The assumption holds for both primary and secondary. Two-point 

backward expressions for AT. become 

"̂̂ Pj = "̂ Pj - "̂ Pj-l (3^) 

"̂̂ Sj = "̂ Sj+l " "̂ Sj (39) 

for which n = 1. 

5) Three-Point Backward Difference: A three-point backward difference 

utilizes the temperatures at the point j and the two points upstream. The 

expressions become 

ATp. = 3Tp. - 4Tp._^ + Tp._2 (ziQ) 

for j = 3 9 

AT3. = 3T3. + 4T3.,^ - T3j,2 (41) 

for j = 1 7 
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and for which n = 2. The first-computed temperature in the coolant stream 

must use a central or two-point backward approximation, as three temperatures 

are not available. Central differences were selected and the expressions 

become 

ATp2 = Tp3 - Tp^ (42) 

"̂•"SS " ''"sg " """57 ^43) 

6) Central Difference: This approach uses a temperature on each side of the 

calculated temperature to get the gradient, but reserves a three-point backward 

calculation for the outlet temperature of each coolant stream. The equations 

become 

"̂̂ Pj = "̂ Pj+l " "̂ Pj-1 (44) 

for j = 2 ...8 

•̂̂ Sj = ^sj+i - T3._^ (d5) 

for j = 2 ...8 

and for which n = 2. The AT-expressions for the outlet temperatures become 

ATpg = 3Tpg - 4Tp3 + Tp7 (46) 

7) Mixed Difference: After initial check runs with the central and three-

point backward difference techniques, a composite approach was attempted, 

alternating the differencing technique such that the inlet uses central and 

the outlet uses the three-point formula. Only an even number of nodes will 

work with this approach. The equations become 

ATpj = Tpj^^ - Tpj_^ (48) 
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"̂̂ Sj = "̂ Sj+1 • "̂ Sj-l (49) 

for j = 2, 4, 6, 8 

and ATpj = 3Tpj - 4Tpj_^ + Tpj_2 (50) 

for j = 3, 5, 7, 9 

AT3. = - 3T3. +4T3.^^ -T3.^2 (51) 

for j = 1, 3, 5, 7 

In all the above differencing approaches, materials properties and heat 

transfer coefficients are computed at each mesh point, in similar fashion to 

the nodal heat balance approach. 

Heat transfer film coefficients are functions of flow and temperature as 

illustrated by Figures XI1.20 and XI1.21 where the film coefficient, h, is 

obtained from the Nusselt Number: 

M hD Nu = ^ . 

The flow data for Reynolds numbers are obtained from the integration of 

the equations of motion. The temperature data for physical properties are 

feedbacks from the integrations of the IHX energy balance equations. 
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FIGURE XII .21 INTERMEDIATE NEAT EXCHANGER SHELL-SIDE 
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8) Model Comparison 

To check the relative responses of the foregoing models, transients 

representative of those expected on the FFTF were used as inputs. Flov/ 

decay characteristics for the loss of pump motor power were used for both 

primary and secondary sodium flows. Calculation of the flow decay assumed 

process system data consistent with the example IHX (Appendix A ) , with 

low-inertia pumps and pony motors coming on-line automatically. Temperature 

inputs were used as ramp functions, with transient rates and total temperature 

changes indicative of the most severe expected transients. Flow increases 

were also treated as ramos to full flow. 

Only typical results are presented here to support the conclusion that 

the mixed difference technique is preferred. Shown in Figures XI1.22 and 

XII.23 are comparative data for a ratio of primary to secondary flow of 

10:1. Temperature response data are shown in Figure XII.22. Temperature 

profile data are given in Figure XII.23. Heat balance data are included 

in Table XII.6. The temperature response data and heat balance data in

dicate little difference between the mixed difference and nodal heat balance 

models. However, the mixed difference model is selected because of a 

more reasonable temperature profile (see Figure XII.23). 

Data have been obtained to support the following model simplifications: 

(1) There is no need to simulate the shell or to provide separate tube 

wall nodes. The error in neglecting heat storage in the shell is 
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negligible, and almost exact results are obtained by lumping 

the metal wall of the tube as equivalent sodium (1/2 to secondary 

and other half to primary). In this way the number of differential 

equations and each mesh point is reduced from 4 to 2. 

(2) There is no need to use local temperatures for calculating physical 

properties and heat transfer coefficients. The error introduced 

by using average temperatures across the length of the IHX for 

determining physical properties and heat transfer data is insig

nificant. 
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Table XII.6 Heat Balance Results, 10:1 Pri mary and Secondary Flow Ratio 

Model Pri. Inlet Pri.„Outlet Sec.„Inlet Sec.„0utlet Pri. Pwr. Sec. Pwr. 
(°F) (°F) (°F) (MW) (MW) (°F) 

Exact 
Solution 

3-Point 
Backward 

Central 
Difference 

Mixed 
Difference 

Nodal Heat 
Balance 

800 

800 

800 

800 

800 

764.5 

697 

763.1 

765.1 

765.0 

425 

425 

425 

425 

425 

790.4 

789 

809.5 

790.6 

790.0 

15.57 

45.23 

16.21 

15.32 

15.37 

15.57 

15.47 

16.35 

15.54 

15.52 

Model 

Primary Flow = 1365 lb/sec; Secondary Flow = 130 lb/sec 

Heat Balance Results, 10:1 Secondary - Primary Flow Ratio 

Pri. Inlet Pri. Outlet Sec.„Inlet Sec. Outlet Pri. Pwr. Sec. Pwr. 
(°F) (̂ F) (°F) {°F) (MW) (MW) 

Exact 
Solution 

3-Point 
Backward 

Central 
Difference 

Mixed 
Difference 

Nodal Heat 
Balance 

800 

800 

800 

800 

800 

443.0 

443.7 

424.6 

443.8 

444.6 

425 

425 

425 

425 

425 

459.6 

536.3 

462.4 

460.6 

459.8 

15.83 

15.85 

16.70 

15.84 

15.81 

15.83 

50.32 

16.91 

16.09 

15.73 

Primary Flow = 136 lb/sec; Secondary Flow = 1352 lb/sec 
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5. Dump Heat Exchanger 

a. Problem Statement 

Since comparison of calculated DHX results with test results 

is not possible, a means of determining the accuracy and appropriateness 

of the DHX simulation models is desired. A very detailed mathematical 

model would provide the desired reference simulation to which other 

more simple methods (using the computer code DYNASYAR) could be compared. 

From this study would come a determination of how detailed models are 

required to be to obtain the necessary accuracy in transient analysis. 

b. Reference DHX Simulation 

Investigation of available methods and various references led 

to the selection of the Thermal Analyzer Program (the designation TAP 

will be used hereafter) for the reference. TAP was developed by AI 

and has been converted for use on our facilities. 

TAP simulates heat transfer processes by the commonly used method 

of electrical analogy. Heat flow and geometry are represented by a 

network of equivalent admittances, Y, and capacitances, C, and source 

terms, Q. The admittances are analogous to the UA terms in heat transfer, 

the capacitance C to the pVc terms, and through some manipulation the 

flow of fluids can also be represented in terms of equivalent admittances. 
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In order to simplify the model as much as possible without 

sacrificing the desire for detail, the following assumptions were 

made: 

(1) Each tube of the DHX was assumed to be identical to e^ery 

other tube. Thus, only one tube of n passes was modeled. 

(2) Though the DHX which was assumed has only one tube row per 

pass, and thus the sodium flow path would be somewhat stag

gered, we assumed an air flow that likewise was staggered. 

In effect, we straightened out the fow path but did not change 

geometry. The assumption is 

illustrated in the sketch, T, 

Figure XII.24. The diagram 

\ ) . ' , ^\-' 
is not to any scale. "^'"'(^I' i ' ' ^ 

I / -> -̂'-̂  -̂  

(3) Since this type of analysis . ' ' ^ „ - ••'' 

cannot reflect a constantly ^ T " S < j ">" 

1 .r•^>^ 
changing DHX, the study was 

based on the unit which resulted ;' v.^/ I 

from the initial operation condi- soou,v oov 

tions of 400 MW., a vessel inlet ^,R. ;̂i 

temperature of 500 F and a 

vessel outlet of 800 F with an Figure XII.24 

IHX LMTD of 85 F. The descrip

tion of the DHX simulated is given 

in Table XII.7. 
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TABLE XI1.7 DHX DIMENSIONAL DATA 

Number of Passes 10 

Outside Tube Diameter, in. 1.9 

Height of Fins, in. 0.109 

(Outside Diameter of Fins, in. 3.40) 

Tube Pitch, Triangular, in. 3.775 

Fin Thickness, in. ^ _ 0.050 

Number of Fins Per Foot 60 

Axial Tube Length, ft. 18. 

Effective Tube Length 15. 

Fouling Factor, Sodium 0 

Fouling Factor, Air Side 0.003 

Number of Tubes Per Pass (Nj) 258 

Tube Material 314 S.S. 

Fin Material 410 S.S. 

The single tube which is typical of all the tubes in the DHX was 

divided into 30 representative sections of equal length and the air 

stream flowing past this tube was divided into three equal flow streams 

This is illustrated in Figure XI1.25 within each of these five feet 

sections. The thermal processes were assumed to be represented by a 

single fin located midway through the section. The TAP code is so 

constructed that the temperatures computed for each node are assumed 

to be the arithmetic average of each node. Each of these centrally 
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located fins were assumed to be symmetrical about the center plane 

of the fin. Thus, we finally have described in detail only one 

six-hundredth of each of the 30 sections. Each of these half fins 

was divided into eight circumferential nodes plus two associated 

fluid nodes. The arrangement of nodes and the network of admittances 

is given in Figure XI1.26. 

The admittances v;ere computed generally as follows: 

a. Metal to metal nodes and adjacent air 

nodes not in the direction of flow. 

b. Metal to sodium 

c. Metal to air 

d. Flowing f l u id nodes 

Where: 

A = Logrithmic mean area 

L = Path length 

A = Area 

k = Thermal conductivity 

Cp = Specific heat 

W = Weight flow rate per given path 

h. = Heat transfer coefficient, sodium to metal 

h^ = Heat transfer coefficient, metal to air 

Y - Ak 
^ L 

^ = ['A * h^]- ' 

-̂ r̂̂ -̂̂  
Y = 2WCp 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 
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FIGURE XII.25 DIAGRAM OF DHX TUBE SECTIONS 
AIR OUT 

AIR IN 

FIGURE XII.26 NODAL ARRANGEMENT - TYPICAL FOR EACH SECTION 
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The heat transfer coefficients are computed as in Kern's Process 

Heat Transfer. A summary of the method is given below. 

1) Sodium to metal: 

h. = k N|̂  where D. = inside diamenter (56) 

"" f̂., = flusselt Number 
Nu 

N.. , = A + 0.025 (̂ Np f'^ where (57) 
,̂ ^ ..... ..,p^ 

Np = Peclet Number 
e 

'. = correction factor - f(Np ) 
'̂ e 

A = 5.0 for sodium 

1.82 

Pr (jTi) 
SI 'max 

where 

Nn = Prandtl Number Pr 

(lH) ""S obtained from Dwyer's 
^ V 'max 

(58) 

work = f(Npg) 

2) Metal to air: 

The Sieder-Tate relationships are used where a j factor is 

defined as: 
h D 

^ ~ k "rT V"' where h = metal to air heat transfer (59) 
Pr 

coefficient without fouling 

D = equivalent diameter e ^ 
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The j factor is also a function of Reynold's number. 

N 0 . 7 2 3 2 2 

j = 13.44 ( V ) (60) 
103 

So that W , 13 44 N 0.72322 

0 D 7 ~ " 103 " ' V r ' K = '~-^ = ^^TT^ k N , i / 3 (61) 

De 

In the above re lat ionships 

Dg = F where Ap = free flow area (62) 
Try 

X = projected perimeter 

The air-side fouling resistance, R̂ ;, is included so that 

f̂ " h'^'+ VRf ^^^^ 

The heat storage terms, or in TAP the capacitances - pVCp = C 

terms - for the air side are neglected. This was done to obtain 

a reasonable time increment for transient analysis and is, furthermore, 

C C 
quite reasonable as sodium - 400 and metal - 1700. This is a 

C . C 
air air 

fairly common assumption as well. 

An extensive check of this simulation was made resulting in 

the attainment of excellent agreement with the steady state pre

dictions of the ADOPT computer code. Assuming the coolant flow 

rates and temperatures which result from a specified DHX unit 
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capacity of 133.33 MW.. This TAP model predicts a heat transfer 

rate of 135.53 MW. , a difference of slightly over 1.6%. This is 

well within the accuracy of the correlations and methods used. 

In connection with this check, the exact solution of the 

radial temperature distribution in the fin was obtained by 

solving the equation: 

Y d^T ̂  V dT ̂  "^V dT _ h .. . 
r dr^ r dr dr 3F F 

which, for rectangular fins becomes the modified Bessel equation 

of order n = 0: 

ap + FaF+ (N2i2 - ^ ) T = 0 where r 

T 

i 

N2 

which has a solution of the form: 

T = C^ J^(iN^) + C^ YQ (iNr) 

Figure XI1.27 shows this temperature distribution compared with 

the TAP results for one typical location. 

Also coincident to this check was the determination that the 

10 pass DHX cross-flow exchanger behaves sufficiently like a 

radius 

temperature 

/:rr 
h 
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counterflow exchanger that a correction to the log mean temperature 

difference is not required. 

c. Simplified DHX Simulations 

When we speak of simplified simulations we mean the representation 

of the DHX by a set of differential equations which may then be set 

up for solution using the dynanic systems analysis code, DYNASYAR, 

To obtain the set of representative equations, the same DHX as 

described in Table XII.7 was used. Each of the sodium tubes of 10 passes, 

we assume, is straightened out and the air is assumed to flow in a 

truly counterflow manner. The following assumptions were then made: 

(1) Three radial nodes were used, one each for air, sodium and metal. 

(2) Initially, the thermophysical properties and heat transfer 

coefficients were computed on the basis of local temperatures. 

(3) Initially, six longitudinal nodes were used. 

(4) No plenum effects at the inlet or outlet will be considered 

initially. These will be added once the model to be used is 

determined. 

(5) Heat transfer in the fins was represented through the 

vehicle of fin efficiency. 

The sketch, Figure XII.28, illustrates the model: 



v/. 
•T , 

A+1 

«.\ 
T r i 

- T , T l 

Tc. 
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r^ 

+ -A 

• \-. 

* T Mi 

1 ^ ' ' 
+ T , . 

- L —-

r^.' 
* Tfb 

"-i 

where T . = secondary (sodium) coolant temperatures 
^ J 

Tp. = metal (lumped fin and tube) temperatures 

Tj. = tertiary (air) coolant temperatures 

W = secondary flow rate 

Wj = tertiary flow rate 

T , , Ty^, W and Wj are the input forcing functions 

Using the prime to denote constants per unit length, the following 

three equations represent the sodium, metal, and air, respectively: 

[pV c] 

[pV c] 

5 
s dt 

dT, 

dT, 

F dt 

[pV'c]^ ^ 
' dt 

- tW^Cs] g ~ - [UA ]3 [T^ - Tp] 

[UA']^ [T5 - Tp] - [UA^]^ [Tp - T^] 

[UA^]^ [Tp - T^] + [W,C^] gll 

(sodium) 

(metal) 

(air) 
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Since the code cannot handle spatial derivatives they must be 

expressed by difference techniques. The technique of alternating 

centarl differences with 3-point backward differences will be used. 

Thus, equations (67), (68), and (69) become for each mesh point (j) 

indicated: 

dT. 
^ j 

dt 
^kh, (^)s t^s, - Tpl 

3 W.. 

x ^ P^j ^j+1 
' j - 1 

j=2,4,6 

<yr"̂ ' 'S 4T. + T. 
' j -1 

j=3,5,7 

dT 

~at 
F ' ^ - ^ ' 

P F j % ^F ^j ^j ^ ^ (^) ^̂ F,. - ^ T ; 
J > . J J 

Al l j 

dT 
\ - ( ^ ) T ( ^ ) T [Tp - T, ] + 

dt c'l. W - T - F . - 'T.-

j= l ,3 ,5 

- T 

3 ^T (pf-) (-^) [T^ - T̂  ] 
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where; 

ns 

A' = heat transfer area per unit length inside tubes 

kj = heat transfer area per unit length outside tube and fi 

V' = sodium volume per unit length (inside tubes) 

Vp = tube and fin metal volume per unit length 

Vj = air side volume per unit length 

The heat transfer coefficients U-j- and U were determined as 
j j 

follows. The metal temperatures Tp were taken as the fin base 

temperature as this is the temperature on which the fin efficiency 

is based. Then: 
1 D.£n (D /D.) -1 

\ - [HT ^ ^ ,̂ ° ^ ^ 
^ ^j T T . 

where 

D. = inside tube diameter 

D = outside tube diameter (diameter at location of Tp ) 
J 

kpj = thermal conductivity of tube 

h. = inside heat transfer coefficient. 

The coefficient h. is computed exactly as outlined for the TAP 

model. The outside U-factor is next: 

h 

J '3 'J ^ 
Û _ = DlA^_ + A^_] "f. 

'1 
where 

Q = fin efficiency 

A^ = fin surface area exposed to air per unit length 

A." = tube surface area exposed to air per unit length 
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A-f = A' + Ar 
'j j ĵ 

hjr = outside heat transfer coefficient. 

The coefficient h^ is determined exactly as outlined for the TAP 

model. The fin efficiency, n, is a function of geometry, h^ and 

Tp and is the ratio of actual heat transfer to the heat transfer 

j 

which would take place if the entire fin surface were at the tempera

ture of the fin base. 

During the check of the model we determined that for the 

six-node simulation there was negligible difference between the 

heat transfer coefficients computed based on local temperatures and 

average coefficients. Since the latter almost halved the computer 

time, it was quickly adopted. 

The initial six-node model was both expanded and contracted 

so that we have examined five models: 

(1) 12-node, average coefficients (12N-ave.) 

(2) 6-node, average coefficients (6N-ave.) 

(3) 4-node, average coefficients (4N-ave.) 

(4) 4-node, local coefficients (4N-L) 

(5) 4-node, both average coefficients and average material, 

properties (4N-L) 
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Up to this time we have examined the above five models for five 

different conditions. 

(1) Balanced flow rates, temperature of fluid vs location. 

Figures XII.29 and XII.30 present the results for all 

six cases. Similar data for unbalanced flows (10:1 and 

50:1) are shown in Figures XI1.31-34. 

(2) Beginning at a balanced flow steady state condition a 

rapid ramp to a moderately unbalanced flow condition; 

transient response of coolant outlet temperatures. This 

case was for high secondary, low tertiary flow (3.48:1). 

Figure XI1.35 presents the comparison of the 4N-min. 

Simulation with the same transient computed via TAP. The 

steady state end points are indicated at the right side of 

the curves. Only the 4N-min case is shown as all other 

simplified models are almost identical to this one. 

(3) The spatial temperature distribution in the fluids at the 

steady state end points of the preceding transient are 

given in Figure XII.36. Again the comparison is for the 

4N-min vs the TAP reference simulation. 
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(4) Figure XII.37 presents the transient responses of coolant 

outlet temperature for a rapid ramp to a moderately un

balanced flow in tlr3 opposite direction to the above. 

(Tertiary:Secondary =3.05:1) 

(5) Finally, Figure XII.38 shov;s the spatial fluid temperature 

distribution at the steady state end points for the preceding 

transient. 

The results so far indicate that good accuracy is obtained for 

steady state with balanced and moderately unbalanced flows using 

the most simple 4-node model. Transient analyses with the simplifed 

models seem to give a higher rate of temperature change for the 

sodium and a lower rate of change for the air. 

Analysis and comparison is still proceeding and we will next 

investigate behavior in extremely unbalanced flow conditions. When 

a final model determination has been made the effect of manifold 

mixing will be included using the assumptions of perfect mixing. The 

equations which will be programmed are: 

pVCp ^ = WCp (T. - f) 
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where p = fluid density 

V = mixing plenum volume 

Cp = specific heat capacity 

W = weight flow rate 

T. = fluid inlet temperature to plenum 

T = temperature leaving plenum and entering the average tube. 
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6. Sodium Piping 

The coolant's transport time between components is important in 

transient analysis work. In work to date, we have neglected heat 

storage in pipe walls. As shown later, a small increase in simulation 

accuracy can be achieved by accounting for the stored heat. 

a. Pure Transport Delay 

The transport time is given by the following equation: 

f Q(t) dt = V 
Jt-T 

where 

Q(t) = coolant volumetric flow rate 

t = time 

T = transport time 

V = volume of pipe section 

Coolant entering the pipe section at a temperature T at time t-r, 

exits at time t at temperature T. 

In this case, pipe wall stored heat and heat losses through the 

wall and insulation are neglected. No mixing of coolant within the 

pipe is assumed. 

The flow rate is obtained from the integration of the equation 

of motion for that pipe run. The coolant density for conversion 

of the weight flow to a volumetric flow varies with time and is the 

average of the coolant at the inlet and exit points. 
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b. Transport Allowing For Stored Heat In Pipe Wall 

The pipe section is modeled as shown in Figure XI1.39 for ten nodes: 

""̂Mio ^m '^m '^H7 ^m ^m "^m """MS ^M2 """MI 

The system can be described by the following equations if we 

neglect heat losses from the insulated pipe to the ambient and if 

we assume perfect mixing in each node of the model: 

General Equations: 

Metal: {pVc)^.^!!! = " (UA') (T . - ^̂  p̂ -̂ ''"*) ... (76) 

Sodium: (pVc)_ ."̂ "̂ cj = - (WC) . (T . - T_. ,) + (UA ).(T^. - ^cj "̂  ̂ cj-1) 

^ AX ^ ... 

Take sodium properties based on average nodal temperature. 

These equations are similar to the nodal heat balance model 

equations described for the IHX. That is, the node outlet temperature 

time derivative is equated to the nodes average temperature derivative. 
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c. Comparison of Modeling Techniques 

Results are presented in Figure XII.40 for an inlet temperature 

ramp at constant coolant flow rate. Cases with varying flow rates, 

with and without varying inlet temperatures, have been studied, but 

are not reported here. The results shown are typical in that the 

maximum rates of temperature change are quite similar for the two 

methods. For final process control and safety analysis work, it 

would be best to account for stored heat, but for conceptual design 

work the use of the worst case method (pure transport delay) is 

certainly justified. The pure transport delay model is preferred 

from the programming standpoint because of its relative simplicity, 

especially if four or more nodes are needed in the stored heat model. 
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7. Tertiary Air Fans and Flow Control 

a. Supply Fans 

Constant speed fans are assumed. The fan supply curve is then 

programmed only for the design speed as: 

Fan pressure = f(fan air rate) 

The pressure and rate are determined by the simultaneous solution 

of this equation and the hydraulics equations for the air side of 

the DHX (see p. 52). 

b. Air Flow Control 

The air rate is modulated by changing the position of inlet 

vanes at the fans. The rate is related to the valve's pressure 

drop as follows: 

/

PAP 
T+m ' ""̂ /̂ ^^ 

where P = line pressure 

AP = pressure drop across vanes 

I T = temperature of air, °F 

c = coefficient of flow (includes 

conversion factors). 

c is a function of vane position which is varied depending on a 

process controller output. 

The air flow vane pressure loss is an input into the hydraulics 

equations 
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c. Fan Coastdown 

The coastdown of the air rate following a deenergization of 

the fan motors can be approximated by: 

Q(t) _ J_ 

a 

where 

Q = air rate 

t = time after deenergization 

N la;2 

^ 0 0 0 

N = fan efficiency 

I = inertia of fan and drive 

0) = speed 

P = density 

AP = fan pressure 

subscript o refers to initial values. 

The coastdown equation neglects inertia in the air and assumes 

that the static pressure terms are small compared to the other losses. 

It also assumes the frictional losses are proportional to flow squared 

and that air flow rate is proportional to the fan speed. 
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8. Process Control 

Process Controllers with gain plus reset actions are simulated. 

A controller time constant and the time constant of the sensing 

element and its transmitter are included. 

a. Sensors and Transmitters 

These functions are combined and represented by a first 

order process: 

or in transfer function notation 

where 

X = measured variable (output) 

Z = process input (i.e., coolant temperature, flow 

rate, speed, etc.) 

T = time constant of measuring system. 

The output is compared to the controller setpoint to create 

the error signal for the controller to act upon (see paragraph b) 

b. Controllers 

The controller output is represented by: 

c Jo c c c 
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controller output, % and 0<X<100 

gain 

reset, repeats/minute 

controller time constant 

error signal 

measured variable - setpoint 

initial output corresponding to steady state 

setpoint. 

The first term on the right hand side of the equation is usually 

limited to 100%. 

c. Actuators for Manipulated Variables 

The following process conditions have been controlled. 

(1) Primary coolant flow rate by varying pump speed. 

(2) Secondary coolant flow rate by varying pump speed. 

(3) Reactor power (this is a special control problem 

which was discussed in the Reactor Model Description 

paragraphs, 

(4) Sodium temperature at DHX exit or IHX exit by throttling 

DHX inlet air vanes. 

The kinetics of the liquid rheostat for pump speed control 

is discussed under Pumps and Drives . The kinetics 

where 

X 

K 
g 

\ 

T 

c 

^0 
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of the air inlet vanes for DHX air flow regulation is similar 

to that for valves and is treated as a first or second order 

process, depending on the actuator. 

Programs are flexible. For example, we can easily substitute 

reactor outlet temperature control by modulating pump speed for 

primary coolant flow control. Also rate action can be added to 

the controllers if required. 

9. Trip Switches 

On/off actions are simulated as required. For example, automatic 

actuation of a scram trip can be simulated by comparing a measured 

temperature against a fixed trip point high temperature: 

T.p - T <0, rods latched 

T.p - Tf,, ^ . î ods unlatched. 

Of course, model logic is such that the rods remain unlatched after 

the trip point is reached even if the temperature difference again 

becomes <0. 

T.p = fixed trip point temperature 

T = measured temperature m "̂  

Time dependent trips are also used. Pump coastdown has been 

delayed a fixed amount of time after the reactor scram trip. Logic 

to identify the time of the scram trip is required if the scram is 

initiated automatically. 
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10. Interfaces With "Other" Systems 

The reactor and heat transport systems have important interfaces 

with the inert gas, sodium supply, and cell ventilation systems. 

To date we have simply held the gas space pressures in the reactor 

vessel and pump barrels, and building spaces surrounding the equip

ment at zero gauge in spite of the fact that these pressures will 

vary in practice. If needed, these pressures can be simulated. We 

will probably assume the perfect gas law applies, if and when these 

equipment pressures are added. 

Concerning sodium supply, we have taken the worst case approach 

in that no make-up sodium is assumed. Logic could be added to intro

duce make-up sodium as a function of reactor vessel coolant level 

and/or as a function of a loss of coolant accident trip switch. 

Actually, our current models are arranged for adding make-up 

sodium and for varying equipment and cell gas space pressures as 

known functions of time. These features were added with the idea 

that useful parametric studies could be made during the conceptual 

design phase. 
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FFTF Hybrid Simulation 

a. Reactor Vessel 

The reactor vessel model is shown schematically in Figure XII.41. Two 

heat transport loops (A and B) dump cold primary sodium into the inlet 

plenum where a single mixing lag term computes the inlet temperature to the 

core and other vessel internals. Similarly, the outlet plenum is simulated 

with a single mixing lag, with inputs from fuel to be coolant, leakage 

coolant, reflectors and vessel wall coolant. Several assumptions were 

made in order to fit the model on the computer: 

(1) No axia^ heat conduction. 

(2) Constant properties with respect to temperature. 

(3) Heat transfer between vessel wall bypass and outlet plenum 

coolant only. 

(4) Single axial region. 

(5) Control rod coolant response the same as reflector response. 

(6) Fuel cladding response the same as tube coolant response. 

Equations are shown on following pages. The simplified model has been 

checked against the detailed digitalreactor model (REMOD) programmed on 

the DYNASAR code and found to provide adequate response characteristics at 

the vessel outlet. 

b. Process System 

Two coolant circuits are simulated, as shown in Figure XI1.2, As 

noted, each circuit has a primary loop, a secondary loop, pumps for each. 
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variable transport delays for each, an intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) 

and a dump heat exchanger (DHX). The IHX and DHX are simulated as 4-node 

counterflow devices, with metal lumped with coolant, and with variable heat 

transfer coefficients. Mixing volumes are provided at the sodium inlet and 

outlet of each device. The heat transfer model for each uses a finite 

difference approach to the temperature distribution, with alternating central 

and three-point backward approximations. 

Sodium pumps are simulated by solving the dynamic equations for pump 

speed .̂nd torque. Flows are computed from a dynamic equation with terms 

for natural convection, loop pressure loss, and pump head. Air flow is 

simulated simply by an "on-off" function generator for fan response, with 

natural convection added. 
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MODEL SUMMARY (HYBRID): REACTOR VESSEL 

... Based on FFTF Concept 5A (SK-3-14540) 

Heat Generation: 

'''-CL " '̂CL '''-TOT 

'''-RR " R̂R '''-N 

PLr '''-TOT " '''"CL ~ '''-RR 

PL in to main HTS = (1 -YQL)PLJOJ 

(78) 

(79) 

(80) 

(81) 

Kinetics 

PL, 
1 

3 - 5k ,i/*N^i (algebraic) (82) 

dC 

dt 
i = ! i (PL,) ->.c. (83) 

Reactivities: (subscript Z is reference temperature) 

6k = a^. (Ty^Qj,̂  - T^cTRZ^ "̂  ^^^ expansion) 

+ « n(TAPD - TflpDy) + (Doppler- l inear) 

(Core expansion) 

(Bowing) 

(Fuel expansion) 

(Scram) 

^ '̂  E^^ACTR 

•̂  '' B^^CTR • 

" "'"ACTRZ^ ^ 

^ ' FE^''"AFR " "^AFRZ^ ̂  

+ 6 k + s 

+ 'S k. (84) (Control) 
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Fission Product Power: 

! ! ! W = X p p , Upp, PL, -PLpp,) (85) 

l i ! W = Xpp2 (epp2 PL„ - PLpp,) (86) 
dt 

'-^^ - »FP3 ("FPS '•'-N - ""-FPS' <«" 

PLpp = PLpp, * PLpp2 . PLpp3 (88) 

Reactor Thermal Model 

Flows: W-pĵ  = B^^ Wĵ  (89) (fuel) 

\R " \R \ ^^°^ (leakage) 

Wnn = B„n W„ (91) (shield 
'RR "RR "R control 
W^R = By^ W^ (92) vessel) 

T̂R ' \R ^ hR ^^R-^ (93) 

\ -~ h WpA + NB WpB (94) 

^'Number of loops represented by 
simulated loop A and B. 

Input Plenum: 

dTciP = W R C C I P (T _ T ) - (^%SR (T - T^JR) (95) 
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Lower Support Structure: 

^ = i!!lLSR_ (Tcip - T, SR) 

Outlet Plenum: 

^ = !:!RJC0R (B,, T,^P + B^R T,LR - B,R T,,, . 

a t — (pvcj^^ 

(UA)u5R 

•̂  ̂ VR """CVR " """COR̂  " (pVO^Q,^ (^COR " "̂ USR̂  

(̂ ^̂ VR ,^ "'̂ CVR "̂  ''̂ CIPx 
(pVC)̂ Qf̂ " ^'COR 

Upper Support Region Metal: 

^̂ USR = ll^HjSR (J T ^ 
'~3t~ (pVC)u5R ^ COR " 'USR^ 

Vessel Coolant: 

T T = S T ^ <̂ C0R- I C V L ^ ) - "VR̂ ĈVR (T,,, 

Radial Reflector Coolant: (includes control rods) 

CRR ~ """ciP' "̂̂ CRR = ^ P'-RR - ̂ R̂R ̂ CRR Uroo - V T D ) 
~sr W^ ~(^^^R 
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Leakage Coolant: (for hydraulic holddown) 

^!CLR = - \ R "^CLR (T„, R - T„.p) + 

••• ER TR Tpyp - T«, p 
T ^ V T J ^ (--^IL__CLR) 

Fuel-Coolant: use 3 radial fuel nodes 

Tube Outlet Coolant: 

"̂̂ CTR '̂ TR ̂ CTR ^ T W 
""ar"" " N^^~(^FTT^ '̂CTR " 'CIP̂  

(UA-)TR 

^ (pV^C)^^^ ('̂F3 " "'̂ ACTR̂  

T^lPCl^ ( 2 ) 

NOTE: Primed parameters (A', V") are per driver element. 

Average Coolant Temperature; 

TACTR = 'cTR I Tcip 

Fuel Temperatures (equal volume nodes); 

dTp, ba,PLp i!!^lh^/T T ) 
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dT,. ''̂ 2̂'''-F , (U^^)l-2 

-W \R ^'' "-'FZ ''" "̂ F2 ^^ ^ Npo (PV'C)„ ^ (.V'C)" (̂ Fl - ^F2) 

T ^ (̂ F2 - TF3) (̂ °̂ ^ 

dip, ba3PL (UA-),_3 

3-C ,̂  y X 106 
pV^C p3 ^'F2 'ACTR^ ^ ' 

Average Fuel Temperature: 

TAFR = "̂ Fl "̂  "̂ F2 "" "̂ F3 (107) 
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XIII. REACTO^ PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

C. L. Fies 

A. Introduction 

There are three items which cause people to pay attention to protection 

systems: 

1. They cost too much. Most instrumentation systems are 

quite extensive. They require ample redundancy, must 

meet single failure criteria, and must be tested. The 

actuators provided must be very reliable, must be tested, 

and are very expensive. 

2. The reactor shutdown scram system tends to shut down 

the reactor when it is not wanted. This tends not only 

to cost money, but upsets the management of the facility 

because the plant was not designed to be shut down, but 

rather to be run for a specific purpose, whether it be 

to test fuel or to produce power. 

3. Failure of the protection system can be disastrous. Not 

only is the danger to public exposure increased, but the 

economic consequences of an accident such as a partial 

core meltdown can be severe. One does not want to invest 

$100 - 200 million dollars in a nuclear facility and have 

it destroy itself. 
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B. Definitions 

Various definitions exist as to what constitutes the scope of a plant 

protection system as shown in Figure XIII.1. Until very recently, plant 

protection systems were limited solely to instrumentation. For example, in 

IEEE-279,^ ' Nuclear Power Plant Protection System is defined as, 

"That system encompassing all electrical and mechanical 

devices and circuitry (from sensors to actuation device 

input terminals) involved in generating those signals 

associated with the protective function." 

In other words, only the instrumentation was considered part of the protection 

system, and all actuators were considered part of their respective individual 

systems. During the past year work has been in progress on supplementary cri-

(2) teria for reactor plant protection systems.^ ' In these supplementary criteria 

the definition of protection systems has been extended to include not only the --

instrumentation, but the actuators. In the latest draft copy of the supple

mentary criteria, plant protection system is defined as follows: 

"Those active devices, with the associated equipment 

necessary to initiate their action, which function to 

(1) prevent plant variables or conditions from reaching 

their respective safety limits, and (2) to mitigate the 

consequences of exceeding safety limits." 

The reason for extending the definition of protection systems to include the 

actuators is to take into account the fact that one must have completion of 
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action to complete the job that the protection system is called upon to do. 

It does not make sense to design a very reliable redundant safe instrumen

tation system and to connect this system up to the set of actuators with 

marginal construction. Both the instrumentation and the actuators must work 

as a unit to meet the performance requirements set down by design. 

A third definition of what constitutes a protection system can be ex

pressed in terms of failures as shown on Figure XI11.2. 

If a failure of a component or system could cause the loss 

of one of the three barriers providing protection against the 

release of radioactive material, these systems or components 

are part of the protection system. 

The three barriers we are concerned with here are the cladding, reactor 

vessel and primary system, and the containment. By this definition, any 

component or system whose failure could result in breach of the cladding, such 

as instrumentation to detect high power or low flow, along with the actuator 

systems such as control rods or boron injection would be part of the protection 

system. If a containment building is provided, closure of ventilation valves 

is required to prevent release of radioactive material. The containment valves 

themselves and the instrumentation providing a signal to close the valves would 

be part of the protection system. The items normally considered as part of 

the protection system are as follows: 

1. A fast shutdown system - reactor trip system - scram system 

2. Containment isolation systems 

3. Containment cleaning systems 

4. Containment cooling systems 
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5. Emergency core cooling 

6. Emergency power systems 

C. Basic Requirements 

There are two basic requirements which all protection systems must 

meet. First, the protection system must be free from failures. The modes of 

failure of the plant and the protection system can be explained with the aid 

(3) of Figure XIII.3.^ ' There are four basic modes to be considered. In the 

first mode both the protection system and the plant are within safe limits. 

This is the normal operating condition. Mode 2 is a situation where the 

plant is within safe limits, but for some reason the protection system is 

actuated. This is the item that the availability people and reactor operators 

are very concerned about; having the plant shut down by the protection system 

when it is not wanted. Mode No. 3 is strictly a safety consideration, and 

the one that causes the most worry. The plant is outside the safe limits and 

the protection system is not actuated. It can be seen that Modes 1 and 4 are 

essentially normal operation; whereas Modes 2 and 3 are failures. Mode 2 type 

failures are safe failures that one analyzes if one is interested in plant 

unavailability. Mode 3 failures are unsafe failures that are concerned with 

safety. The discussion today will concentrate on the subject of unsafe 

failures. When analyzing the probability of failure of protection systems, one 

normally considers random failures only. The reason for this is that the infor

mation, in some cases, is available on random failures for various components. 

One can look up the mean time between failure of a relay that is going to be 

installed in the system. The mean time between the failure of an amplifier 
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can be taken from a handbook. These are then combined with some probabilistic 

mathematical expresssions to come up with the probability of failure of the 

system. 

The second requirement of the protection system is that it must per

form as designed. Its basic function is twofold, it is either a no go or a 

go system. The reactor is either operating normally below its trip point or 

a shutdown irreversibly. The containment building is either a passive 

structure being cooled by ventilation or the valves must be closed. The 

emergency cooling system is either on standby and not used, or the emergency 

cooling system must work to prevent overheating of the core in the event of 

the loss of outside power. For all these protective functions, a speed of 

response is required. The rods must be inserted a certain amount in a certain 

time. The containment system valve must close in a certain time to prevent the 

release of radioactivity. The emergency cooling system must come on line and 

be fully operational within a certain period of time. When considering what 

we might call performance failures, we should be looking at things that are 

non-random. As will be explained later, these are the things that cause 

accidents. The reactor shutdown system cannot perform because a number of 

identical relays in the safety circuit cannot function due to the sticking of 

contacts, a number of identical rods in the reactor cannot be inserted because 

of crud accumulated in the control rod channels. These are examples of per

formance failures. Something has been overlooked in the design which causes 

the environment to change and prevents the protection system from doing its job. 

D. Probability of Random Failure 

I would now like to go into a brief treatment of how one analyzes the 

probability of failure of protection systems due to random failures. In the 
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supplementary plant protection system criteria,^ ' which I mentioned earlier, 

there is a quantitative requirement which states that, as a guide, the proba-

bility of failure for any protection subsystem should not exceed 1 x 10 . 

When doing probability of failure calculations due to random failures, one 

is forced to make a number of assumptions about the system being analyzed, as 

shown on the next figure (XIII.4).^ ' 

1. Each channel or component is assumed to be either perfect 

or failed - there is no in-between. 

2. The failure probability is constant. There is no aging 

or wear-out and the failure occurs randomly distributed 

in the time interval. 

3. All identical channels or components in the system are 

identical with respect to failure. A random failure has 

an equal probability of affecting any channel. 

4. All failures can be detected by testing. This particular 

one causes big problems, as one has a difficult time 

testing sensors in their true environment. Also, it is 

very difficult to test actuators such as control rods in 

the environment which they must operate in to perform 

correctly; for instance, full power and full temperature. 

5. One assumes that repairs made on the system are perfect 

and do not allow for the unhappy instrument technician 

with a warped screwdriver or the man that goes about and 

adjusts all the instruments wrong, causing a failure of all 

instruments. 
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6. It is assumed that failures of redundant or multiple 

channels are independent of each other and of the need 

for protection system action. If one has four redundant 

channels, the failure affecting one will have no influence 

on the others. This tends to be unrealistic, as experience 

has shown that there are failures which can wipe out all 

channels. 

When analyzing the probability of failure of a set of components or a 

system, one uses various mathematical expressions. The next figure (XIII.5) 

(4) shows some of the equations one uses in calculating probability of failure. 

These expressions actually show the probability of success of the set of 

components which is one minus the probability of failure. The approximations 

shown in the right hand column are obtained from the expressions on the left 

by series expansion of the exponentials. To obtain an understanding of the 

meaning of these expressions, I would like to consider the three items shown 

on the next figure (XIII.6). 

1. The failure rate of a particular component. 

2. The testing interval involved, where one attempts to detect 

any failures which have occurred. 

3. When considering coincidence or redundancy, the number 

of individual components which must fail before the 

system cannot act. 

The probability of failure Q is then, simply, the failure rate multiplied 

by the test interval taken to the power of the number of components which must 
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fail. The next figure (XIII.7) shows some very simple examples to illustrate 

this calculation. Consider a system composed of one channel. In this case, 

only one item need fail to cause failure of the system. Assume a failure 

rate of one failure per 100 hours. If we ask ourselves what is the proba

bility of this system failing, assuming a test interval of 100 hours, one can 

see that the answer is simply 1. If we shorten the test interval to 10 hours, 

the probability is .1. If we consider the same failure rate and same test 

interval and apply it to a redundant system where two failures are needed to 

prevent the desired action, we see the result on the next figure (XIII.8). 

If one were to carry this treatment to the extreme and apply it to a reactor 

shutdown actuators, wherein most cases only one rod need be inserted out of a 

substantial number, one can see that the probability of failure can get quite 

low, as one keeps raising the product of failure rate times test interval to 

the correspondingly higher and higher exponents. If one wants to apply a 

probability of failure to the complete system, this can be done by simply 

adding up the probabilities of failures of the equipment that must work in 

series, as shown on the next figure (XIII.9). To consider a simple example, 

assume that we have an instrument system involving four channels where two-of-

the-three channels work in coincidence to provide a trip signal. This trip 

signal, in turn, is passed through redundant strings of relays where either 

string can cause release of the actuators or rods in the system. Assume 

further, that the rod system for the particular accident which we are con

sidering must have one-of-the-six safety rods inserted into the core at its 

design rate. The criterion of 10 is meant to be applied to a subsystem 

such as the one illustrated. 
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E. Performance Failures 

The treatment of random failures and probability of failure is some

times called the numbers game by people who tend to feel that one is wasting 

his time in calculating these numbers. These people, in many cases, feel 

that there is an advantage to doing these types of calculations for comparison 

purposes, but that one tends to get too involved in the mathematics and does 

not come up with any number that approaches reality. There is a basic reason 

for this skepticism. That reason is that a random failure has never, repeat 

(3) never, caused a reactor accident.^ ' It appears that what we have done is 

used redundancy in such a way that it is very successful in protecting against 

random failures. By putting redundant instruments in systems of 1 of 2, 2 of 3, 

2 of 4, we have completely protected ourselves against random failures. On 

the other hand, the accidents that do happen are caused by performance type 

failures. The heat transfer reactor experiment (HTRE-3 Excursion and Reactor 

(5) Meltdown) is an example of this type of failure.^ ' This reactor had the 

usual complement of neutron sensing chambers, including three uncompensated 

safety chambers in the scram circuit. Because of electronic noise which was 

thought to be picked up in the connecting cables, the circuit for these un

compensated ion changers was modified by putting in a resistance capacitance 

network. This modification, as it turned out, placed a series resistor in 

the circuit such that the current was limited so that it could never be as 

high as the trip value. In this case an experiment was run, the control 

system malfunctioned, the power protection failed to work, and the reactor 

was destroyed. 
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Another case which has not been very highly publicized and which, in 

turn, did not cause a reactor accident, but only because an accident was 

not present, concerned the problems with the control rods at the Piqua 

Nuclear Power Facility. At Piqua the usual procedure was to operate as a 

load following plant with large swings in power which necessitated movement 

of control rods at rather short time intervals. However, at one time during 

operation, it was decided to base load the plant and, in this case, the 

plant had operated for several days with very little movement of control rods. 

With organic coolant radiation breakdown of the coolant caused coking around 

those control rods which were in a position in the core where they could add 

negative reactivity. Because of coking problems in the core, the temperature 

went up in some of the thermocouples in the safety circuit and reactor scram 

was called for. In this case, when the scram was given, the rods which could 

add negative reactivity were frozen in position and could not move. In this 

case, the facility was shut down by taking advantage of the temperature co

efficient raising the temperature and lowering the power which, in turn, 

allowed the xenon effect to take over and decrease the power. After this, 

the reactor operator was able to use the drive mechanisms on the rods to break 

the rods loose from the coking and gradually work them into the core. This 

is an example where identical rods were used and something had been overlooked 

in the design, causing a common failure of the rods. If an accident had 

occurred during this period of time, it could have had disastrous consequences. 

Another performance type accident occurred at the Windscale No. 1 pile 

(5) in England.^ ' This accident resulted in permanent shutdown of this plutonium 

production reactor. In this case, a standard procedure was to shut off the 
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air flow and raise the power level to a certain level to allow the annealing 

process to take place in the graphite. The thermocouples which were supposed 

to shut down the reactor in the event of high temperature were located in 

the section of the core that was normally hot, monitoring the temperature of 

the air once that it had flowed through the pile. With the air shut off, 

however, the hot spot was on the opposite end of the pile. This resulted in 

thermocouples being located in the incorrect area to provide protection. A 

fire started in the graphite and, as a last resort, v/ater was used to quench 

the fire and consequently the reactor was destroyed. 

Protection systems have even been designed in such a manner that they 

succeed in blowing up a reactor if they do v;ork. This happened on an Oak 

(5) Ridge critical assembly in 1956,^ ' This critical experiment involved a 

homogeneous critical mass in a flat geometry at the bottom of the barrel-

like structure. Parts were used to make the level fluctuate and create a 

critical situation when enough liquid was injected into the tank. As an added 

safety measure, a cadmium plate was positioned above the tank which, in the 

event of an excursion, was to drop into the liquid pool. When the reactor 

was scrammed, however, and the cadmium plate was dropped, a wave motion was 

set up in the pool which caused a secondary excursion which overrode the 

effect of the poison that was inserted. This is an example of how something 

was overlooked in the design which caused the accident, 

E. P. Epler has performed a study of ORNL experience with common failures 

based on approximately 100 reactor years of experience at Oak Ridge.^ ' During 

this time 14 simultaneous failure incidents occurred involving protection 
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systems. The next figure (XIII.10) shows a categorization of the causes of 

failure. Examples of each class of failure can be outlined as follows: 

1. Change in characteristics of the system being protected -

Oak Ridge Research Reactor: Beam holes were flooded in 

accordance with procedures. This cut off the neutron beam 

and shielded the neutron detection. 

2. Unrecognized dependence on a common element - Low Intensity 

Test Reactor: Ionization chambers were purged continuously 

with gas from a common bottle. Contaminated gas caused 

most chambers to fail. 

3. Disabled by accident - Aberdeen Pulse reactor: When the 

reactor was pulsed at ORNL, the high ionization current 

destroyed the field-effect transistors in the flux ampli

fiers. 

ORNL is not unique in its experience with common failures. The next 

figure (XI11.11) shows a list of incidents related to plant protection system 

performance involving failures of safety circuits.^ ' Because experience 

indicates that random failures are not a problem and that performance failures 

are, it has been suggested that what we have is essentially a graph of 

diminishing returns as is shown on the next figure (XIII.12). This shows the 

probability of failure Q plotted against failures required. What it shows is 

that if one considers only random failures, multiple redundance can achieve 

a very low Q or probability failure. Based on the ORNL data, however, Q 
_3 

appears to be approximately 10 , 
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The probability of failure can be made very low, due to random 

failures but, below a certain level, the interaction or systematic failures 

take over. What this means, in effect, is that in calculating the proba

bility of failure, one cannot multiply the testing interval and the failure 

rate and take this product to the power of the number of elements that have 

to fail. There is an interaction coefficient that should be used to adjust 

this power to take into account the fact that in some cases the failures of 

redundant and coincident channels are not independent and to take into account 

the fact that common failures do occur. Since we are taking a rather small 

number and raising it to some power, the power that we raise it to has a 

tremendous effect on the final result. There are many ways in which inter

action can occur. There is a common element which may be a set of identical 

detectors; the logic devices can be identical, test instrumentation can mal

function and incorrect setpoints can affect all channels. Mode switches are 

used to switch to various modes of operation which cause interaction among 

the channels. Bypass switches cause independence to decrease. There is also 

common environment. All instrumentation is involved with the same reactor. 

Control rooms tend to bring so-called independent channels together. Cable 

trays can cause interaction between both control channels and protection 

channels and between redundant protection channels. An illustration of how 

probability of failure is combined with accident frequency is shown on the 

next figure (XIII.13), If we assume that the frequency of a potentially 

destructive accident is 1 per year and the design life of a reactor is 20 

years, then the chance of reactor destruction during its design life is 1 in 

5000 for random failures and 1 in 50 for common failures. 
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F. Defense Against Common Failures 

What, then, are the ways that one can prevent common failures? About 

the only defense which has been thought of to date is diversity. Diversity 

is an extension of redundancy in such a way that the possibility of the common 

failure is minimized. This is accomplished, for example, by using flux and 

pressure trips for a rod withdrawal accident. What we hope is that whatever 

affects the flux trips, in terms of the common failure, will not affect the 

pressure. This may take care of the diversity of sensors; however, in the 

protection logic, unless one designs for independent logic strings involving 

relays for one set of sensors, and, for example, solid state logic for 

another set of sensors, one is vulnerable to a common failure in the logic. 

The actuators are another area where one can get into problems because 

of a common fault. As was mentioned before, usually one or two control or 

rod elements inserted into the core out of a number such as 10-20 elements 

are sufficient to shut down the reactor, at least for a short time. If one 

applies the random failure probability calculation, one comes out with a 

tremendously small number. However, this is completely ridiculous. Inter

action between control elements, when these control elements are designed as 

identical units, is bound to be somewhat larger than such a small number. 

Thus, diversity is also needed in the actuators. 

The problem is that it is difficult to design against something that is 

unknown and this is essentially what a common failure is. If one is aware of 

a particular type of failure that is going to invalidate all his equipment, 

he will certainly design against it. However, it is the maintenance man, the 
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improper installation of equipment, or some test that was run that causes a 

set of identical elements to fail. There seems to be no way of guarding 

against this other than to provide diverse equipment which has a somewhat 

better chance of surviving a common failure. 
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PROBABILITY OF FAILURE 

Q IS THE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE 

A IS THE UNSAFE FAILURE RATE 

T IS THE TESTING INTERVAL 

N IS THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS WHICH MUST 
FAIL TO HAVE AN UNSAFE FAILURE 
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EXAMPLE 1 - FAILURE ASSURED 

}. - UNSAFE FAILURE RATE = 1 PER 100 HOURS = 0 

T = TEST INTERVAL = 130 HOURS 

N = NUMBER OF FAILURES REQUIRED = 1 

Q = ( 0 . 0 1 X 100) ^ = 1 

EXAMPLE 2 - EFFECT OF TEST INTERVAL 
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T = 10 HOURS 

Q = ( 0 . 0 1 X 10)^ = 0 . 1 
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EXAMPLE 3 - EFFECT OF REDUNDANCY 
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ORNL COMMON FAILURE STUDY 
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List of Incidents Related to Plant Protective System Performance 

Disarmed Safety Circuits 

ROE:54-6, Failure of Safety Rods to Scram at K Reactor (SR) 
Short and Tusing of wires in cable tray held pov;er to sa.'ety 
circuit. No scrsji action possible and unknov/n until attempted 
scram cst end of operating cycle. 

ROE:55-15, Svpasslna of ML-1 Reactor Ultimate Shutdown Device by 
Fsctory Instri~T¥d~Snippinc H:.rcware 
Spring used in shipment was "left in (3 years) which prevented 
the secondary shutdown system (chemical poison injection) from 
ever working. 

ROE:65-3, Failure of Autc.ratlc Shutdown Protection at AEC-Cwnsd 
R-^-ctor (SRT 
SzTLrri rcldys held closed by stray ccpacitatlvc leakage paths, 
therefore, scram action Ineffective.. Found during prestart 
dieckout. 

r.OE:08-6, In.'.dverrc-nt D-;s<~r.ninq of Safety Circuit Instrumentation 
An instru!7,2n:ction test sirr.a'i was not rci.-.ovcd and later caused a 
ccrcm. Serious plant da.-̂ iage could have occurred. 

•̂''•'̂ a C:,̂ ".''̂ ':! A t o m i c , T:~;I3A 

S;:;irtup wttn one neutron levcl still bypassed (whole function, I think). 

A u — . 0 v - I<j, LA-;!.oci-!on o. •V'i.jnu.'.<. Uii.c.o! inn 0\ oi>ieuy ovsi.cm 
Dc'Slgn deficiency in snutuown relay power supply—slngfe malfunction 
could have rendered 5 auto, shutdown circuits inoperable. 

From Ref. (7) Fig. XIII.11 



PLOT OF D I M I N I S M I N G RETURNS 

REAL LIFE 

COMMON OR SYSTEMATIC 
FAILURE PROBABILITY 

Q = (AT)'^'= (0.01)"^ 

RANDOM FAILURE PROBABILITY 

1 2 3 

N = FAILURES OF REDUNDANT CHANNELS OR COMPONENTS 
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PROBABIL ITY OF FAILURE AND ACCIDENT FREQUENCY 

PROBABIL ITY 
FREQUENCY OF OF PLANT 
POTENTIALLY DESIGN LIFE DESTRUCTION CHANCE OF 
DESTRUCTIVE OF DURING DESTRUCTION 

ACCIDENT REACTOR Q LIFETIME DURING LIFE 

1 PER YEAR 2 0 l O " ^ 2 x l O ' ^ 1 IN 5 0 0 0 

1 PER YEAR 2 0 lO""^ 2 x l O ' ^ 1 IN 5 0 
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XIV. PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION 

R. E. Peterson 

A. Introduction 

Having heard a description of potential protected accidents in the 

preceding two or three lectures, it is logical to next discuss protection 

against these accidents afforded by various instruments in conjunction with 

the plant protective system. This lecture Is the second of a two-part series; 

the first dealt with aspects of the protective system, while this lecture 

deals with types of protection, criteria, and the sensors involved. Although 

there are many other interesting topics in instrumentation relative to 

accomplishing the testing program associated with the FFTF, it is the objective 

here to consider only that instrumentation which functions in a safety capacity. 

B. Types of Protection and Criteria 

There are three basic categories of accidents against which protection 

is sought. These are overpower, loss of coolant and fuel failure (which may 

or may not be related to the other two). In the case of overpower, heat 

generation in the reactor exceeds the cooling capability normally provided to 

carry away that heat. The accident is normally initiated with an accidental 

Input of reactivity. The reactor instrumentation responds to introduce nega

tive reactivity via the control system to counteract the increased reactivity, 

reducing the reactor power until it again matches or drops below the cooling 

capability. The instruments that are effective In sensing the initial increase 

in reactor power are either nuclear or thermal types. 

Loss of coolant, on the other hand, is characterized by an accidental 

decrease in coolant flow below that required to remove the normal heat generation 
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of the reactor core. The accident may be initiated by flow blockage, loss 

of pumping power, breaks in the coolant system boundary or gas bubbles. In 

this case the reactor instruments also respond to introduce negative 

reactivity and reduce the reactor power until cooling is adequate to remove 

the heat. Fuel failure is considered to be distinct from the previous two 

reactor accidents in that the failure may be purely mechanical in nature. 

That is, fuel cladding can fail due to undetected defects or deterioration 

in normal service conditions. In this case, instrumentation is desired that 

detects the failure and shuts down the reactor so that the defected fuel can 

be replaced. It is presumed that continued operation with defected fuel 

would lead to more severe failure and eventual loss of coolant to part of 

the fuel. 

In order to establish the sensors and their characteristics needed to 

protect against the above accidents, it is first necessary to establish 

failure modes and criteria. Since the first barrier to escape of fission 

products to the environment is the fuel cladding, it is the failure of cladding 

that must be guarded against. In addition, if the fuel in the interior of the 

pins is allowed to become molten, rapid relocation becomes possible with 

accompanying reactivity changes that can trigger an overpower accident. 

Therefore, criteria have been formulated relating to clad failure and fuel 

melting failure modes. These criteria have been discussed to some extent in 

previous lectures and are shown again in Figure XIV.1. Fuel failure mechanics 

and physical properties that form the bases for these criteria were discussed 

in Lecture X. 
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C. Sensors and Characteristics 

Before relating sensor types with specific accidents, it is desirable 

to learn something about the characteristics of the various sensors avail

able. Four basic types will be discussed: Nuclear Sensors, Flow Sensors, 

Thermal Sensors, and Failed Fuel Detection. 

1. Nuclear Sensors 

Nuclear sensors are those devices that are sensitive to the neutron 

flux environment in or near the reactor core. Since they provide a measure 

of the neutron flux, either as pulses or as current flow, these sensors give 

an indication that is also in direct relation to the operating power level. 

It is therefore possible to obtain a flux (or power) level and a rate of 

change or period measurement. It is important to note that these sensors 

and their associated electronics must span a very wide dynamic range from 

flux levels corresponding to the shutdown reactor to as high as several times 

12 the design flux level. Typically, this might be a factor of 10 or so. 

Because of the wide dynamic range required of the neutron sensors, it 

is usual design practice to divide the system into three channels: low level, 

intermediate range and high range. Because overlap is required, the dynamic 

range of the first two is about 6 to 8 decades each, while the high range 

spans only about 3 decades. This pov;er coverage is illustrated in Figure XIV.2. 

A variety of commercial chambers is available to perform these sensor 

functions. However, in a fast reactor the high gamma background relative to 

the neutron flux can constitute a problem, which will be discussed later. 

The neutron sensors proposed for use in the FFTF are summarized in Table XIV.1. 

There are numerous characteristics that are of interest but beyond the scope 
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of this lecture. It is sufficient to state that for our purposes the 

sensor response to changes in reactor power is essentially instantaneous. 

Delays are encountered in the remainder of the protective system, however. 

2. Flow Sensors 

The measurement of liquid flow is based on a rather long developmental 

history. However, flow measurement in liquid metal systems is of more recent 

origin and is associated with unusual problems related to the severe operating 

environment of such systems. 

Flowmeters operating on various principles have been applied to liquid 

metal systems. These are magnetic, differential head, transit time and tur

bine types, to name several. Because of the more immediate interest to FFTF, 

only the magnetic types will be discussed here. 

The principal governing magnetic flowmeter operation is electromagnetic 

induction, discovered by Faraday, namely, that a potential is developed 

across a conductor which is moving in a magnetic field. The potential is 

proportional to both the velocity of the conductor and the strength of the 

magnetic field and is developed at right angles to both the magnetic field 

and the direction of motion of the conductor. Thus, when the conductor is 

a liquid metal (sodium) and so arranged to flow through a magnetic field, a 

voltage is developed across the flow stream as shown in Figure XIV.3. 

There are three ways in which a signal can be derived from the magnetic 

flowmeter: 

• Induced voltage 

• Force 

• Magnetic field distortion. 
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The first method involves simply measuring the induced voltage with 

electrodes across the pipe wall. In the second case, eddy currents that 

are induced In the fluid interact with the magnetic field and exert forces 

on the fluid and on the magnetic field which can be translated to a force 

on the magnet structure. The force is proportional to fluid conductivity, 
2 

B , fluid velocity and pipe radius cubed. Finally, magnetic field dis

tortion is based upon the fact that eddy currents, which are produced by 

the magnetic field gradient near the ends of the field, in turn give rise to 

a field that reinforces the imposed field at the downstream end and opposes 

it at the upstream end. Thus, the imposed magnetic field appears to be 

dragged downstream by the moving fluid. This distortion is a function of 

fluid velocity and conductivity. 

In addition, the imposed magnetic field may be supplied by a permanent 

magnet or by ac or dc electromagnets. In the FFTF, it is proposed that each 

fuel channel utilize an eddy current, field shift probe flow sensor. In this 

device field excitation is provided by an ac current to a coil. Two adjacent 

coils on either side of the exciting coil are connected series opposing so 

that a signal is obtained only for the flowing or shifted field condition. 

Flow in the process piping is to be measured by means of magnetic flowmeters 

of the permanent magnet dc type. Typical problems with flow instrumentation 

include: 

• Temperature sensitivity 

• Radiation effects 

• Temperature distortion of components, and 

• Calibration (distribution of flow). 
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Calibration under test conditions before installation is often unsatisfactory 

because of material and environmental differences in actual use. 

3. Thermal Sensors 

By far the majority of temperature sensors used in liquid metal re

actor technology are thermocouples. These devices are relatively rugged, 

occupy little volume and are sufficiently accurate for a wide range of 

application. Where higher precision is desired, wire resistance thermometers 

are used at some penalty in physical size. Many other techniques for tempera

ture measurement have been and are being considered. For example, optical, 

acoustic and microwave devices are proposed in a variety of forms. 

Thermocouples operate on the principle that whenever the junctions of 

two dissimilar homogeneous materials are exposed to a temperature difference, 

an emf will be generated which is dependent on that temperature difference 

and also on the temperature level and materials involved. The resulting emf 

is measurable either by means of a millivolt meter or potentiometer. A 

typical thermocouple circuit is shown in Figure XIV.4. 

Although a great many combinations of metals and alloys will provide 

a thermal emf, not a great number are used in practice. Chromel/alumel 

thermocouples are preferred for monitoring in-vessel coolant streams in the 

FFTF and much of the process system as well. 

Thermocouples for use in contact with liquid metal, as in the core 

outlet for example, are slieathed in a metal jacket for protection and stability. 

The thermocouple leads are insulated from the sheath and from each other by a 

ceramic packing. The junction itself may be grounded or ungrounded as shown 
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in Figure XIV.5. Speed of response of the thermocouples depends on their 

sheathed size and whether grounded or ungrounded. Grounded thermocouples 

provide faster response but their expected life is substantially reduced 

over the ungrounded type. Grounded thermocouples of 1/16 in. OD have a time 

constant (63% response to step change) of about 0.2 seconds. Larger sizes 

'̂ '̂ /8 in. OD have a grounded response of about 1 second and ungrounded of 

about 2 seconds or less. 

4. FEDAL 

Failed element detection and location (FEDAL) requires different types 

of sensors, depending upon the approach taken. It is generally accepted that 

fission products entering the coolant stream will shortly appear in the re

actor cover gas. Thus, a significant fuel pin failure can be detected by 

monitoring the cover gas activity. However, having detected a pin failure 

In this manner, one is then faced with the problem of locating the defected 

pin from amongst the many thousands of pins in the core. It is the location 

problem that is particularly difficult and it is this function that introduces 

most of the complexity into FEDAL. 

The approaches taken to solve this problem may be classified as: 

• Coolant sampling 

• Noise measurement, and 

. Tagging 

The technique that has been considered conceptually for FFTF is the 

first. 

Coolant sampling involves the extraction of a sample of coolant exiting 

from the fuel subassembly and transporting of this sample to a counter where 
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analysis is made for characteristic evidence of fission products, i.e., 

noble gases or delayed neutrons. Because the volumetric quantity of released 

fission products is small relative to the volume of coolant, it is necessary 

to enrich the coolant sample taken by means of a separator such as a vortex 

generator. If each subassembly is to be monitored, the system requires a 

coolant sampling line from each core position to some point external to the 

reactor vessel, a disengaging device and a return line. For the size of 

sample line that will not plug easily, a rather substantial volume of liquid 

metal must be transported. 

In the second approach, noise analysis, several techniques have been 

explored on a limited basis, particularly in the United Kingdom. Concepts 

of this type based on acoustic signals have been investigated. The acoustic 

characteristic is associated with bubble collapse from a localized boiling 

condition. Acoustic wave guides immersed in the sodium pool coupled to 

transducers provide signals that can be used to triangulate the location of 

the boiling. Neutron fluctuations associated with bubble formation have 

also been investigated. 

Perturbations in the magnetic field of a flowmeter-like device caused 

by bubbles in the coolant have been measured. Also noise developed in thermal 

sensors has been explored. The degree to which these techniques can be re

fined for use in a practical FEDAL system is largely unknown at the present 

time and the problems are formidable. 

Tagging consists of inserting identifiable (either radioactively or 

mass spectrometrically) isotopes into the filling gas of a fuel pin at the 

time it is manufactured. By using previously established ratios of stable 
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isotopes such as Xe , Xe and Xe , it is possible to determine the 

location of the released tag. The amount of Xe involved is of the order of 

1 cm (STP). Obviously, the isotopes must be chosen so as not to be subject 

to significant change in concentration by fission product yield of the same 

isotopes. 

D. Interrelationship of Parameters 

In considering the protection against the two fundamental conditions 

that place the reactor in jeopardy, namely: 

(1) Power exceeds cooling capability 

(2) Cooling capability falls short of power generation 

there are a number of key parameters that affect the ability of the reactor 

to survive credible accidents. These are generally shown in Figure XIV.6. 

Fuel failure may either be a cause or a consequence of these conditions. 

Within a safe operating regime defined for the reactor (i.e., a definition 

of what the fuel is designed to survive), there must exist a consistent set 

of these parameters. It is perhaps obvious that there are a great many sets 

that can fulfill this requirement and an optimum must be sought. For example, 

a low control strength may be offset by a high "g" rod or large inherent 

safety parameters. 

As a part of the safety system design effort, it is important to under

stand the interrelation and significance of these parameters as they affect 

fast reactor safety. This is perhaps best accomplished by examining protected 

accident studies that appear to be significant. 

Since the potential failure of fuel is closely related to temperature 

conditions in the core, it is desirable to first indicate what these are 
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and where they occur. The peak fuel temperature occurs at the centerline of 

a fuel pin and at an elevation corresponding to the equitorial plane of the 

core. The peak cladding temperature, on the other hand, occurs at the top 

of the active zone where the exiting coolant is also hottest. 

In the FFTF design it is a goal to maximize the power density within 

safeguards constraints to achieve the highest neutron flux per megawatt of 

power dissipated. This in turn dictates high linear pin powers and thus 

high fuel pin centerline temperatures. Since the melting point of mixed 

oxide fuel is near 4850°F (corresponding to a linear pin power of '^^S kW/ft), 

it is necessary to operate at some margin below this value. Typically, we 

have used a linear power margin of 20%. Although the overpower margin has 

been investigated parametrically, it will not be discussed further here. 

E. Power Excursions 

1. Ramp Reactivity Excursions 

There are some characteristics in relation to ramp reactivity excursions 

that should be pointed out. These are illustrated in Figure XIV.7, where the 

peak fuel temperature and associated average coolant temperature are shown 

as a function of time for a 2$/sec ramp and no protective action. While this 

is an extremely large ramp, it serves to illustrate the following: 

(1) The time scale for instrument sensing and protective 

action is very small -- a few tenths of a second at most. 

(2) Melting of the fuel occurs before any appreciable rise 

in coolant temperature is noted. 

(3) The Doppler AK to melting is about ^5i. 
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Factors, other than those associated with the protective system, in 

addition to the Doppler coefficient, are the sodium coefficient and fuel 

expansion. The sodium coefficient, even if it were entirely negative, is 

seen to be delayed in time. Similarly, expansion is also delayed and it has 

not been conclusively demonstrated to be reliable in oxide fuels. Thus, of 

the inherent mechanisms, the Doppler coefficient appears most likely to be of 

importance for reactivity accidents. We have investigated the sensitivity 

of fuel melting to the magnitude of the Doppler. Some of the results are shown 

in Figure XIV.8. 

In this graph the limiting effect on fuel centerline temperature is 

shown for a 4$/sec ramp and Doppler constants of -0.002, -0.004, and -0.008, 

respectively. 

Other assumptions include: 

p 
Scram Initiated at p- =1.2 

0 

Scram Rods = 20$, Ig acceleration, 10 cm above core 

Time delay = 158 msec. 

On the order of 150°C decrease is obtained for a factor of two Doppler Increase. 

It is concluded from this and similar studies that the Doppler effect will be 

helpful but not strongly influential in limiting centerline fuel temperatures 

for ramps in the $/second range. 

Therefore, to achieve protection against credible accidents in the 

dollar/second range, the greatest assurance stems from a fast, reliable plant 

protection system. Interrelationships for designed parameters are shown in 

Figure XIV.9. Shown on this graph are curves of safety system rod worth as a 
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function of ramp reactivity insertion for time delays of 10, 25, 50, and 100 

msec. Each curve represents a rod acceleration and initial position com

bined with the inherent parameters of the reactor which are held constant for 

all cases to just reach incipient melting. 

The final question, relative to reactivity accidents is: What likely 

ramps must the instruments protect against? In Figure XIV.10, a series of 

single channel meltdown accidents is shown. This is perhaps the most severe 

reactivity input accident that can reasonably be protected against. It is 

seen that the maximum ramp shown is 4.4 $/sec for a total of 1$. Without 

protection the resulting excursion may lead to explosive disassembly of the 

core. 

Recalling the previous figure for a moment, the elements of optimization 

are rod strength, acceleration, initial rod position and protection system 

delay. The latter, of course, is made up of the sensor delay, signal con

ditioning and relaying and the rod unlatching time. Without discussing the 

other constraints, a total delay of 100 to 200 msec is all that can be tolerated 

for reactivity accidents of a severe nature. Since most of this time is taken 

up in the remainder of the protection system, the sensor must respond nearly 

instantaneously. Thus, it is concluded that: 

• For overpower accidents in the maximum credible range, all 

sensors except nuclear instruments are precluded from pro

tection capability. 

• Inherent parameters are not significantly effective in limiting 

these accidents. 
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This perhaps reinforces the concern in the previous lecture about 

diversity in the plant protection system. Little diversity of sensors ex

ists in this area. 

2. Design Problems - Nuclear Sensors 

Since reliance on nuclear sensors for overpower accidents is essen

tially total, it is of interest to indicate some of the potential problems. 

Perhaps the most significant problem is the high gamma background. The gamma 

field affects the sensitivity of counters and ion chambers and furthermore, 

it is not proportional to the reactor power level. The source consists of 

'\'10 R/hr (n-y), M O R/hr (Na"" and Na ) and decay gammas from other 

materials. Potential problems with cables in a high temperature environment 

and electronics are fairly standard concerns and will not be discussed here. 

F. Loss of Flow 

Loss of flow can occur in a number of ways. We wish to consider par

ticularly the time available for protective action with each to determine the 

sensor that can best provide protection. 

1. Flow Coastdown 

In event of a total power loss to the primary pumps, the flow begins to 

decrease and the core outlet temperature begins to rise. Unless the core power 

is reduced accordingly, a boiling situation will develop. Protective action 

may be taken on loss of power, low flow or high AT. These cases are shown in 

an example in Figure XIV.ll. The first thing to note is the relatively long 

time scale for these cases compared with reactivity accidents. Several 

seconds are available before the boiling point is reached. Probably the most 
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rapidly acting sensor in this case would be a cycle counter on the primary 

pump power supply or a revolution counter. In the example, a rather generous 

allowance of 0.75 seconds is assumed for this. Scram on low flow from a 

magnetic flowmeter in the primary loop occurs in about 2 seconds and finally 

high bulk AT occurs in another second. An interesting point in this example 

is that Doppler feedback is assumed to reduce the power as the core heats up. 

In the real situation, the controller (manual or automatic) would be tending 

to counteract this loss of power until the trip occurs. Thus, a more opti

mistic and even unrealistic case is presented. Rates are slow enough that 

no large response would be expected from the nuclear instrumentation. However, 

sufficient other diversity of sensors exists in this type of accident that 

there is little cause for concern. 

2. Primary System Breaks 

A severe break in the primary system boundary can divert a large 

quantity of coolant in a short time, starving the core and giving rise to a 

boiling condition. Such a case is shown in Figure XIV.12 for a double-ended 

pipe break in the high pressure inlet to the reactor vessel. Although scram 

action is taken (arbitrarily 2 seconds after the break), temperatures climb 

very rapidly at the core outlet and exceed boiling in the hot channel. Flow

meters are essentially the only sensors likely to signal a break of this 

size rapidly enough. In-core flowmeters, if connected to the trip system, 

would probably act in less time than shown. However, the bulk flowmeter in 

the affected loop may indicate a flow increase so that either a high flow or 

a rate trip would be required. Admittedly, a break of the size assumed is 

extremely unlikely. 
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3. Channel Blockage 

While pipe breaks in the primary system are very nearly catastrophic, 

blockage to channels in the core are envisioned to result in even worse con

sequences if taken to the extreme. Two cases are considered here. The first 

is that of partial blockage to a subassembly and the second is total blockage 

such as occurred in the Fermi accident, both at startup and at power. As 

previously, the focus will be on the time available for protection and the 

sensors likely to be of greatest benefit. 

Calculations of the core outlet temperature for various degrees of 

partial inlet blockage, with and without scram, are shown in Figure XIV.13. 

The dashed lines represent scram 70% and 80% reductions and the solid lines 

show the no-scram temperatures for 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90%. The interesting 

result from this work is that blockages up to about 50% at the inlet in this 

case could be tolerated, even if no scram occurred. Sensors triggering scram 

action were useful in prevention of boiling up to about 70% blockage. Above 

this point no instrumentation was useful. While this window (50 - 70%) is 

variable, depending upon other parameters, it remains narrow, so that partial 

blockages at power are not highly protectable events from a safety point of 

view. Obviously, it is desirable to protect the core against any blockage, 

since some fuel damage will result and this in itself may become a hazard and 

certainly an economic issue. 

For a completely blocked channel, radial and axial steady-state tempera

tures were calculated as a function of power level. The significant result 

here is that at a reactor power of 2 MW, the coolant temperature within the 

subassembly is above boiling while no apparent change has occured at the outlet 
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of the affected subassembly or its nearest neighbors. Therefore, in-core 

temperature sensors are not adequate to detect a complete blockage and a 

flow monitor for each channel appears to be the only acceptable sensor for 

this condition. 

In the event total channel blockage occurs at full power, rather 

violent consequences may result. A study recently completed by the General 

Electric Company gives the time sequence of events based on one model. The 

sequence is illustrated in Figure XIV.14. At about 0.8 seconds, boiling 

and vaporization begins at about the mid-plane of the core, the sodium is 

expelled upward rapidly while the lower half continues to vaporize until it 

dries up. Pressures developed are insufficient to expel 1 the coolant down

ward. At about 2.5 seconds, partial reentry occurs from the top and a re-

expulsion takes place. 

Energy absorption capability of the duct wall is shown in Figure XIV.15 

as a function of time. At about 2.5 seconds, very little energy absorption 

capability remains in the affected assembly and most of the first reentry 

pulse energy must be absorbed by the adjacent duct wall. Thus, the model 

gives some feeling (though perhaps little more) of how rapidly propagation 

might occur. A model predicated on melt-through would proceed more slowly. 

For an accident of this type, slightly more time for protective action appears 

possible than heretofore thought. It is now believed that an in-core flowmeter 

would be useful in terminating a propagation accident of this type. At present 

such phenomena are poorly understood and perhaps even thermal sensors may be 

adequate. 
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4. Subchannel Blockage 

Small blockages occurring in subchannels of the fuel subassembly can 

result from localized failure or foreign objects lodging in the small clear

ances between fuel pins. A graphical portrayal of several such blockages is 

shown in Figure XIV.16. Temperatures developed immediately above such a 

blockage involving 6 subchannels at mid-core are shown in Figure XIV.17 for 

different mixing parameters. The point of this example is that temperatures 

attenuate very rapidly above the blockage. In this case, little temperature 

difference is seen only 0.15 in. above the blockage. At the end of the fission 

gas plenum, blockages of single subchannels have been shown to be virtually 

undetectable. Very marginal thermal detection capability is obtained for 

blockages of 6 subchannels, again depending on the degree of mixing. Similar 

conclusions are reached for detection of flow perturbations. Thus, subchannel 

blockages remain of concern and protection against potential consequences of 

a small number of pin failures must be obtained by means other than thermal 

or flow sensors. At the present time, a failed element detection system is 

believed to be the best protection against onset of pin failure, whether from 

local blockage or other causes. 

G. Summary 

In attempting to achieve protection by means of in-core instrumentation, 

one is confronted with a decision of what action should be taken on signals 

from these sensors. For example, if it is established that in-core sensors 

will trip the protection system on a preset condition, then inherent in this 

decision is a certain penalty in availability occasioned by spurious trips. 
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Thus, reliability and redundancy are strong factors in weighing such a 

decision. Further, it is important to establish just what degree of pro

tection is obtained if protective action is taken as opposed to some other 

action such as power setback or annunciation and operator action. This was 

done in a study, the results of which are given in Figure XIV.18 for in-core 

flowmeters and thermocouples. 

Each curve on the graph represents the demarcation between safe and 

unsafe fuel channel coolant temperatures for flow loss accidents. Boiling 

is the criterion assumed for this purpose. Each point on a curve is a unique 

combination of total flow loss and flow loss rate that will just prevent 

boiling if protective action is taken from the indicated sensor. The area 

lying above a given curve represents a region of protection while that area 

below is unprotected. 

In the case of thermocouples, the significant parameters are time 

delay and trip or limit setting. The horizontal line for T = «> is consistent 

with prior flow blockage analyses that indicate boiling does not result, 

even with no protective action for blockage as high as 60%. It is interesting 

to note that the degree of protection afforded by a very rapidly acting 

thermocouple (1 second or less) is not significantly greater than one that 

responds in more reasonable times (say T = 2 sec). This result is signi

ficant in that the tradeoff for higher reliability at the expense of response 

time can be made with small penalty. 

The other parameter indicated is the trip setting. The sensitivity of 

protection to this parameter is shown in Figure XIV.19 for a flow loss rate 

of 32%/sec to a final flow of 20% and no time delay in the thermocouple. In 
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this case a trip setting of 30 °F above the nominal coolant outlet is about 

as "loose" as one would consider. This corresponds to about 10% of the 

core delta T. 

Flowmeters are seen to afford substantially greater protection than 

thermocouples, especially for a "tight" trip setting. Thus, it appears 

highly beneficial to develop a reliable in-core flowmeter. 

The state-of-the-art of in-core instrumentation today is such that 

it may not be used to initiate scram action. This is especially the case for 

flowmeters. However, power set-back action can be nearly as beneficial when 

one considers that the higher probability accidents are those that are 

associated with lower rates of flow loss. A survey of in-core instrumentation 

that exists in contemporary fast reactors, either under construction or in 

operation, is shown in Table XIV.2. It is interesting to note that the pro

tection is far from being ideal in any case. It is probable that this 

picture reflects the general dissatisfaction with sensor development and their 

use in a fast reactor environment rather than any philosophy that the pro

tection afforded does not warrant their inclusion. 
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XV. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF REACTOR POWER EXCURSIONS 

A. E. Waltar 

A. Introduction 

As the construction of large sodium-cooled fast reactors approaches 

reality, increased efforts are being focused on methods to better understand 

(1 2 3 4 5) core behavior under postulated accident conditions. > > » > ' in a broad 

sense, there are perhaps two basic questions regarding accident studies: 

1) Can conditions ever arise to allow potentially large accidents to start 

and propagate unchecked?, and 2) If so, what is the course of the transient? 

Reactor designers and builders are virtually unanimous in their strong con

viction that the answer to the first question is no! Fast reactors are 

designed to be and, in fact, are stable machines. A tremendous amount of 

effort is expended on each new design to be assured that the reactor is 

inherently stable and that adequate safety systems are available to success

fully terminate any unexpected accident condition prior to reaching major 

damage proportions. Nevertheless, the second question is continually asked 

to allow the designer to provide engineered safeguards for protection of 

both the plant and the public even in the limiting, or hypothetical situation. 

It is the philosophy of providing safeguard features for a less than perfect 

system. 

Although the first question has a highly speculative flavor, both are 

heavily laden with technical content. In the discussion to follow, however, 

the entire emphasis will be on question number two, i.e. given an accident 

initiating condition what is the course of the transient. This is done 

because of interest in its own right, but also because an investigation of 

uncontrolled accidents can provide significant information on possible techniques 

to provide successful arrest and, further, may help to illustrate the extreme 
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set of conditions which must be postulated in order to arrive at results of 

concern. 

B. The Approach 

Given the task of analyzing the course of a fast sodium-cooled reactor 

transient from accident inception to its logical termination, the problems 

become immediately evident. The sheer number of the possible types of 

interactions which might occur render the analysis procedure complex. Many 

assumptions have to be made regarding failure mechanisms which are, for the 

most part, poorly understood. The interaction of Doppler, sodium voiding, 

and fuel relocation reactivity effects--particularly near prompt critical--

can greatly influence the consequences of major accidents. Because of the 

importance of proper coupling, especially for fast reactors containing a 

sodium void worth which is highly spatially dependent, a multiaxial, multi

channel core description is deemed mandatory. 

No known methods currently exist which are capable of characterizing 

core conditions in the detail desirable, nor will such methods exist for 

several years to come. Basic experimental data is often missing upon which 

to build meaningful models. Further, the prograiming effort--even if such 

models could presently be built--would be gigantic and it is doubtful that 

such programs would fit into even the largest of present day computers or 

execute in a time anyone could afford. Hence, choices must be made in order 

to learn something about the problems now. 

The approach taken at BNW has been to construct a flexible, fast running 

code initially containing several rather simplified yet fairly realistic models 

in order to provide a reasonable basis for assurance that all major feedback 

mechanisms, and their interaction, can be accounted for. This involves the 

simultaneous computation of fuel temperatures at numerous core location?in 
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order that the proper sequencing of spatial feedback effects can be treated. 

In order to keep the running time to acceptable limits for parametric use, 

however, substantial simplifications within the fuel pin were necessitated. 

The emphasis, however, is to contain sufficient detail to be reasonably 

assured that the gross behavior is correctly understood and then improve the 

sensitive areas as better analytical models become available. 

An early version of the code developed, entitled MELT-II, is presently 

being used to analyze severe accidents up to the point where fuel temperatures 

approach the point where substantial core disassembly pressures are attained. 

At that point the calculations are transferred to a disassembly code as 

described in the following lecture. Current emphasis, therefore, will be 

focused on the methods and to characterize core behavior only up to the point 

of disassembly. A reasonable description of core condition at that time, 

however, is extremely important because of the pronounced influence on the 

total energy release exercised by the initial conditions of a disassembly 

calculation. 

Discussion in the present lecture will center almost exclusively on 

the MELT-II program, developed at BNW as an early generation code to study 

global core response in the pre-disassembly phase. It is well recognized, 

however, that within recent years other laboratories have made significant 

advances in formulating computational models to analyze similar accidents. 

Hence, wherever appropriate, an intercomparison of techniques will be made. 

The core model itself will first be given, followed by a discussion 

of the methods used to solve the kinetics and heat transfer equation. Dis

cussions will then shift to the real crux of the matter--the methods used 

to calculate various feedback phenomena. Examples of core response to actual 
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power transient and loss of flow accidents will then be given to illustrate 

the type of interactions possible. Finally, a brief review of other current 

computational tools will be attempted. 

C. Core Model 

The core geometry assumed by the MELT-II code is illustrated in Figure 

XV. 1. As indicated, the model allows the core to be divided into a maximum 

of 10 radial regions (channels or rings) and 20 axial segments. Within each 

channel, power density and temperatures are calculated for one pin which is 

considered to be characteristic of all fuel pins within the channel. The 

fuel region within the pin may be divided into a maximum of 15 radial nodes, 

and the gap (or sodium bond), cladding and coolant are each assigned a 

single node. 
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D. Neutronics Model 

1. General Formulation 

The core power is assumed to be space-time separable in which the time 

dependence is characterized by the lumped parameter kinetics equations; 

G 
I 
I 

^ = ^P.UU' , (1) 

and 

^ = §ll ,i ri 

dt A x' C , (2) 

where: 

p = Reactivity 

P = Power density (W/cm ) 

C^ = Precursor density for group i (W/cm ) 

A^ = Decay constant for group i (sec ~ ) 

e^ = Delayed neutron fraction for group i 

B = Total delayed neutron fraction 

A = Neutron generation time (sec) 

G = Number of precursor groups. 

The method of solution utilizes a variable time step march-out algorithm 

developed by Little^ ' \ Basically, the method is built around the 

exponential nature of the neutron and precursor densities. In determining 

a new time step, two approximations to the power density are calculated and 

compared to see whether a specified error criterion is satisfied. 
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Explicitly, the method proceeds as follows. First, one defines 

approximations to the instantaneous period at time mesh j for the power 

density and precursor densities, i.e., 

J. 

i 1 •' 

AC] ' 

(3) 

(4) 

Now if -0) P(t) and -y^C^t) are respectively subtracted from both sides of 
J 

Equations (1) and (2) , integration from t. to t.^, yields 

f j . i = ^ 
to.h 
J ,h I p(5) - P 

P. + / dK 
^ 0 

CO, 5 

A 
^ P(C) e ^ 

I ^i '' (̂) ̂
 '3 

r^' (5) 

and 

C^ S+1 = e 
Ŷ h C + / dee J 

J 0 

,1 
P(C) 

(6) 

where; h = mesh spacing 

j = time index. 

To evaluate the integrals in Equations (5) and (6) the first approximations 

(7) 
to.5 

P(5) = e -̂  P. 
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and 
^i^ O'U) = e J P. (8) 

are placed in the integrals, and the integration is performed using the 

trapezoidal rule. This leads to the final (second approximation) march-

out algorithm 

^j^i 

u).h 
3 J 'iV* k f J., - ̂ j) ^ i ^ 

h(Y]-..) _ ^ 
e '̂j J - h 

\i " ''j 

(:») 

Ĉ  : > c] + 
p. B 

i r ^(W.-YI) 
J 'J 

03 . - Y, 

(10) 

The variable time step, h, is determined by the requirement that the 

first approximation for P^+i> Equation (7), agree with the second approx

imation. Equation (9), with a prescribed tolerance. That is. 

p(2) p(l) 

p(l) 
J+1 

< e (11) 

where epsilon is an input parameter. 

The spatial power distribution, PS(r,z), is computed by the relationship 

PS(r,z) = P. N(r,z) (12) 

where 

N(r,z) = Input spatial distribution. 
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In order to evaluate the new power P.̂ -, in expression (9), the reactivity 

PJ^-, at the end of the new time step must be known. But it cannot be computed 

until the new power is available since it depends upon new temperatures. 

Hence, an extrapolation procedure is used to obtain a guess for P^+-| and after 

Equation (11) is satisfied, the new temperatures and resulting feedback are 

computed. The power is then recomputed and if it differs from the original 

calculation by more than a preset value, the entire time step computation is 

recycled. 

It is worth noting that the convergence criterion of Equation (11) does 

not restrict the fractional power increase which can occur during a time step. 

When the reactivity is high and changing slowly, the power is nearly exponential 

in shape and very large time steps are possible. No geometric constraints are 

attached to the magnitude of the time step because an implicit scheme is used 

for the temperature calculations. For low values of net reactivity, however, 

the power varies slowly and the method, as outlined above, requires \/ery small 

time steps for convergence. To offset this difficulty, a zero neutron lifetime 

method, as outlined below, was developed to perform the neutronics calculations 

for relatively slow portions of the transient. 

2. Zero Neutron Lifetime Approximation 

As suggested in Lecture No. VII, for reactivities less than about 90(̂  a 

useful approximation to Equation (1) and (2) is 

z X . 6 . 

P = -, (13) 

3 - p 

and 

6. = 6. P - A.C. (14) 
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where here t- = A C . . 

The important gain in using this formulation is that the very short 

lifetime is removed from the equation and the time step is governed by the 

slowly changing precursor densities. Working through by analogy to Equation 

(3) ff, the final march out algorithm becomes, in this case, 

y A e"^e^'^''^^^ 
^ P (15) 

3 - Pj+i ^J J 

and a similar convergence criterion is used. 

For convenience, a "mixed mode" option is available in the code which 

allows the zero neutron lifetime method to be used so long as the net reactivity 

is below a specified value and so long as the precursors are within a specified 

fraction from equilibrium with the power density. This option has been partic

ularly useful for loss of flow transients and for certain power transients 

when the net reactivity is held relatively low during certain portions of the 

transient. 

^J+1 
:? 
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E. Heat Transfer Model 

1. General Formulation 

The general core geometry used is illustrated in Figure XV.1. A more 

detailed view of the radial pin geometry in the nodal approach used, however, 

is illustrated in Figure XV^2. All radii (including the central void) can 

be specified arbitrarily. Likewise the cladding node can be connected to a 

coolant node located at any axial position within the node. Axial heat 

conduction is ignored, although all axial positions are linked via heat 

convection through the coolant channel. 

As pointed out earlier, an implicit scheme is used to solve the heat 

conduction equations, i.e. all nodal temperatures along one axial level are 

solved for simultaneously. Hence, a variable time step scheme, as governed 

by the neutron kinetics, can be effectively used to reduce problem running 

time. 

Mathematically, the nodal approximation to the fundamental heat con

duction equation takes the forms shown below. Within fuel node X (see 

Figure XV.2): 

VpCf 

"dT 
rNew rOld ^OLD ^NEW (16) 

.New 
^X-1 1 U°^^ 

^New T-Î ew . X-1 
'x-1 " 'x . 

^Old ^Old 
'x-1 " 'x 

.New 
rNew - T New X+1 

,01 d 
^Old T-Old 
'X " 'x+1 
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in which the LHS represents the time rate of change of energy in node X, 

the Q's represent the average power deposited in the node during the present 

time step, and the U's represent thermal admittances. "New" and "Old" 

represent conditions at the end and at the start of the time step, respectively. 

Since variable conductivity and specific heat are allowed in the code, temper

ature extrapolations must be made to determine properties at the end of the 

new time step before the actual temperatures can be completed. A check is 

then made to assure validity of the original extrapolation. If the test is 

not passed, the entire calculation is done over. Normally the recycle pro

cedure is only used extensively while the fuel is undergoing melting. This 

results because of the fictitious Cp used during the fusion process. 

Within the coolant node: 

^P^P [..New 
de coolant 

.pOld 1 
coolant 

%LD ^ N̂EW 
2 •" 2 

..New 
, ^Clad l-rNew .̂New 1 . 

2 [ ' c lad " 'CoolantJ 

1 / p xNew 
- 2 ( " Cp^ 

-New _ jNewl 
down " up J 

^jOld 
^Clad 

2 

-\i-

' o l d 
_'ciad 

^r 

(17) 

..Old 1 
CoolantJ 

" o l d ,01d1 
down " up 

^̂ •̂̂ ^ "^Coolant = "^(^down " "̂ up̂  ̂  "̂ up 

and the only other difference from Eq. (16) is the presence of the heat 

removal by fluid flow terms. 

Although variable conductivity within the fuel and variable specific 

heat for fuel, cladding, and coolant can be specified, the present version of 
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the code requires constant gap and film coefficients. The local film coef

ficient, however, is automatically dropped to a specified value once local 

coolant channel voiding is incurred. 

1. Intercomparison of Results 

As stated previously, MELT-II was designed primarily to investigate 

those portions of the accident following the attainment of failure thresholds 

such as cladding rupture or coolant boiling. However, it is important that 

it be capable of reasonably characterizing steady state conditions since 

this has direct bearing on the time sequencing for approaching the various 

failure levels. 

The code has been compared, therefore, to results obtained by the two 

established codes, FORE 11^^^ and NUTIGER^^^ currently used at BNW for 

(2) 
steady state and mild transient studies, and to SAS-IA^ ' which is being 

developed at Argonne to accomplish analysis in roughly the same domain as 

that intended for MELT-II. 

a. hELT-II Comparison with FORE II and NUTIGER 

The case chosen for comparison with FORE II and NUTIGER was a 1040 liter 

core divided into three equal-volume radial channels and seven equal-volume 

axial nodes. The three fuel pins representing their respective radial core 

regions consisted of a 0.230 in. (0.584 cm) OD, a clad thickness of 0.014 in. 

(0.036 cm), and a fuel pellet OD of 0.195 in. (0.495 cm). Variable fuel thermal 

conductivity was used along with the assumption that the conductivity is con

stant for temperatures greater than 1800 °C. No sintering, fuel swelling, 

or central void formation was assumed to occur for the fuel. 

The steady-state axial temperature distributions of the fuel, clad, 

and coolant are compared in Figure XV.3 for the hottest (inner) radial 
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channel with the exact solution. The coolant temperatures calculated by 

MELT-II, FORE II, and NUTIGER agree well with the exact solution. 

For this case, the centroid of the coolant nodes in MELT-II were 

assumed to be at the axial midpoint. As pointed out previously, MELT-II 

allows the centroid to be placed anywhere between the inlet and outlet of 

the node and for transient problems with low coolant flow rates the centroid 

should be placed near the outlet. However, the MELT-II output provides the 

coolant temperature at the outlet of the coolant node regardless of the 

location of the centroid. For FORE II the temperature of the coolant centroid 

is always taken as the arithmetic average of the inlet and outlet temperatures, 

but the coolant temperature, anywhere between the inlet and the outlet, assuming 

a linear temperature gradient, can be printed out. NUTIGER assumes that the cen

troid is always located at the outlet of the node. 

The clad axial temperature distributions calculated by MELT-II and FORE II 

compare very well with the exact solution which assumes that the clad node 

should be connected to the average coolant temperature. Therefore, the NUTIGER 

clad temperatures are slightly higher because it assumes that the clad is 

connected to the coolant temperature at the outlet of the coolant node. 

The fuel in each axial segment was subdivided radially into seven 

equally-spaced nodes, and the axial temperature distribution for the hottest 

(innermost) node is shown in Figure XV.3. MELT-II and FORE II agree quite 

well with the exact solution, but the NUTIGER temperatures are high due to 

the different connection between the clad and coolant. The effect has been 

aggravated because the fuel thermal conductivity decreases with temperature. 

That is, the slightly higher fuel temperatures at the outer edge of the fuel 

pellet results in slightly lower thermal conductivities which result in higher 

temperatures further in, etc. 
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The steady-state radial temperature distributions at the axial mid

point of the hottest channel is shown in Figure XV.4. As already shown in 

Figure XV.3. the coolant and clad temperatures are identical for MELT-II 

and FORE II and slightly higher for NUTIGER because of the connection between 

the clad and the coolant. The fuel temperatures for both MELT-II and FORE II 

tend to be higher than the exact solution near the outer surface of the fuel 

pellet and then lower than the exact solution near the center. This is 

characteristic of the nodal approach which lumps all of the physical properties 

of the node into the centroid. Also shown in Figure XV.'̂  are the fuel temper

atures calculated by a finite-difference analysis. The temperatures are very 

close to the exact solution. The finite-difference analysis will be used 

later for comparison of transient results for which there is no exact solution 

as a basis. 

The effect of a 6$/sec reactivity ramp, without scram, on clad and fuel 

temperatures is shown in Figure xv.5 for the same axial level as in Figure XV.4. 

Although the clad temperatures for MELT-II and FORE II are initially identical, 

the slightly higher fuel temperatures in MELT-II causes its clad temperature 

to eventually rise faster than that of FORE II. The transient fuel temper

atures for MELT-II, FORE II and NUTIGER have essentially the same shape and 

compare well with the results from the finite-difference analysis. Therefore, 

the difference in the time it takes to reach the melting point of the fuel is 

the result only of the different initial steady-state temperatures. For 

MELT-II, there is a slight (10 °K) rise in temperature as the fuel passes 

through melting because a variable specific heat model is used for the heat 

of fusion. The associated power calculation for the above case is shown in 

Figure XV.5. 
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A brief comparison of the UNIVAC 1108 computation time required by the 

three codes for the particular transient chosen is made in Table XV.1. The 

numbers given, however, are not completely revealing, since the codes use 

quite different methods for time step determination. 

Code 

MELT-II 

FORE II 

NUTIGER 

TABLE XV. 1 

Comparison of Running Time 

Comments 

Finite lifetime (very tight 
error criteria) 

Mixed mode (very tight 
error criteria) I 
power change per time step 

power change per time step 

•'\/4.5 msec time step 
(geometry determined) 

2 msec time step 

No. Time 
Steps 

416 

Total Run 
Time, sec 
(Including 
loading) 

82 

92 

112 

468 

65 

145 

59 

79 

157 

126 

240 

NOTE: Arvows index the oases which are plotted 

NUTIGER and FORE II both require a geometric check on the largest 

permissible time step because they use explicit temperature calculation 

schemes. NUTIGER makes no other check and in order to insure accurate power 

calculations during super prompt critical conditions, the user must specify 

a short time step which is then held fixed throughout the transient. All 

reactivity feedback is one time step behind the power calculation. FORE II 

allows a variable time step which can be limited in size by the fractional 

power increase per time step. An extrapolation procedure is used to predict 

reactivity feedback effects in the new time step to enable reasonable power 

calculations to be made. No check is made, however, to determine whether 
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the estimated feedback corresponds to that actually occurring due to the new 

temperatures. MELT-II, as discussed previously, utilizes a variable time 

step procedure which is not numerically constrained by heat transfer con

siderations. An upper limit, of course, does arise regarding accuracy in 

accounting for rapid feedback terms. This is common to all codes. 

From Table XV.1, it is noted that MELT-II and FORE II are comparable 

in running time, whereas NUTIGER is substantially longer, primarily because 

of the fixed time step procedure. The NUTIGER time step allowable from 

geometry considerations was not adequate for the neutronics calculations. 

Essentially, no difference in accuracy was detected for the two FORE II 

runs. The mixed mode approximation in MELT-II yielded a substantial savings 

in computer time over the rigorous method at the expense of a maximum error 

of only 12 °K in the peak fuel node and a 2% error in the power. In general, 

MELT-II is shown to compare quite favorably with the NUTIGER and FORE II 

codes up to the point of fuel melting. 

b. MELT-II Conparison with SAS-IA 

A brief comparison was likewise made between MELT-II and SAS-IA. 

Conditions selected were similar to those outlined above although a lower 

power rating, as well as a finer axial subdivision, was used. Figure XV.7 

contains the steady state axial temperature comparison and Figure XV.8 

illustrates the radial temperatures distributed in the hottest axial node. 

Since no exact calculations were performed it is difficult to infer which 

code is niore accurate, but the differences are seen to be fairly small. 

One desirable feature of the SAS-IA code is its ability to expand the fuel 

and cladding radially upon heating from the cold to the at-power conditions. 

This is illustrated in Figure XV.8. 
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Figure XV.9 contains a comparison of the power level as calculated by 

the two codes for an unbounded, unprotected ramp rate of 5$/sec with Doppler 

feedback only. The reason for the somewhat higher power, as calculated by 

SAS-IA appears to be directly the result of a smaller Doppler feedback con

tribution. Again, no exact solution is available, but it is suspected that 

the MELT-II power trace is more accurate because of the six channel core 

representation used as opposed to the single hot channel representation 

utilized in the SAS-IA system. Even though the single pin representation 

in the SAS-IA system is substantially more advanced than that used in MELT-II, 

the multichannel feature of the latter system is believed to be extremely 

valuable in predicting Doppler feedback, which depends upon the temperature 

distribution of the entire reactor, as well as the sequencing of feedback 

due to sodium voiding and fuel relocation. No meaningful computer time 

comparisons were made between the MELT-II and SAS-IA codes. 
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F. Feedback Models 

The difficult part of simulating major reactor excursions is in deter

mining the feedbacks which might exist. As pointed out in Lecture VII, the 

problem is not so much that of determining the reactivity consequences as 

the result of fuel movement or coolant density change as it is in determining 

the physical movement of fuel or coolant in the first place. Simplified 

models which have been developed to approximate these phenomena in MELT-II 

comprise the subject matter for the present section. 

At the end of each time step, the total reactivity is obtained by 

combining the input drive term with the feedback terms, i.e., 

p(t) = Fp(t) + Y Pi(t) (18) 

where F (t) is the programmed reactivity and the p.(t) terms represent the 

individual feedback terms. The feedback models are treated separately below. 

1. Doppler 

In a mixed oxide fast reactor, the Doppler effect is perhaps the only 

reliable prompt negative reactivity feedback mechanism. Hence, proper treat

ment of this phenomenon is of utmost concern. For oxide fueled cores, the 

dk assumption is normally made that 1-^ remains constant over the temperature 

range of interest. However, simply applying this law to an average core 

temperature may not be adequate for at least two reasons. First, the tem

perature buildup during an excursion may not develop symmetrically and tem

perature changes at the core top may be significantly less important than 

for similar changes at the core center. Secondly, if and when sodium voiding 
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occurs, the local spectrum hardens and the local Doppler feedback effect is 

reduced. Hence, the formulation of the Doppler effect in MELT-II allows 

for both local importance weighting and local spectrum changes in the following 

manner: 

K^^ W(i,j) V(i,j) In 1(^4^]-^ f o r T ^ l T ^ T ^ , 

T.J 
CORE VOLUME 

Doppler 
Kp 2 ^ F W(i,j) V(i,j) In l ^ l ' l ] ) for T̂  < T 

A + ^-^ 
CORE VOLUME (19) 

where K^ = original whole core Doppler coefficient, 

W(i,j) = local Doppler weighting factor, 

*V(i,j) = local nodal volume, 

T(i,j) = local nodal fuel temperature, 

T (i,j) = original local nodal fuel temperature, 

T, (i,j) = local nodal fuel temperature at the time local voiding 

occurs, 

F = effective normalized change in the Doppler coefficient for 

spectrum hardening due to sodium voiding, 

A = feedback value evaluated at T = T,. 

Figure xv.lO illustrates both the above mentioned effects. The particular 

example chosen is a guiVlStlne pipe rupture accident in which the Doppler 

coefficient at the start of the excursion was assumed to be -0.005. Because 

* A simple core average fuel temperature scheme may be exercised as a code 
option. 
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of the asymmetric fuel temperature rise (fuel temp, near the core top rising more 

rapidly than elsewhere due to the rapid increase in the coolant outlet tem

peratures), the effective Doppler coefficient drops off significantly. Here, 

the "effective Doppler" value is defined as the coefficient resulting if one 

were to simply use a core average fuel temperature for Doppler calculations. 

The second major drop is due to the spectrum hardening which results from 

coolant voiding. Approximately one half of the core was voided at the 

termination of the accident. 

2. Sodium Density Change 

Sodium reactivity feedback effects are separately computed in MELT-II 

for two types of situations--small density changes and complete voiding. This 

section describes the methods used to account for small coolant density 

changes associated with coolant temperature changes. Section (5) outlines the 

treatment for complete voiding. 

One scheme used by the code to compute the coolant feedback is to simply 

combine an effective thermal expansion coefficient with the core average cool

ant temperature. Because of the marked spatial variation of sodium worth in 

fast reactors, however, a much more realistic computation is to combine the 

sodium worth curve with the actual local changes in sodium density caused 

by a changing temperature profile. Symbolically, the computation is performed 

as follows: 

kc = Z Wji,j) [D°(i,j) - D^(i,j)] V^(ij) (20) 
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where W(i,j) = sodium void worth, 

0.(i,j) = local sodium density (temperature dependent), 

D°(i,j) = original local sodium density, 

V_(i,j) = local sodium volume. 

Figure XV.11 contains coolant reactivity feedback results due to 

heating for two types of accidents. The solid lines correspond to a power 

transient (5$/sec ramp) and the dashed lines correspond to a flow coastdown 

accident. In both cases curves are plotted for the simple single node thermal 

expansion approximation and for the spatial weighting scheme discussed via 

Equation (20) above. For the point model, a thermal expansion coefficient 

of - 1.5 X 10"^ 6k/°C was used. 

In both accident types considered, the point model yielded a sub

stantial monotonically increasing value of negative reactivity. For the 

more accurate spatial model, however, the feedback calculated was significantly 

less and, in fact, in the case of the power transient the feedback was always 

positive. This was the result of coolant heating up in the core center (in 

the positive sodium void region) faster than at the core periphery. Although 

the most serious error in using the simple point model appears to occur 

for the power transient case, it is worth pointing out that the total coolant 

feedback computed by either model is here small compared to the Doppler feed

back (the value of which is indicated, in parenthesis, on each curve at the 

time cladding failure or coolant boiling is reached). Hence, use of the 

spatial model is perhaps even more important when analyzing loss of flow tran

sients. In any event, it appears better to ignore sodium density reactivity 

effects entirely rather than to use a single point thermal expansion model. 
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3. Axial Pin Expansion 

The general feeling among reactor designers is that axial expansion is 

probably not a reliable negative feedback mechanism for oxide fueled cores. 

In contrast to metal fueled reactors, where a fairly strong axial feedback 

effect is available, oxide fuel tends to crack profusely and, particularly 

for high burnup fuel, it is not clear that the fuel column itself will 

effectively elongate during power excursions. Hence, relatively little 

emphasis has been attached to this mechanism in the modeling work. The only 

option presently available is to associate a linear expansion coefficient 

with the core average fuel temperature. 

However, there is some interest in the possibility of segmenting the 

fuel column with mechanical plugs. If these plugs are rigidly attached to 

the cladding, it is possible that the fuel would be forced to move with the 

cladding during an excursion. A model has been developed to investigate 

this situation. Basically the model assumes the pins to be fixed at the 

core bottom and all axial expansion is in the upper direction. Local fuel 

worths are combined with calculated fuel density changes (caused by the 

elongating cladding) and the summation over all radial and axial core nodes 

in then performed to obtain the total effect. By simply replacing the 

cladding temperature with the fuel temperature in this calculation, a 

substantially improved method over that of the single node expansion discussed 

earlier would be available to assess the effects of fuel expansion -- should 

this mechanism be deemed realistic. 

The effectiveness of moving the fuel with the cladding (assuming a good 

bond or the use of many axial segmenting plugs) is illustrated in Figure XV.12. 

The particular example chosen was a flow coastdown accident where the transient 
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is slow enough to allow the cladding to undergo a substantial expansion 

(a rapid power transient would not allow enough time for heat to be con

ducted to the cladding and the mechanism under discussion would be expected 

to be of insignificant magnitude). For the base case (solid lines) including 

Doppler feedback only, the core average temperature increased about 100 °K 

at the end of 5.4 seconds, the time corresponding to initial coolant boiling. 

The associated Doppler feedback caused the power drop as shown. Including 

the axial fuel feedback, due to expansion with the cladding, caused a sub

stantial negative reactivity feedback to occur. This resulted in a faster 

drop in power and it just so happened that this rate of drop almost exactly 

balanced the heat removal capability of the decaying coolant system because 

the core average fuel temperature rose only about 5 °K at the end of 6.0 

seconds. Doppler feedback was, therefore, almost zero. The net effect of 

including the cladding expansion feedback was to delay the onset of coolant 

boiling in the hot channel from 5.4 seconds to approximately 6.0 seconds. 

Although this is not completely negligible, both time lapses are sufficiently 

long to allow quite adequate time for normal scram action to occur. A similar 

analysis for a pipe rupture accident revealed that a feedback of this type 

based on cladding movement would allow relatively more time prior to the onset 

of boiling or cladding failure. This was primarily the result of rapid clad

ding heating, due to the low flow spike, early in the transient. 

4. Fuel Relocation 

One of the major concerns in the safety analysis of fast reactors is 

that fuel, in contrast to the situation found in thermal reactors, is charact

eristically not arranged in its most reactive configuration. Hence, there 

is at least the theoretical possibility that should an accident occur where 
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substantial amounts of molten fuel are generated, the molten fuel might compact 

in a fashion which could severely aggravate the accident. Early fast reactor 

safety analyses ' were based, to a large degree, on pessimistic models of 

gross molten fuel compaction. In EBR-II , for example, the assumption was 

made that fuel in the central one third of the core melted and compacted into 

the lower one third, after which time the upper one third fell down and resulted 

in recriticality at a very large reactivity ramp rate. The analysis of FERMI 

was based on instantaneous total loss of coolant (as well as loss of some fuel) 

attendant with a completely molten core condition. Uniform gravity core 

compaction was then assumed and, again, the reactivity ramp rates calculated 

were very large (several hundreds of dollars per second). 

The approach at BNW has been to avoid these arbitrary assumptions by 

evaluating core temperature distributions resulting from the initiating 

accident and, thereby, having some basis for defending an incoherent fuel 

melting and relocation pattern. A basic difficulty still exists, however, 

in that even now there exist no models for fuel relocation which can be 

defended as being realistic. There are just too many unknowns and too little 

experimental data upon which to base reasonable models. Hence, the fuel 

movement models in MELT-II are very simple--far too simple to justify any 

claim of realism--yet plausible and flexible enough to lend confidence to 

the position that an upper bound to the problem can be computed. 

a. Clhdding Failure Thr-esholds 

Although one might speculate that some molten fuel movement could occur 

prior to cladding rupture, due either to internal pressure gradients or to 

the existence of a central void, it is generally agreed that failure of the 

cladding must precede gross fuel motion. Both the axial position and time 
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of failure are of interest--not only because of subsequent fuel motion but 

also because such information helps determine the initial conditions for 

coolant expulsion. 

For power transients, in which the cladding heats up slowly relative 

to the fuel, the cladding is expected to rupture due to thermal expansion 

of the fuel and/or high internal pressures due to hot fill gas or rapid 

release of fission gases. The fission gas release problem tends to become 

more severe with increasing burnup. For loss-of-flow transients, fuel 

behavior is relatively unimportant and the cladding failure mode is usually 

that of overheating. The analysis presented in Lecture X indicates that 

for irradiated fuel, cladding rupture would be expected to occur once roughly 

50% of the fuel cross-sectional area is molten. For loss-of-flow excursions, 

cladding failure would be expected for temperatures around 1200 °K. The 

technique used in MELT-II to predict cladding failure is simply to 

monitor cladding and fuel temperatures and use the criterion stated above. 

b. P n Collapse 

In one of the fuel movement models developed, all of the fuel above the 

initial point of cladding failure is assumed to fall according to the following 

equation of motion: 

d^l , . dH _ p (21) 
dt^ ^ dt - -S 

where 5 represents a viscous factor and G is the driving function (normally 

the gravitation constant, although any value can be used). Below that 

failure point, however, local cladding failure must occur before fuel is 

allowed to slump. This model was chosen because FTR pins are supported 

from the bottom and are relatively unconstrained at the top. This model is 
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illustrated, for slumping versus time, in Figure XV.13. Perhaps a more 

graphic illustration of the model would be the analogy of holding a match 

near the center of a wax candle. As fuel moves, the reactivity consequences 

of such movement are computed by simply dropping the fuel through a pre

determined worth curve, i.e. 

"collapse = E Wi.J)-W„(l.J)] S(1,J) (22) 

l.j 

where W(i,j) = current fuel worth at position i,j, 

W (i,j) = original fuel worth at position i,j, 

S(i,j) = fuel mass at node i,j. 

Naturally, if too much fuel movement takes place, perturbation theory is no 

longer valid and the whole model becomes meaningless. However, only a small 

amount of core movement (a few centimeters) need take place before substantial 

amounts of reactivity can be added. 

c. Fuel Squirting 

Although one is tempted to argue that gravity forces should provide an 

upper limit for the rate of fuel compaction which could occur, the fission gas 

pressure inside a pin at high burnup may approach 1000 psi. Some of the 

transients performed in the TREAT reactor have suggested that molten UOp is 

extremely mobile. Actual squirting of molten fuel has been observed under 

certain conditions. Although high internal pin pressures may serve to aid 

the shutdown process by squirting molten fuel away from the central hottest 

regions toward the cooler pin ends, the potential for fuel relocation into 

a more reactive configuration does exist. 
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In order to gain some insight into the consequences associated with 

fuel squirting due to high internal pin pressures, a simple model has been 

built which, upon cladding failure, allows the full fission gas pressure 

to act on an assumed molten fuel column and the fuel enters the coolant 

channel. By using a geometric ratio of coolant-to-fuel area, the amount of 

molten fuel progressing in both directions in the coolant channel can be 

determined. As would be expected, the \/ery conservative model, if parametrically 

tested for extreme conditions, can give rise to \/ery rapid additions of 

reactivity. 

5. Sodium Voiding* 

In large fast reactors, the rate of sodium voiding from the core during 

an accident is of major importance because of the associated reactivity effects. 

Three possible voiding mechanisms have been identified in the analysis of 

both power excursions and loss of flow accidents: (1) sodium boiling, (2) 

release and expansion of fission gases, and (3) a molten fuel-sodium inter

action. These three voiding mechanisms have been incorporated into the MELT-II 

accident analysis code. 

During loss-of-flow accidents (e.g., flow coastdown, pipe rupture, 

complete blockage at subassembly inlet), conditions for sodium boiling are 

attained within several seconds depending on the severity of the flow decrease 

and the incipient-boiling superheat. Experimental observations with alkali 

metals such as sodium and potassium and with fluids simulating alkali metals 

such as freon have shown that the rate of vapor growth can occur as a single 

bubble which grows and occupies the entire channel and then expands in a 

piston-like manner. Hence, a simplified expulsion model assuming a slug-type 

flow regime, as illustrated in Figure XV.M has been developed. 

*The material for this section was contt •••jted by Dr. A. Padilla, Jr. 
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The equation of motion and for ejection of liquid coolant is as 

follows: 

DV 
P Dt 

T^ = - vP - [v • ̂  + pg (23) 

which may physically be described as 

mass X acceleration pressure ^ viscous ^ gravitational 
force force force 

Assuming one-dimensional flow and integrating from Z, to Z^, this relation 

can be expressed as 

m = 

/ 

Zo 
dZ 
A 

(Pl-P2) - (AP^ + AP^) - pg(Z2-Z^) (24) 

where m 

A 

AP^ 

AP 

m 

f 

p 

rate of change of mass flow rate 

cross sectional area of liquid column 

local axial level 

axial level at slug extremity 

local driving pressure 

pressure at slug extremity 

momentum losses 

friction losses 

liquid density 

gravitation constant 
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The momentum and friction loss terms are obtained from steady state pressure 

drop calculations and a functional relationship to the mass flow rate is used 

in Equation (24). By solving for the mass flow rate in the upper and 

lower liquid slug at the end of each time step, the motion of the upper and 

lower void-liquid interface boundaries can be computed as a function of time. 

Reactivity feedback resulting from these voiding patterns is then computed 

according to the expression 

'vo id ~~\[\l W (̂Z.L)dzj (MJ (25) 

where upper void-liquid interface 

lower void-liquid interface 

sodium void worth (per unit mass basis) 

mass of sodium voided. 

a. Coolant Boiling 

The conditions for coolant boiling are specified by a boiling temperature 

which includes both the assumed saturation temperature and the superheat. When

ever tne sodium temperature reaches the boiling point, the driving force for 

expulsion of the sodium from the core is obtained by using the cladding temper

ature at the point of boiling initiation to calculate a pressure (P-,) according 

to the sodium vapor pressure equation. This essentially assumes the presence 

of a thin liquid film existing for the duration of the expulsion process. The 

rate of rise of the cladding temperature, and hence the pressure for sodium 

expulsion, can be controlled within certain limits by an adjustable parameter. 
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Further analytical studies are currently in progress to assess the accuracy 

of this simplified sodium boiling model--particularly to determine whether 

coolant vaporization from the liquid-void interface can significantly add 

to the driving pressure. 

b. Gas Release 

The boiling temperature for loss-of-flow accidents may be above 1200 °K 

even if no superheat is assumed. At these temperatures, the cladding is 

relatively weak and may rupture before sodium boiling conditions are attained. 

If the rupture takes place at the top of the core, which would be the expected 

location except for a complete flow blockage, the release of fission gases from 

the plenum above the core could be yery rapid because the gases do not have to 

diffuse through the fuel to reach the cladding rupture. If the accident takes 

place near the end of life of the fuel, the pressure in the fission gas plenum 

will be of the order of several hundred psi and the expansion of the released 

fission gases could result in much faster voiding rates than sodium boiling, 

depending on how many pins rupture at the same time. 

Figure XV.15 contains a comparison of voiding rates, using FTR fuel 

subassembly geometry and operating conditions, for the above two models 

during a flow coastdown accident. Voiding is assumed to start at the top 

of the core where the peak coolant and cladding temperatures occur. The 

voiding in the downward direction takes longer because the initial momentum 

of the coolant flow at the start of voiding has to be overcome. It is seen 

that the fission gas release, assuming that all the pins are ruptured simul

taneously, results in a voiding rate approximately seven times faster than 

sodium boiling assuming 100 °C superheat. 

c. Molten Fuel-Coolant Interact ion 

For rapid power excursions (e.g., reactivity insertions of the order 
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of 2$/sec or more), fuel melting will occur prior to sodium boiling. If 

cladding rupture also occurs, it is possible for the molten fuel to be 

expelled into the coolant flow channel and be mixed with the sodium. It 

has been postulated that the violent boiling process could result in 

a vapor explosion which would give extremely rapid expulsion of the remaining 

coolant from the core. In the expulsion model for the molten fuel-sodium 

interaction, it is assumed that the heat transfer rates are so rapid that 

thermal equilibrium between the molten fuel and the sodium is attained. It 

is further assumed that the relative amounts of molten fuel and sodium are 

such that the sodium in one axial layer of the MELT-II simulation of the core 

is heated to the melting point of the fuel (approximately 3040 °K). At this 

supercritical temperature, the pressure of the sodium is approximately 700 atm. 

The decrease in pressure as the sodium volume increases due to voiding is 

determined from a thermodynamic analysis of an adiabatic expansion process. 

It is possible that a molten fuel-sodium interaction may not take place 

even though molten fuel is expelled into the coolant flow channels. Recent 

experiments using a sodium autoclave in the TREAT reactor have indicated that 

the fission and/or fill gas contained within the fuel region can blanket the 

molten fuel particles from the sodium and prevent the rapid energy transfer. 

The expansion of this gas could also be sufficient for expelling the sodium 

from the core. However, it is difficult to determine how much gas is avail

able within the core region and whether the gas in the fission gas plenum 

would also be available. 

Figure XV.''e compares the voiding rates for the molten fuel-sodium 

interaction and fission gas release during a large reactivity insertion 

accident. The voiding is assumed to start near the center of the core since 
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the maximum amount of fuel melting occurs at that location. The sodium 

expansion following the molten fuel-sodium interaction gives a 40% faster 

voiding rate than the fission gas release even though all of the fission 

gas in the plenum was assumed to be available for expansion. If a molten 

fuel-sodium interaction could originate from the center of a large core, 

the extremely rapid voiding rate (approximately 12 milliseconds) would 

result in a very large rate of reactivity insertion. 
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G. Progression of a Power Transient 

The primary purpose of this lecture is to outline models and methods 

rather than to present results. Because of the number of interactions which 

can occur during a transient, however, it is perhaps worthwhile to present 

the results of a few selected cases to illustrate how the various models 

tie together. No attempt will be made, however, to present a parametric 

study. 

For the examples given, the pertinent core parameters used are those 

summarized below. 

TABLE XV. 2 

Core Parameters used for Transient Analysis 

Core Height 
Core Radius 
Core Volume 
Core Density 
Fuel Density 
Fuel Loading 

Initial Neutronics Power Level 
Delayed Neutron Fraction 
Neutron Generation Time 

Doppler Coefficient (T dk/dT) - 0.005 

Central Fuel Worth 2.8 x 10"^ 6k/kg 
Central Sodium Void Worth 16 x 10"^ 6k/kg 
Worth of Voiding "Dome" 3.30 S 
Worth of Total Core Voiding 0.65 $ 
Worth of Voiding Core Plus 
Upper & Lower Axial Reflectors - 1.40 $ 

The core was geometrically subdivided, for analytical purposes, into 

six channels (rings) -- each corresponding to an actual ring of subassemblies 

as indicated in Figure XV.17. This was deemed to be a reasonable division 

since one would expect flow patterns, at least on a gross scale, to behave 

91.4 cm 
60.0 cm 
1034 l i t e r s 
5.5 g/cm3 
3.0 g/cm-̂  
3100 kg 

380 MW 
0.0030 _ 
5 x 10'^ sec 
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similarly throughout a particular subassembly but not necessarily between 

adjacent subassemblies. The basic assumption made, therefore, was that 

flow and power may vary independently between radial subassemblies but 

remain uniform in subassemblies at the same radial distance from the core 

center. Eighteen axial nodes within the active core region were used. 

The set of sodium void worth curves used is shown in Figure XV.18. 

1. 5$/sec Ramp Case 

A 5$/sec ramp rate accident, although quite severe in a real sense, is 

normally considered mild when one contemplates Design Basis Accident candidates. 

Clearly the only real concern for this case arises from possible reactivity 

feedback effects which could aggravate the accident. Since power transients 

of this magnitude or higher will almost certainly result in cladding rupture 

prior to coolant boiling, the concern really centers around the manner in 

which molten fuel will move under these conditions and, perhaps more import

antly, the way sodium might be ejected. 

Since potential methods of positive reactivity feedback are the main 

issue for this case, the axial position of cladding rupture is quite important. 

The hottest pins in the reactor will have an inner void, prior to the transient, 

extending nearly the full length of the pin. Therefore, as melting progresses 

and fission products are released, one might expect the entire molten region 

occupying the original void space to be at nearly the same pressure throughout. 

Since the peak cladding temperature occurs near the top of the pin, one might 

logically expect the cladding to fail at that point. Reactivity due to 

voiding at this location would be initially negative--quite the opposite from 

the situation arising should cladding rupture occur at the axial center. For the 

case investigated, however, the predicted time of failure of the cladding 
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near the top of the core relative to the center of the core was quite small. 

Hence, for the sake of conservatism, failure at the center was assumed. 

Figure XV.19 contains the reactivity balance which developed for this 

case. At the point where the net reactivity nears one dollar (the prompt 

critical point) the fuel temperatures rise rapidly and the resulting Doppler 

feedback holds the net reactivity just below one dollar until the point of 

initial cladding rupture is attained. For the example given, a molten fuel-

sodium interaction was assumed to occur at the time of cladding rupture and, 

as can be seen, the reactivity feedback due to sodium expulsion was extremely 

rapid. Figure XV.20 contains an enlargement of the net reactivity as well 

as the void and collapse reactivity feedback terms starting at the point of 

initial cladding rupture. Also sketched in on the figure is the time at 

which fuel temperatures rose to the point where a negative feedback due to 

core disassembly should be included. The rate of reactivity feedback due to 

sodium voiding is noted to be in the range of 400 $/sec whereas the feedback 

due to fuel collapse, assuming the gravity slumping model, is completely 

negligible. This is simply due to the fact that the rapid sodium feedback 

elevates core temperatures so fast that very little time is available for 

collapse to occur prior to reaching the core disassembly condition. 

It should be clearly noted, at this point, that the accident sequence 

just described by no means completes the analysis. As will be shown in the 

following lecture, wherein the disassembly phase will be described, core 

conditions at the point of transfer to the disassembly phase are quite im

portant in determining the final nuclear energy generated in the overall 

excursion. For the case just discussed, for example, the 400 $/sec ramp 

rate does not cause undue concern because sodium yet remains in most of the 

core and this substantially mitigates the magnitude of the overall energy generated. 
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2. Sodium Bubble 

One of the accidents often considered as a DBA candidate for fast 

reactors is that of a large bubble (void) passsing the core at normal coolant 

flow velocity. To provide an upper bound to the reactivity consequences of 

such an event, the passage of a bubble of such size as to envelop just the 

region of the core corresponding to the exact size of the positive sodium 

dome was considered. 

As the bubble first enters the lower reflector region the reactivity 

effect is negative and the power level drops (see Figures XV.21 and XV.22). 

Since an effectively zero film coefficient is assumed for those coolant 

regions which are voided, there is a tendency for fuel temperatures to rise. 

However, the power drop more than offsets this effect and the resulting lower 

fuel temperatures actually result in a small positive Doppler feedback. 

Eventually the bubble enters the positive sodium void dome region and 

reactivity is gained. As liquid sodium re-enters the lower reflector an 

additional positive reactivity insertion is obtained and the moving bubble 

induced reactivity ramp rate at the time core disassembly conditions are 

established is nearly 80$/second. 

For all bubble type accidents which generate a substantial amount of 

molten fuel, clad rupture and subsequent spewing of molten fuel into the 

coolant channel is a definite possibility. The relevant question, as 

discussed in a previous section, relates to the location of cladding failure 

and the type of fuel motion which follows. A molten fuel-sodium interaction 

is difficult to imagine if the rupture point is enveloped by the bubble, 

particularly if the bubble contains a high void fraction. Rupture near the 

core top, although perhaps occurring in a region still containing all liquid 

sodium, could only result in negative reactivity effects due to voiding. 
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The compaction of molten fuel near the core center, should cladding 

rupture occur at that place, could present a problem. Perhaps the main 

concern arises near end-of-life conditions where the large internal fission 

gas pressure could theoretically squirt the molten fuel into the coolant 

channel at a \/ery rapid rate. However, the resistance to flow caused by 

frozen fuel in the immediate vicinity, the potentially obstructed path 

interfering with efficient communication between the driving pressure and 

the molten fuel, and the availability of relatively cold cladding which 

could provide an efficient heat sink for fuel resolidification, all provide 

cogent arguments to support a molten fuel squirting rate to be far less than 

its theoretical upper limit. 

In order to get some feeling for the sensitivity of the results to the 

possible rapid insertion of reactivity due to fuel relocation, the very 

conservative (and, perhaps totally unrealistic) fuel squirting model was 

employed as a complication to the case just considered. The reactivity ramp 

rate at the time of disassembly was augmented to nearly 300$/sec. However, 

because of the extremely conservative squirting model used this case is not 

considered to be of significant interest. 
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H. Progression of a Loss of Flow Transient 

Because of the basically different nature of a loss-of-flow type 

accident, relative to the power transients discussed above, it is perhaps 

of interest to briefly consider the sequence of events which might occur 

for such excursions. Figure XV.23 contains the flow reduction versus time 

assumed for the flow coastdown and pipe rupture accidents to be described. 

1. Flow Coastdown 

Transient analyses on the flow coastdown accident (loss of power to the 

pumps) reveal that both coolant and cladding temperatures peak at the top 

core-reflector interface and failure would be expected at that axial location. 

There is a question as to whether the initial failure mechanism will be sodium 

flashing and subsequent coolant expulsion, or cladding rupture and release of 

fission gas -- which could also result in coolant expulsion. Fuel temperatures 

are far too low to be of direct concern from a failure mechanism standpoint. 

For this case, however, the transient appears to be sufficiently slow that 

even for an assumed superheat of 100 °K, prior to flashing, the cladding is 

cool enough to retain its integrity. Hence, sodium flashing is assumed to be 

the mechanism for coolant expulsion. 

Figure XV.24 illustrates the transient response calculated. As noted 

from the graph, voiding began in the hottest channel at about 5.4 seconds 

after loss of power to the pumps. Because of the incoherence associated with 

coolant flashing in the remaining radial channels, the total reactivity due 

to voiding never exceeded 1.50 dollars. Ultimately the entire core plus both 

axial reflectors voided (in about 7 seconds after the start of the accident) 

and the net reactivity dropped to nearly -2.00 dollars. Eventually, if the 

coolant were to remain outside of the core, fuel melting would propagate to 
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the outer region of the fuel column and core collapse could possibly cause 

a secondary excursion. The rate of collapse, under the conditions, would 

almost certainly be bounded by gravitational forces, since all hydraulic and 

internal pin forces would be absent. However, for the case considered, fuel 

melting did not propagate completely across the fuel column in the hottest 

pin until nearly 11 seconds. Coolant re-entry would almost assuredly occur 

prior to this time. 

2. Pipe Rupture ^ 

A massive pipe rupture in one of the three feeder pipes could result 

in a sudden depressurization of the inlet plenum and an immediate drop in 

flow to about 10 percent. As the stand pipe begins to fill, however, flow is 

reestablished to about 30% of full flow and a gradual coastdown is expected 

thereafter. This explains the flow versus time curve depicted in Figure 

:!6 23. 

The much faster drop in flow for this case, relative to the flow coast-

down accident, causes initial failure to occur much earlier, i.e. about 1.3 

seconds. Further, calculations indicate cladding failure will likely precede 

coolant boiling. Hence, the coolant ejection mechanism was assumed to be 

the sudden release of fission product gases into the coolant channel. 

Expulsion rates, due to this mechanism, have been computed to be approximately 

seven times faster than that due to coolant flashing at 100 °K superheat. 

This faster voiding rate is evident from the transient response curve shown 

in Figure XV.25. 

As in the flow coastdown accident, however, the incoherence of radial 

channel voiding patterns held the peak reactivity due to voiding to well 

under 2.00 dollars and the entire core plus both axial reflectors voided 
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prior to the attainment of fuel temperatures high enough to exert a significant 

disassembly force within the core. 
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I. Review of Current Fast Reactor Accident Analysis Codes 

To conclude this lecture, perhaps brief mention should be made of 

parallel work being conducted at other laboratories. Certainly those codes 

mentioned here are not inclusive, but they may serve to indicate the type 

of activity and interest developing in the field. Finally, only those 

codes dealing with the predisassembly phase will be here mentioned; disassembly 

codes will be discussed in Lecture XVI. 

Perhaps the accident code system into which the most effort has been 

expended is the SAS-IA system developed at Argonne. The emphasis in this 

code has apparently been to mock up a single fuel pin with considerable 

detail at the expense of limiting the code model to that of a single channel. 

Fuel is allowed to expand radially and flow axially within the cladding prior 

to cladding rupture. Pressure within the fuel pin, due to thermal expansion, 

is correlated with cladding strength to determine the location of cladding 

failure. In the original code, internal pressure resulting from the release 

of fission gases was not included, although it is believed that such a 

capability is presently being incorporated. Sodium voiding models include 

an annular flow as well as a slug flow. A modified version of the MARS 

disassembly code is available as a subroutine so that an excursion can be 

followed through the nuclear disassembly phase. Most, if not all, of the 

feedback mechanisms discussed for MELT-II are available in the code although, 

because of the limitation to a single channel, feedback incoherence is 

difficult to model. 

General Electric at Sunnyvale is currently developing a multichannel 

meltdown code entitled FREADM. Because it is apparently still in the active 

development stages, not enough information has yet been published to allow 
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full assessment of its utility. The code appears to have a smaller nodal 

capacity than MELT-II but efforts have apparently been made to couple the 

coolant channels hydraulically and to reduce computer running time by 

minimizing the frequency of performing detailed heat transfer calculations. 

Both of these features appear attractive. 

A computer program entitled TART has been written at Babcock and 

Wilcox in which a spatial kinetics package can be used to replace the point 

kinetics routine. As in the case of FREADM, the code is quite new and not 

enough information has yet appeared to provide basis for significant comment. 
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XVI. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF REACTOR DISASSEMBLY 

A. R. Walter 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Very early in the history of fast reactor development concern was ex

pressed over the possibility of core meltdown and subsequent compaction 

into a more reactive configuration. Although the probability for such an 

event is considered to be exceedingly small, there exists a definite interest 

to establish an upper bound to the energy which might be generated -- given 

extremely pessimistic accident conditions -- in which physical core disassembly 

is assumed to be the ultimate shutdown mechanism. Calculations of this type 

are useful in providing a semi-quantitative basis for containment design such 

that public protection can be guaranteed beyond any reasonable doubt. 

The purpose of the present lecture is to discuss techniques which have 

been developed to analyze core disruptive-type accidents. Brief mention 

will be made of the historical evolution of such techniques and of the fun

damental ideas involved, but the main thrust will be focused on current 

methods -- particularly those being developed and utilized at BNW. Mention 

will be made, whenever appropriate, of computational tools being used else

where. 
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B. HISTORICAL EVOLUTION 

Most of the early literature regarding fast reactor safety was addressed 

to the low probability, large energy release type of accident. This should 

not be surprising for it is precisely in the area of major accidents where 

the safety analysis of fast reactors differs most markedly from that of 

thermal systems. 

1. Bethe-Tait 

Without doubt, the earliest classic to appear on the topic was a paper 

by Bethe and Tait^ ; which appeared in 1956 entitled "An Estimate of the 

Order of Magnitude of the Explosion when the Core of a Fast Reactor Collapses". 

This method, although improved significantly by other contributors since its 

original publication, provides the basis for most of the computational efforts 

being currently used. 

Despite its importance, no attempt will here be made to analytically 

thread through the Bethe-Tait method. Perhaps the main reason for not doing 

so is that the closed solution, which can (in a sense) be obtained, is not 

\/ery revealing, i.e. there is no way to see an explicit variation of total 

energy generation versus the parameters of interest. This is primarily 

because the problem is complex and it cannot be characterized in a simple, 

concise fashion. It is believed to be worthwhile, however, to write down 

the basic equations used. This will help to articulate the approximations 

made and set the stage for obvious refinements to follow. 

(2) 
Following Nicholson^ \ we write the following set of coupled equations: 
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Kinetics (no delayed neutrons) 

d^Q _ k-l-B dQ (1 

dt^ " ' dt 

where 

Q(t) = /J p(c) d5 , (2 

i.e. energy = integral of power. 

Energy Distribution 

E(r,t) = N(r) Q(t) (3 

Reactivity 

k(t) = k̂  + kp(t) + kp(t), (4 

i.e. net = initial + programmed + disassembly feedback 

Disassembly Feedback 

l<Q(t) = j U(r,t) • vD(r) dV (5 

V 

where 

U.(ll,t) = material displacement 

vD(r_) = gradient of the worth distribution 

Hydrodynamics 

d^U(r,t) 

dt 
= - i vP(r,t) , (6 

2 p 
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i.e. mass acceleration = negative pressure gradient/density 

Equation of State 

P(r,t) = f(E(r,t)) (7) 
I 

where here the pressure buildup is assumed to be proportional only to the 

energy buildup (see Figure XVI,IK The functional form used by Bethe and 

Tait was to assume zero pressure generation prior to the point where fuel 

expanded sufficiently to fill up the space vacated by sodium. This point 

was defined as Q*. Upon differentiating Equation (5) twice, substitution 

of Equation (6) results in 

V 

or, for spherical geometry, 

i it) - - f(Q(t)) f 2̂ dNirl M r l dr 
•̂ D̂ ^̂  p j "̂  dr dr "̂̂  

where N(r), from Eq. (3), is the radial power distribution. 

One general observation can be made at this point. If either the 

power distribution, N(r), or the fuel worth distribution, D(r), are flat 

across the core, the disassembly feedback term will be zero and the energy 

release is, therefore, mathematically infinite. However, Equation (8) 

can be extended beyond the core surface to include the abrupt change in 

power in a surface term. Hence, even the calculated value would never be 

infinite, but the generalization that flat power and worth distributions are 

bad from an energy release standpoint is still true. 
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In order to solve the coupled set of equations, Bethe and Tait divided 

up the problem into two phases -- Phase I characterized the first time interval 

in which the reactivity insertion was emphasized (a molten core collapsing 

freely under gravity was the assumed insertion mechanism). Phase II dealt 

mainly with core disassembly and the associated negative reactivity feedback. 

Although the method as developed was perhaps adequate for a first cut, 

several rather serious approximations were made to render the problem tractable 

to hand solution. Among the approximations were the neglect of the effect cf 

fuel vapor pressure as a disassembly force, neglect of any Doppler feedback, 

neglect of delayed neutrons, the neglect of a density dependence in the 

equation of state, and the restriction to spherical geometry. 

Nicholsen^ ' removed the most serious of these approximations, namely 

the neglect of fuel vapor pressure and the neglect of Doppler feedback, by 

formulating the problem for digital computation. Inclusion of the Doppler 

feedback and fuel vapor pressure were both shown to significantly reduce 

the magnitude of the excursion. 

Basically the reason is as follows. Without a negative feedback mechanism, 

power builds up yery rapidly beyond the point of prompt critical. This is due 

to the very short prompt neutron lifetime associated with fast reactors. 

Since negative feedback due to disassembly is an inertial controlled process, 

even ^ery large internal core pressures are required to act for a relatively 

long time (relative to the rate of power increase) prior to significant core 

movement. A negative Doppler feedback tends to hold the net reactivity and, 

therefore, the power level, down so that pressures which do exist have 

sufficient time to start the disassembly process. Likewise, fuel vapor 

pressure -- even though it may be small in magnitude -- begins to be felt 
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early in the transient and the core disassembly process can be started early 

enough to result in a substantial overall reduction in the total energy 

generated. 

2. Current Approaches 

In recent years, attempts at describing core disassembly have been 

almost exclusively formulated for digital computation. The activity, and 

it has been rather intensive, has been increasingly geared toward two-

dimensional models and to consideration of a density dependent equation of 

state. All current methods of interest account for Doppler feedback and 

include vapor pressure in the equation of state. 

Another factor which has come under discussion within the past five 

years or so concerns the working fluid assumed for conversion of the heat 

energy generated into energy available to do work on the system. Originally, 

the core fuel material was assumed to be the working fluid, and work energy 

was normally computed to be bounded by an adiabatic expansion of the "••'ireball" 

to one atmosphere. However, at one atmosphere the temperature of UO2 is 

approximately 3000 °K. Hence, if there is any sodium in the vicinity it is 

possible for sodium to be heated beyond its boiling point and the subsequent 

sodium expansion phase could accomplish more work on the system. Furthermore, 

for situations in which a large percentage of the normal sodium inventory is 

present during the nuclear excursion, it is even possible that the molten 

fuel could transfer most or all of its heat to the sodium prior to any fuel 

expansion and the sodium could be the effective working fluid throughout 

the post nuclear expansion process. Because of the large interest which is 

currently developing in methods for characterizing available work energy, 

the entire topic is reviewed separately in the following lecture. 
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C. THE ROLE OF DOPPLER FEEDBACK 

As pointed out earlier, Doppler feedback plays a very significant role 

(3 4^ in core disassembly calculations.^ ' ' To reiterate, the primary reason for 

the reduction in energy release attendant with increasing negative Doppler 

feedback is that the net reactivity is kept relatively low, preventing a 

rapid energy generation, long enough to allow the core pressures to begin 

expanding the core. Once the disassembly process starts, negative feedback 

due to fuel density reduction is ^Qvy rapid, A typical energy versus Doppler 

curve is shown in Figure XVI.2for two constant ramp rate conditions. As 

noted from the logarithmic scale used, a "knee" appears in the curve some-

dk where in the vicinity of T^y = -0.002 for the example given, i.e., for a 

Doppler coefficient smaller than this magnitude the total energy generated 

increases '^ery rapidly. Hence, the argument for a strong Doppler coefficient. 

One interesting feature of both curves in Figure XVI.2 is their 

oscillatory nature. Perhaps an explanation of this effect, since questions 

always seem to arise over this point, is in order. We shall consider the 

100 $/sec ramp case and focus attention on the two Doppler coefficient 

values of -0.0045 and -0.005. Total energy generation is seen to be larger 

for the latter value. Figure XVI.Scontains the power traces for the two 

cases. As noted from this figure, the power in the first peak is larger 

for the case of -0.0045. This, of course, is a direct result of less 

Doppler feedback. As noted from Figure XVI.4, however, the fuel temperature 

rise is fairly small (the core was assumed initially to be shutdown at 

approximately room temperature) and fuel pressures are well below the point 

of being significant for core disassembly. Reactivity is assumed to be 

added constantly by the external 100 !!>/sec ramp and, therefore, the net 
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reactivity, as illustrated in Figure XVI.5, exceeds prompt critical and a 

second power pulse is generated. Again, the power peak is larger for the 

-0.0045 case and the resulting fuel temperature rise is larger. This 

process repeats until fuel temperatures are elevated to the point where 

significant disassembly pressures are generated. For the case of -0.0045, 

this point is reached at the fourth power pulse. For the case of -0.005, 

however, another power pulse is required to elevate temperatures to the 

core disassembly point. It is the energy generated in the fifth pulse that 

is responsible for the larger energy generation associated with the larger 

(more negative) Doppler coefficient. For a Doppler value slightly higher 

than -0.005, however, sufficient fuel temperatures are generated in five 

pulses to disassemble the core. Hence, the decrease in energy generation 

versus Doppler coefficient -- up to the point where, again, the process 

explained above causes a situation where N + 1 pulses are required. 

Despite the sensitivity of energy generation versus Doppler to the 

fine details of the calculation, an envelope can be drawn which clearly 

has a knee shape and the argument for a large (highly negative) Doppler 

coefficient to reduce the magnitude of a core disassembly accident remains 

valid. 
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D. THE EQUATION OF STATE 

One of the prime unknowns in oerforminq reactor disassembly 

calculations is the equation of state. Once fuel temperatures are known, 

the equation of state provides the vital link to determining the forces 

which tend to disassemble the core. 

As mentioned in Section B, the original attempt ' was to assume 

zero disassembly pressure until the fuel-expanded (via density reduction) 

to the point where all volume available to the fuel was filled, at which 

time pressures rose rapidly -- characteristic of a heated, confined liquid. 

(21 
The next major improvement^ ' was to account for fuel vapor pressure which, 

although low, early in the transient, could act over a relatively long 

period of time and, thus, be significant in affecting early core disassembly. 

Later refinements allowed for vapor pressure to act up to the point of a 

completely liquid phase at which time pressures could build up rapidly as in 

the original method. A substantial improvement in the disassembly code 

itself was necessary, however, since large pressures would tend to move 

molten material rapidly, and even a small change in volume could cause the 

effective pressures to revert back to the two phase (liquid-vapor equilibrium) 

domain. Neglect of this expansion, as made in all the early disassembly 

codes, could cause a sizeable overestimate of disassembly pressures, and 

therefore, an underestimate of the energy release. 

Finally, recognition was given to the possibility of large amounts of 

sodium residing in the core at the time of disassembly. This results in 

the generation of large pressures much earlier in time and, hence, provides 

a much more severe test on the ability of the disassembly code to handle 

large local pressure fluctuations. 
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Figure XVI.6 schematically illustrates the increasing range of complexi 

associated with various degrees of sophistication in describing the equation 

of state. Case IV, which considers sodium in the core, contains all the 

complexity of Case III (density dependent) in addition to changing slopes 

for a given density as a result of sodium compressibility. The point to be 

made, from the figure, is that pressures are generated relatively early for 

the sodium-in case. 

1. Fuel Vapor Pressures 

Although agreement is essentially unanimous that fuel vapor pressure 

is significant in providing a driving force for disassembly calculations, 

there is little agreement as to the actual vapor pressure existing for a 

given fuel temperature. Experimental data, even for pressures orders of 

magnitude below one atmosphere, is scant. To the knowledge of the author, 

there is presently nô  experimental data for UOp in the one atmosphere range. 

We are, of course, mainly interested in mixed oxide fuel, but the assumption 

is almost universally made that if a reasonable equation of state for pure 

UO2 can be specified, this will also be reasonable for use with mixed oxide 

systems. Fortunately, if the Doppler feedback term is fairly large the 

the sensitivity of the calculated energy release to the particular vapor 

pressure curve chosen is not too critical. 

Because there exists no experimental data on the pressure, energy and 

temperature relationships for mixed oxide fuels in the temperature and 

pressure range usually encountered in disassembly accident calculations, it 

has been the practice to estimate these properties of the fuel by extrapo

lating or otherwise utilizing what little data is available at low temper

atures. The data most often used in this procedure are the vapor pressure 
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measurements of Ackermann^ ' and Ohse^ ' and the density measurements of 

Christensen^ . These data were all obtained for UOp. 

The method most often employed to estimate the high pressure-high 

(8) temperature equation of state is the principle of corresponding states.^ ' 

This principle states that all materials behave similarly if put in terms 

of the reduced variables of state. These reduced variables are the ratios 

of the normal variables to the corresponding values at the critical point 

(i.e., reduced temperature = actual temperature/critical temperature). If 

a few properties (estimated from low temperature data) of a material are 

known, all of the required properties including the available work-energy 

content relationship can be determined using this principle. It is well 

(9) known that several materials deviate significantly from this principle.^ ' 

However, in the absence of any obviously better method, the procedure does 

provide at least an estimate of the quantities desired. 

Hougen, et al. ' have generated tables for applying the corresponding 

states principle based on measurements of several different materials. The 

procedures for using these tables, as outlined by Meyer^ , require that 

several characteristics of the material and system under consideration be 

specified. These include: 

(a) The critical constants (i.e., temperature at the critical point), 

(b) The specific heats at constant pressure and volume of an ideal 

gas composed of the fuel material, 

(c) The melting and boiling temperatures, 

(d) The latent heats of vaporization at both the melting and boiling 

points, and 

(e) The specific volume of the fuel material in the system under 

consideration. 
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The choice of critical constants can appreciably alter the equation 

of state derived from the corresponding states principle. Both Miller^ ' 

and Robbins ' have investigated the possible range of constants and 

obtained quite large limits for their values. For illustrative purposes, 

however, examples will here be presented using the "probable" values obtained 

(10 13 9) by three investigators.^ ' ' '' All used different approaches; however, 

some "reduced relationships" (corresponding states principles) were utilized 

in each instance and the low temperature data discussed above were taken 

into account. In general, the results compare reasonably well for the 

accuracy one would expect from their separate methods. These critical 

constants are shown in Table XVI.1. 

TABLE XVI. 1 

Cvitiaal Constants of 110^ 

(13) Miller^^^ 

1230 

9115 

170 

Meyer^^°^ 
et a l . 

1915 

7300 

85 

Menzies 

Critical Pressure (atm) 2000 

Critical Temperature (°K) 8000 

Critical Volume (cm /mole) 90 

Although making a choice between the constants shown in the above 

table may appear to be merely academic, several properties of the Menzies 

constants have been shown^ ' to make them the most desirable. Perhaps the 

main reasons are that in utilizing Menzies constants, 1) the vapor pressure 

agrees well with the data at low pressures, and 2) the specific heat at 

constant volume, as calculated from the Hougen and Watson tables^ , appears 

reasonable. 
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Vapor pressure curves, using the reduced vapor pressure equation of 

Riedel , were generated^ ' for the Miller and Menzies critical constants 

(the Meyer constants yielded values quite similar to those of Menzies) and 

are shown in Figure XVI.7 along with the analytical fits to the data of 

Ackermann^ ^ and Ohse.^ ' As was found by APDA^ , the Miller constants 

yield vapor pressures much lower than the measured data when extrapolated 

to lower pressures. The vapor pressure curve for the Menzies constants, 

however, agrees quite well. It should be noted that the experimental curves 

are extrapolations of the measured vapor pressure of the solid. The curves 

should be corrected slightly to reflect the vapor pressure of the liquid 

(reduced slope). 

The range of data and functional fits, using critical constants as 

referenced, is seen to span a rather wide range, i.e. the boiling temperature 

is seen to vary as much as 1000 °K. However, as suggested earlier, even 

these large differences do not cause vast differences in the final energy 

generation — primarily because most of the shutdown comes from the Doppler 

feedback effect. 

2. Density Dependent: Sodium Out 

A fuel vapor pressure equation of state, even if known accurately, 

is not sufficient to characterize disassembly pressures once fuel expands 

to the point that all the available volume is filled. Pressures beyond 

that point become characteristic of a heated, confined liquid and the rate 

of pressure buildup with increasing temperature (or energy) is exceedingly 

rapid. 

(131 Menzies ' was perhaps the earliest contributor to derive a set of 

density dependent pressure-energy curves and analytically fit the set for 
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(121 use in a disassembly code, A similar set, derived in BNWL-76Q^ ' for FTR 

use, is shown in Figure XMl.S. The energy base, for the curves, is the melting 

point in the liquid phase. The sharp breaks in the pressure versus energy curve 

as a function of density (or reduced specific volume) occur when the liquid 

has expanded enough to fill the available volume. As a point of reference, 

if sodium is assumed to be completely voided from the core, the reduced 

volume is of the order of 0.6. Hence, the excursion is nearly over before 

the local energy density (or fuel temperature) becomes high enough for the 

departure point to be attained. In this event, the density dependence 

allowed for in the equation of state is not very significant in the final 

analysis. For higher density systems, however, the departure points can 

become quite important. This is precisely the case encountered when a 

large sodium inventory exists. 

The functional fit to the set of curves illustrated in Figure XVI.8 is 

as follows: 

P, - 4Za70 exp { ^ ^ ^ - (^4358_)^ } („ 

|99.2 + 163.4 V^ - 466 Vr^l (E P^ = «̂ 99.2 + 163.4 V^ - 466 ]lr > [E + 10730 - 49740 V^ 

+ 49830 Vr ) (1°) 

where P = vapor pressure (atm) 

P = confined liquid pressure (atm) 

E = energy above the melting point in the liquid phase 

(joules/g) 

Vr = relative volume. 
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The larger of the two pressures as calculated above is assumed as the 

effective disassembly force. 

3, Density Dependent: Sodium-In 

It is possible to use the results of Figure XVI.8 for sodium-in conditions 

by simply specifying a high density system, i.e. the effective smeared fuel 

density would now be computed on the basis of a much smaller available 

volume -- smaller by the volume percent of sodium present. However, 

Figure XVI,8 was obtained for a temperature domain significantly higher than 

that of interest for sodium-in situations. Hence, the equation of state 

(151 for sodium-in conditions was rederived in BNWL-760 Supplement #1^ ^ to 

better reflect the temperature range of interest and to account for sodium 

compressibility. 

Sodium compressibility can be a rather significant factor when evalu

ating the energy generated in an excursion for a core containing a substantial 

amount of sodium. By ignoring compressibility, the very high pressures 

computed for a heated, confined liquid can only be relieved by volume 

expansion of the fuel. But such pressures can also be relieved by sodium 

compression and a neglect of this effect leads to an under-estimation of the 

energy release. 

The method used in bNWL-760 Supplement #1 emphasized the temperature-

density data available^ ' for UO2 at and slightly above the melting temper

ature, i.e. this data was used to establish the point at which the system 

departs from the vapor pressure curve. Table XVI.2 contains the low temper

ature data used. Christensen^ ' found that the melting temperature, liquid 

density at the melting point, and linear coefficient of expansion at the 

melting point of UO2 were 3070 °K, 8.74 g/cm^, and 3.5 x 10"^ °K"^ 
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respectively. From this data, it was estimated that the volumetric coef

ficient of expansion (a) was about 1.05 x 10" °K" . Disregarding any 

pressure dependence, the liquid density was then estimated to be 

P = PQ [1 - a(T - T^)] (11) 

= 8.74 [1 - 1.05 x 10"^ (T - 3070)] g/cm"^. 

This equation can be used to determine the departure temperature for 

a given fuel system by letting p equal the density of the fuel in its avail

able volume. Thus, 

d V PQ / " 0 

8 - 7 4 / 1 . 0 5 x 1 0 - 4 
+ 3070 °K . ^ 2 ) 

The temperature dependence of the liquid fuel density, as described 

above is shown in Figure XVI.9. 

TABLE XVI. 2 

Low Temperature Data Used in Sodium-In 

Equation of State Determination 

Paramotcr _ Yi'Jj-i't 3^IL^^3'^'^-
Molting tcripcratiire T =• 3070 °K Christcnscn^ ^ 

3 f 71 
Liquid dcii.sjty at p - 8,74 g/cm' Christcnscn^ -^ 

melting point 
f 71 

Volumetric -Lr̂ P-l - - Christonscn '^ 
Coeffledcni of p 51' 
expansion at - - i O S x i o " ^ ° K ~ ' ' 

'^ ' ' ^"^ (5) 
Vapor p r e s s u r e a t P ^ ^̂  0 .06 - 0 ,01 atiii Ackermann^ ' 

melting point ' (extrapolated) 
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The extrapolated data relationship is shown as a straight line even though 

it should have a downward curve (at least near the critical point). Miller^ 

utilized Christensen's data and the "law of rectilinear diameters" to con

struct a temperature-density relationship up to the critical point. From 

his plot, it was estimated that a linear temperature-density relationship 

was quite adequate over the temperature range of interest. In any event, 

any downward curve in the relationship would cause departure to occur at 

lower temperatures, and thus, the linear relationship would be conservative. 

Once the fuel system has entered the pure liquid region, it was 

assumed that the slope of the pressure temperature curve was a constant 

for a given fuel density, i.e., 

E - <̂̂ ) • 
An estimate of the f(p) was obtained from the corresponding states 

(8l 
tables of Hougen et al.^ ' The plot (for an assumed critical compressibility 

of 0.27) in Figure XVI.10 indicates that the straight line approximation is 

quite adequate. The vapor pressure plotted in the curve is a fit to the 

high temperature data of Ackermann^ ' (for sodium-in cases the vapor 

pressure relationship assumed is not too significant since departure into 

the single phase region is the major pressure mechanism). An analytic fit 

to this figure is 

= p^ exp[2.0958 + 0.430(p^ - 0.832)^] (13) 

r 

where P = reduced pressure, 

T^ = reduced temperature, and 

pp = reduced density 
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or. 

If) = ^ ^ M ' ^ ^ exp[2.0958 + 0.430(p^ - 0,832)^] (14) 
/p 

where P = pressure, 

T = temperature, 

p = density, 

M = molecular weight of fuel, and 

R = gas constant, 

3 (131 
If a critical density (p ) of 3.0 g/cm , as obtained from Menzies^ ' critical 

constants, is assumed. 

If) = p 0.666 exp[0.048(p - 2.5)^] . (15) 
/p 

The pressure-temperature relationship in the liquid fuel region can 

thus be written as, 

P = !f)^ (T . T,) + Pj (16) 

where 

I Y ) is given by Equation (15) 
/p 

Tj is given by Equation (12), and 

Pj is the pressure of the fuel vapor at the temperature T .. 

If sodium is assumed to be incompressible, Equation (16) can be 

evaluated explicitly for any temperature-density condition. However, in 

considering the effects of sodium compressibility, the problem becomes 

significantly more complicated. To consider this effect consider a small 
3 

core volume element initially containing M grams of fuel, Vj,, cm of 
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sodium, an V^^ ^^ ^^ inert material. The inert material (i.e., stainless 

steel) is assumed to be incompressible. If the initial volume of the element 

is Vj , the initial density of the fuel in its available volume is: 
0 

M (17) 
PQ ~ V - V - V 

T„ ^Na„ ^ss„ 
0 0 0 

As the accident progresses, however, the total volume and the volume 

occupied by the sodium will change. The fuel density then will be 

M (18) 
P V - V - V ' 

V ^Na ^SSQ 

where Vj and Vj. are time-dependent values. Vĵ  can be determined if the 

sodium adiabatic compressibility (B ) and the pressure (P) are known: 

^Na = ^Na exp[-33(P - P,)] . (19) 
0 

As will be discussed in the following section, the mass of material in 

each element of a Lagrangian coordinate system disassembly code remains 

constant during the transient and the current volume occupied by the element 

and current fuel temperature are monitored. The volume occupied by the 

sodium is not calculated explicitly and, therefore, must be inherent in the 

equation of state of the fuel material. If the sodium has a finite compres

sibility. Equation (18) becomes a function of nressure and Equation (16) 

can only be solved for pressure by iteration. In order to avoid iterations 

in the disassembly code, it would be desirable to have an equation similar 

dP\ SPl 8p\ 
to Equation (16) in which -ry is replaced by - y L , and -TJL , T ., and 

P . become functions only of the current volume occupied by the volume element 

(Vj). The resulting equation, if it can be found, would, of course, be a 
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function not only of the fuel properties but also of the reactor composition 

and adiabatic compressibility of sodium. 

In BNWL-760 Supplement P ' iterative solutions to Equations (16), 

(18), and (19) have been obtained and the feasibility of assuming 

ap\ 

TjL to be a function only of Vj has been demonstrated. The details will 

not be repeated here. Since the total nodal volume, Vy, is always monitored 

in the Lagrangian disassembly codes used at BNW, the approach discussed 

above, i.e. avoiding iterations on pressure, can be utilized at a great 

savings in computation time. 

For calculational purposes, the functional f i t to the curves presented 

in Figure XVI.IO are 

Py = exp I 55.455 - ^ ^ y ^ - 4.2808 InT [ (20) 

and equation (15) is used for evaluation of |j j . I n order to get 

Tj u as indicated above to be desirable, a rather lengthy (but straight

forward) scheme is used. Figure XVI.11 illustrates the sequenec: i":2d. 

1) P' is selected to be some large pressure near the upper range 

of interest {^ 2000 atm), 

2) T. and P^ are evaluated for zero pressure from (12) and 

(2/'v, respectively, 
sp\ 

3) TTI is evaluated from Equation (15), 
^7^0 

4) T, is obtained knowing 2) and 3) above, 

5) p' is evaluated from the equation 
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where p^ = current fuel smeared density, 

p^ = initial fuel smeared density, 

fo = initial volume fraction sodium, 

go = initial volume fraction structure, 

B = adiabatic sodium compressibility, 

6) T' is evaluated by assuming sodium always had the volume it 

occupies at pressure P', i.e, 
\ 

aP 
'd ' ̂ d ' 9T 

respectively', 
/ 

, are evaluated by (12), (20) and (15), 

7) r Y L is then evaluated since P', T', and T, are known. Hence, 

P can be evaluated directly. 

Although this appears cumbersome, the method avoids iteration on 

pressure, allows ease of changing core compositions, and is believed to be 

reasonably accurate. 

To give some indication of the sensitivity of the energy generation to 

the main parameters of interest, a few examples from Br;K'L-760 Supplement 1 

will be given. For this study, the reference value assumed an adiabatic 

-5 -1 compressibility of sodium to be 3 x 10 atm . The molten fuel energy 

generated versus the sodium compressibility is illustrated in Figure XVI.12. 

Figure XVI,13 illustrates the energy contained in molten fuel versus the 

percent of original sodium remaining in the core. The knee shape of this 

curve arises because of the following. For the particular example chosen, 

sodium volume fractions below approximately 60% were such that fuel vapor 

was sufficient to begin the disassembly process, whereas for higher volume 

fractions of sodium, departure point temperatures were encountered relatively 
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early in the transient. As noted from the curve, such temperatures were 

encountered very early in the transient for sodium volume fractions in 

excess of about 80% and the associated energy release values were quite 

low. 
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E. LAGRANGIAN COORDINATE SYSTEM 

In the discussions on the equation of state, several references were 

made to the fact that large internal core pressures can be relieved when 

core movement takes place. All of the early disassembly codes used Eulerian 

coordinate systems wherein the boundaries of the system were fixed in time 

and, hence, pressure relief to fuel movement could not be accounted for. 

In considering only sodium voided cases, i.e. low density systems, the neglect 

of pressure relief (neglect of the density dependence in the equation of state) 

was usually adequate if the primary interest was computing energy release. 

For sodium-in cases, however, account must be taken of the pressure relief 

due to fuel movement and sodium compressibility. 

The remainder of the discussion of the present section is, therefore, 

confined to those codes constructed with a Lagrangian coordinate system, 

i,e, a spatial mesh structure which moves with the fluid. In such systems, 

no mass crosses the mesh boundaries. Hence, as nodal pressures build up 

the nodal volumes expand and the fuel density, as well as the "mesh" density 

(used in the hydrodynamics equations), decreases. This scheme explicitly 

allows the density dependent equations of state, as formulated in the previous 

section, to be utilized. 

1. MAX^^^) 

The first rapid and flexible disassembly program written in a Lagrangian 

(16l coordinate system was a code entitled MAX^ . Although this program is 

limited to one-dimension and to most of the other assumptions characteristic 

of the Bethe-Tait method (i.e. perturbation theory, point kinetics, etc.) 

the ability of the code to compute disassembly reactivity feedback by actual 

core movement was found to be extremely useful -- especially for investigating 
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excursions in a core assumed to have a large percentage of its normal sodium 

inventory still present. Another feature of the code is the flexibility for 

providing input. Zone dependent equations of state can be specified as well 

as an initial temperature distribution wherein some of the fuel nodes are 

partially or totally frozen. 

After successful initial intercomparison with the established Eulerian 

code WEAK^ ', MAX was used exclusively for the preliminary analysis^ ' of 

postulated maximum accidents for the FFTF. 

2. Venus^^^^* 

Despite the utility of MAX, the limitation to one dimension severely 

limits the possibility of accomplishing a direct coupling to MELT-II, used 

at BNW for the pre-disassembly phase of the analysis. The VENUS program, 

developed over the past few years at Argonne, is essentially a two-dimensional 

version of MAX and is proving to be a very useful tool. A brief outline of 

the models essential to the code is given below. 

a. Neutronics 

The point kinetics model with up to six groups of delayed neutrons is 

used. In its original form, the method for solving the kinetics equation 

was that formulated by Kaganove' ^ , which is basically an improved Runge-

Kutta technique. Time steps are controlled by a specified change in power 

allowable within the time step. Although this method appears to be adequate, 

the entire kinetics package in the VENUS version at BNW has been replaced by 

the one described in Lecture XV. This was done mainly to accomplish a 

smoother transition between the MELT-II and VENUS phases. 

*The author gratefully acknowledges the cooperation of Drs. G. J. Fischer 
and W. T. Sha, of Argonne National Laboratory, for releasing to BNW an early 
version of the code and for their assistance in helping to make the program 
operable. 
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The reac t i v i t y is computed as the sum of the programmed r e a c t i v i t y 

plus r eac t i v i t y feedbacks due to Doppler broadening and the motion of reactor 

mater ia l . 

b. Hydrod'/nanics 

The motion of the reactor materials is assumed to sa t i s f y the equation 

of motion of a compressible, nonviscous f l u i d . Conservation of mass requires 

that 

V 

P - P o T ^ ^ 

where p is the original density and V and V represent the initial and the 

current volumes, respectively. The momentum equations are as follows: 

u = V = - 1 ^ (22) 
p 3r 

V E Z = - 1 1^ (23) 
p 9/ 

where P = p + q; p and q are the pressures calculated from the equation of 

state and the pseudo-viscosity pressure respectively (the pseudo-viscosity 

pressure term represents an approximation technique developed by Von Neumann 

and Richtmyer^ ' to numerically smear a shock wave over several mesh points 

and render stability to a program of this type). 

Several possible methods for selecting a finite difference representation 

of the spatial derivative in the momentum equation have been reviewed by 

(211 Herrmann^ '. The difficulty, or arbitrariness, of the selection is exemplified 

in Figure XVI,14. in setting up problems of this type, quantities such as 

distance, velocity, and acceleration are assumed to be known at the mesh 

interstities whereas mass, density, and pressure are normally associated with 

the mesn centroids. In solving for acceleration of one of the mesh corners. 
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therefore, one has to know the pressure gradient in both R and Z directions. 

It is not clear how to obtain these quantities. 

The method used in VENUS is to establish P5 = 7 (P-i + Po) , etc. 

and then express P^, as well as the other "midpoint" pressures in terms of 

a Taylor's series about P^. Expressions for mesh areas, required for volume 

determination, is likewise somewhat arbitrary and, as would be expected, all 

methods break down once the mesh becomes badly distorted. 

Reactivity feedback, due to fuel motion, is calculated by perturbation 

theory using Equation (5) in cylindrical coordinates. 

c. Equation of State 

VENUS is now programmed to handle any of the equations of state dis-

(221 
cussed in the previous section. In particular, VENUS was recently tested^ ' 

with the Sodium-In equation of state outlined in Section D.3 above. Figure 

XVI,15 illustrates a typical pressure-density behavior resulting from the 

use of a temperature-density-dependent equation of state. The particular 

example chosen was a rapid power excursion in an FTR type core. Values 

indicated are for the node in the core center after the transient reaches 

the disassembly phase. If the compressibility of sodium is ignored, the 

solid lines indicate a sharp rise in pressure when the fuel density drops 

to the point where all the void space available to the fuel is filled. Nodal 

expansion quickly follows, causing a density decrease. This relieves the 

liquid pressure allowing tne pressure buildup in adjacent nodes to cause 

recompression. High pressures again follow and the process oscillates until 

enough overall core expansion has occurred to terminate the excursion. If 

sodium compressibility is taken into account, peak pressures are lower 

because of the increased volume available to the fuel. 
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A comparison of two 50 $/sec cases was carried out in VENUS to note the 

differences in the transient for sodium-out and sodium-in conditions. The 

reactivity plot and the associated power curves for the sodium-out case are 

shown in Figures XV.1^6 and XVI.17, respective','. Ooppler feedback, assumed tc 

dk be T ^ = - 0.005, was sufficiently strong to cause three power pulses prior 

to disassembly, the latter of which occurred at approximately 51 msec. 

Figure XVI,18 shows the core distortion at 50,73 msec and Figure XVI.19 shows 

the degree of core distortion at 51.41 msec, the point where the net reactivity 

dropped below zero. These latter two illustrations contain the R-Z spatial 

mesh hookup where the core is comprised of the central 11 x 18 (RxZ) nodes. 

The peripheral 5 nodes are reflector nodes. The point to be made is tnat 

with no sodium in the core, a substantial amount of core movement was required 

in the central regions and at the interface between Zone I and Zone II to 

effect core shutdown. Some implosion is noted from the power peak of Zone II. 

The identical case except for a sodium-in equation of state is shown 

in the next series of figures, namely Figures XVI.1:0^ XVI.21, and XVI.22. The 

excursion is over for the latter case in 49.35 msec -- the relatively 

earlier disassembly resulting from the higher pressures generated due to the 

sodium inventory. As illustrated in Figure XVI.2?, the pressures were more 

nearly uniform for the sodium-in case and core shutdown was effected more by 

total core expansion, as opposed to the localized expansion for the sodium-

out case. 
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F. MELT-II — VENUS COUPLING 

In order to analyze large nuclear excursions, from inception through 

core disassembly, it has been found desirable to accomplish a fairly tight 

coupling of the MELT-II and VENUS codes. The accident sequence is followed 

in MELT-II until fuel temperatures are elevated to the point where sizable 

disassembly pressures are attained. At this time the fine structure fuel 

temperature information is volume averaged over the R-Z nodal structure 

used in VENUS and this information, along with the power level and all 

reactivity components, is used directly as the starting point for the dis

assembly phase in VENUS. In addition, the core is scanned to determine 

which regions are void of sodium, and this information is used to establish 

whether a sodium-in or a sodium-out equation of state should be employed at 

a particular VENUS nodal point. This same core search on the sodium inven

tory is used to establish the effective Doppler coefficient to be used in 

the disassembly phase. Figure XVI,23 illustrates the type of information 

generated in each phase and indicates the type of information which must 

flow between MELT-II and VENUS in order to accomplish a smooth transfer. 

Lecture XV contained a core subdivision used in the MELT-II calculations 

of FTR transients. This subdivision meshes directly with the grid utilized 

in VENUS, the latter of which is illustrated in Figure XVI.24. Within the 

core, the same 18 level axial structure is used as in MELT-II and the radial 

structure is constructed of simply a further subdivision of the 6 channel 

dimensions. 

1. Test Case 

Before embarking directly into the study of large accidents, using the 

coupled MELT-II - VENUS system, a check case was computed in which a 50 $/sec. 
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unbounded ramp was imposed on the MELT-II - VENUS system and upon VENUS only, 

where, in both cases, an initial steady state operating condition of 380 MW 

neutronic power was assumed. The Doppler coefficient was assumed to be -0.005 

and Doppler weighting was used in both codes. Figure XV1.25 contains the power 

and energy traces of the two cases. As noted from the figure, the coupled case 

yielded a work energy value of 304 MW-sec whereas the core utilizing VENUS for 

the entire excursion yielded a value of 339 MW-sec. The core average fuel 

temperature was 2709 °K at the time of transfer and the hottest fuel temper

ature in MELT-II was 4090 °K. Using 2806 °K and 4300 °K for the respective 

average and peak fuel temperature, i.e., delaying the time of transfer, the 

energy value obtained from the coupled system was 309 MW-sec. Waiting still 

longer, to obtain average and peak temperatures of 2917 and 4564 °K, the 

computed work energy was 325 MW-sec. Although this tends to indicate that 

core conditions correspondirig to the latter transfer time better specify 

initial conditions for the disassembly phase than those used earlier, it 

might be noted that complete agreement between MELT-II and VENUS was not 

obtained up to the time of transfer, as can be seen from Figure XVI.25, The 

slight differences accrue mainly from a small discrepancy in the Doppler 

feedback. Although the difference has not completely been accounted for, 

the main difference is believed to be associated with the adiabatic assumption 

in VENUS. Even in this rapid power transient, some heat is in reality carried 

away by the coolant, and MELT-II accounts for this whereas VENUS cannot. The 

slightly smaller Doppler feedback, resulting from the slightly lower temperatures, 

would be expected to result in a power trace relative to VEI':lJS as shown on the 

graph. Hence, because of the particular timing of the power pulses, VENUS, 

if used for the entire excursion, tends to overestimate the energy generated. 
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Therefore, the transfer time used in Figure XVI.25, or perhaps the next 

increment tried, is probably fairly close to the time for specifying initial 

conditions for the disassembly phase. Perhaps the most comforting result 

is that the timing for the exact point of transfer is not too crucial. 

2. 5 $/sec Power Transient with Molten Fuel-Sodium Interaction 

Lecture XV contained the transient results up to the start of disassembly 

for a 5 $/sec power transient which was assumed to be aggravated by a violent 

molten fuel-sodium interaction. Figure XVI.26 contains a continuation of this 

analysis through the disassembly phase. As noted from the figure the transition 

from the MELT-II to the VENUS phase is accomplished smoothly. 

For the case shown, Channel 1 was about 2/3 voided in the core and 

Channel 2 was voided for a central axial distance of about 40 cm at the time 

of transfer to VENUS. Hence, that portion of tne core was specified to have 

a sodium-out equation of state whereas a sodium-in equation of state was used 

elsewhere in the reactor. 

Because of the yery rapid increase in the reactivity ramp rate due to 

sodium expulsion, the exact timing for the transfer to VENUS was suspected to 

be fairly critical in this case. A sensitivity study, however, indicated 

that although the transfer should be accomplished earlier than for an all 

sodium-out case (the reason, of course, being that departure temperatures are 

attained fairly early with sodium in the core), again the timing is not too 

crucial. A difference of only ± 4% in the energy release was calculated for 

an average fuel temperature at the time of transfer ranging from 2500 °K to 

3000 °K. For a few of the cases investigated, a nodal pressure of 100 to 200 

atmospheres was included for those nodes void of sodium. This was done to 

partially account for the disassembly effect of sodium vapor pressures which 

were assumed effective in ejecting the liquid sodium. 
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3. Sodium Bubble 

Lecture XV also contained a few pre-disassembly transient results 

for the case of a large sodium bubble passing through the core. Figure XVI.27 

contains the continuation of this analysis through the disassembly phase. 

Again, the transfer is noted to be accomplished smoothly. 

In this instance, the sodium bubble had only moved up into the lower 

region of the core by the time sufficient reactivity had been added to dis

assemble the core. Hence, a fairly asymmetric equation of state mix was used 

in VENUS. Because of the large, relatively low pressure region associated 

with the sodium bubble, some core implosion was actually observed to occur. 

Net core movement, however, was in the direction of negative reactivity and a 

rapid nuclear shutdown was accomplished. 
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G. Review of Current Fast Reactor Disassembly Codes 

Numerous fast reactor disassembly codes are now in existence and in 

active use at essentially all major nuclear reactor laboratories throughout 

the world. Because of the sheer magnitude, no attempt will be made to 

describe or even list all of them here. Rather, a few key codes will be 

mentioned which are believed to be representative of a large class of such 

programs. 

Perhaps the program used most widely for early survey work in fast re-

(17) 
actor disassembly analysis was the Weak Explosion Program^ ' (WEAK or WEP). 

This program, formulated by Nicholson, was the first program to include the 

effects of fuel vapor pressure and Doppler feedback. Perhaps the major 

liability of the code, for present consideration, is its intrinsic tie to a 

vapor pressure functional relationship for the equation of state. This pre

vents any straightforward way to even attempt utilizing a density dependent 

equation of state. 

(23) 
MARS^ ' is essentially a two-dimensional version of the one-dimensional 

WEAK program. The equation of state in this program, although of the same 

vapor pressure functional form as in WEAK, can be specified differently for 

each material region. However, formulation of a density dependent equation of 

state is still not possible. 

(24) 
AX-r ' is a one-dimensional disassembly code which uses a transport 

theory neutronics package rather than the simpler point kinetics formulation 

and associated perturbation theory. For most cases, however, this added 

complexity has been found unnecessary in addition to being quite unwieldy. 
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As mentioned in the notes earlier, MAX^ ' was the first disassembly 

code (one dimensional) written in a Lagrangian coordinate system. This 

allowed direct use of a density dependent equation of state. VENUS, dis

cussed fairly extensively above, was written quite recently and also 

utilizes a Lagrangian coordinate system. It is a two-dimensional (R-Z) 

code and is probably the most advanced tool in current use for investigating 

core disassembly accidents. 
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XVII. ENERGY RELEASE MECHANISMS 

A. Padilla, Jr. 

A. Introduction 

During the course of hypothetical accidents involving the entire 

reactor core, a considerable amount of energy may have been generated 

and the rapid release of a portion of this energy may result in signifi

cant damage to the containment system. This rapid energy release can 

take two basic forms: shock energy and blast energy. The basic 

difference between these tv.'o energy forms is that the shock wave is a 

microsecond-time-scale phenomenon and blast is a millisecona-time-scale 

phenomenon. 

This lecture deals with the methods of predicting the shock and blast 

energies resulting from a hypothetical disruptive accident. It is the 

link between the disassembly phase, treated in Lecture XVI, and the de

termination of actual damage to the containment system, which will be 

the topic of Lecture XVIII. The generation of additional energy due to 

a sodium fire is not discussed here, and will be t'ne subject of sub

sequent lectures. 
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D- Assumed Factors 

The fraction of the total energy generated which can be converted 

to destructive work can be estimated by assuming an efficiency factor. 

For example, in the safety analysis for the FARET reactor^^ this factor 

was chosen as 10% of the total energy generated during the disassembly 

phase. This particular value was estimated from calculations with the 

AX-1 disassembly code which calculated the kinetic energy of the displaced 

material and the volume-integrated pressure at the end of disassembly. 

The sum of these two quantitites, which was slightly less than 10% of 

the total energy generated, was estimated to be the energy which could 

be converted to work. 

The energy generated above some assumed threshold can also be used 

to estimate destructive work. In the safety analysis for the EBR-II 

(2) 
reactor' , this threshold was taken as the threshold in the equation of 

(•:>) 

state. In the analysis of the SL-1 accident^ '', this threshold was taken 

as the melting point of the fuel. In both cases, the energy above the 

threshold was converted to an equivalent amount of TNT and the characteristics 

of a TNT explosion used to estimate the potential destructive work. 

C. Fuel Expansion 

1. Introduction 

When sodium is out of the core at the end of nuclear disassembly, 

expansion of the fuel may be the mechanism for obtaining destructive work. 

During the disassembly phase, the fuel melts and vaporizes as energy is 

added to it. When the fuel has expanded to fill all of the available core 

volume, it is entirely in the liquid phase and a slight increase in energy 
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causes a significant increase in pressure. It is this large pressure 

increase which causes sufficient core expansion to terminate the nuclear 

excursion. 

2. Shock Energy 

The transient pressures generated during the disassembly phase can be 

used to determine the shock energy. However, most of the disassembly codes 

which are available do not correctly account for the generation and 

propagation of shock waves because the density is assumed to be constant. 
(4) f5) 

The more recently developed disassembly codes such as FRAP' ' and VENUS' ' 

use the pseudo-viscous pressure term of Van Neumann and Richtmyer' ' so 

that shock effects are calculated automatically whenever and wherever they 

arise. In these disassembly codes, the clad and structure 

are treated as inert material (no heat generation) which occupy space and 

cause the available volume to be filled by the expanding fuel sooner. 

3. Blast Energy 

The blast energy can be estimated by expansion of the fuel in a 

thermodynamic process. If it is assumed that the expansion process is 

adiabatic and reversible, and therefore isentropic, then the maximum 

potential for work is obtained. One of the tenets of thermodynamics is 

that if any two state properties of a substance are known, then the rest 

of the state properties can be determined. Since internal energy and pressure 

at the end of disassembly are known, the entropy can be determined. Once 

the final pressure for expansion is chosen, the final conditions are determinate 

since the entropy is assumed to be constant for the process. The theoretical 

work of expansion is given by the difference in internal energy between 

the initial (at the end of disassembly) and the final (at the final pressure) 

conditions. 
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Figure XVII .1 shows the work energy obtained from expansion of 

the fuel to 1 atm for disassembly of the FTR^ '. Although three different 

equations of states are used for the fuel, all of the curves are quite 

similar. Another quantity of interest which can be determined from the 

expansion process is the relative amounts of liouid and vapor at the final 

conditions. This is easily determined from the final entropy and the 

entropies of the liquid and vapor. Figure XVII .2 shows the mass fraction 

of the fuel in the vapor state after expansion to 1 atm using the Menzies' 

critical constants for the corresponding states calculation. These results 

can be used as an upper limit on the amount of plutonium vapor which must 

be contained in a hypothetical disruptive accident. 

D. Sodium Expansion 

1. Introduction 

In disassembly analyses, it is possible to assume that sodium is still 

in the core, as would be the case for a rapid power transient. However, the 

sodium is treated as an inert material which merely occupies volume although 

allowance for compressibility is sometimes made. If the intact core geometry 

no longer exists at the end of disassembly, it is difficult to preclude 

some sort of interaction between the sodium and fuel. For the "sodium-in" 

conditions, the amount of energy generated before fuel expansion causes 

sufficient core movement to terminate the nuclear excursion is much less 

than for "sodium-out" conditions. Consequently, the energy release obtained 

from fuel expansion is about an order of magnitude less than for the sodium-

out case. 
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However, interaction between the fuel and sodium provide a mechanism 

for obtaining much higher energy releases. Since the critical temperature 

and pressure for sodium is substantially lower than that of 

the fuel, sodium is basically a more efficient working fluid for expansion. 

It will be shown that if it is possible to transfer a large amount of energy 

from the fuel to the sodium and allow the sodium to be the expansion fluid, 

much higher energy releases are obtained. 
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2. Equilibrium Ilodels 

a. Method of Hicks and Menzies 

(8) 
Hicks and Menzies' ' were the first to postulate the expansion of 

sodium for calculating the energy release. They assumed that the mixing 

of fuel and sodium takes place at constant volume and that thermal equili

brium is attained before any expansion takes places. They derived an 

equation for the expansion of the sodium/fuel mixture assuming that thermal 

equilibrium exists at all times between the two materials. 

Assuming constant physical properties, the energy lost by the sodium 

liquid and fuel goes into generation of sodium vapor: 

where M is the sodium/fuel mass ratio and x is the mass of sodium vapor. 

Integrating equation (1) gives: 

where T is the equilibrium temperature before expansion given by 

Teq = (^Sa^Na ' ^^uel ^fuel^/^^Sa " ^fuel ̂  (3) 

where Tĵ  and T^ -, are the intial sodium and fuel temperatures before 

mixing. The work of expansion is given by the difference in internal energy: 

This equation is valid until all of the sodium liquid is vaporized at 

temperature T-,. 
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Assuming the ideal gas law for further expansion, 

P.,.(Tn) _ MR In s a f l (^••^ap^C.^el) 1 " ^ (5) 

The additional work done for the expansion of the vapor is given by: 

^2 = ( ^ % ' C.^el) (̂1 - T ) (6) 

Hicks and Menzies found that the expansion work varied with the 

sodium/fuel mass ratio and that the maximum corresponded to complete 

vaporization of the liquid with insignificant superheating of the vapor. 

Figure XVII.3 shows their results for initial fuel and sodium temperatures 

of 3450°K and n50°K, respectively. 

The Hicks and Menzies approach can be extended to the case where 

further heat transfer between the fuel and sodium is prevented during the 

expansion process by vapor blanketing. Equations (1) and (4) are modified 

by omitting the fuel energy terms: 

^^ap ^ = '' S a "̂ ^ (7) 

^̂1 = '̂  S a (Teq - T) - X (AH^^^ - RT) (8) 

For both the thermal equilibrium expansion and the adiabatic (vapor 

blanketed) expansion, the values of the sodium/fuel mass ratio to give 

the maximum energy release can be calculated. Figures XVII.4 and XVII.5 

show the results obtained for the maximum energy release and the required 

sodium/fuel ratios for a final pressure of 100 atm. 

The advantage of the Hicks and Menzies' method is that the concise 

solution in closed form permits rapid calculation of the energy release. 

Some of the disadvantages are: 
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The use of constant sodium properties does not allow the 

equilibrium temperature to exceed the sodium critical point. 

. The use of constant fuel specific heat does not allow for the 

solidification of the fuel during the mixing process and the 

thermal equilibrium expansion. 

b. SOCOOL^^) 

1) Description of Heating and Expansion Paths 

In order to circumvent the disadvantages of the Hicks and Menzies' 

method, it was decided to completely specify the thermodynamic properties 

of the sodium and the fuel required for the calculation of energy release. 

The assumed processes are illustrated on an idealized temperature-entropy 

diagram for sodium shown in Figure XVII. 6. When sodium is mixed with the 

fuel, it is assumed to be heated along the saturated liquid curve to the 

critical point and then to some equilibrium temperature and pressure T , 

P above the critical point along an extrapolated vapor pressure curve. 

The specific heat of the fuel, both liquid and solid, can be functions of 

temperature and the heat of fusion is taken into account. The sodium is 

allowed to expand during the process of heating up to thermal equilibrium. 

The result is that the expansion process following thermal equilibrium 

predicts only the blast energy and not the shocl^ energy. The justification 

for assuming that the sodium is heated up as a saturated liquid is that 

the internal energy and entropy, at least below the critical point, are 

mainly a function of temperature and not pressure. 

The expansion process depends on the equilibrium temperature in 

relationship to tie fuel melting point and the sodium critical point. If 

the equilibrium temperature is above the fuel melting point, the thermal 

equilibrium expansion can be divided into three phases (curve A in Figure 

XVII.6): 
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. expansion from thermal equilibrium T , P to the melting point 

of the fuel T- involving heat transfer between the expanding 

sodium and liquid fuel 

. isothermal expansion at T^ as the fuel solidifies and transfers 

its heat of fusion to the expanding sodium 

. expansion from T^ to the final pressure P^ involving heat transfer 

between the expanding sodium and the solid fuel. 

If the equilibrium temperature is below the melting point of the fuel but 

above the sodium critical point, the thermal equilibrium expansion is 

described by curve B which involves heat transfer between the expanding 

sodium vapor and solid fuel. If the equilibrium temperature is below the sodium 

critical point, the thermal equilibrium expansion can be divided into two phases 
(curve C): 

. expansion within the two-phase region until complete vaporization 

of sodium liquid and 

. expansion of superheated sodium vapor. 

For the case of no further he&t transfer between the sodium and the fuel 

during the expansion, the vapor-blanketed case in the Hicks and Menzies' 

method, it is assumed that the process is isentropic (adiabatic and 

reversible) and the expansion path is always described by a vertical line 

from thermal equilibrium to the final pressure. 

The first law of thermodynamics is used for all the processes shown 

in Figure XVII. 6: 

Energy added to system = Increase in internal energy of system 

+ Work done by system on surroundings 

Q = AU + W (9) 
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In the heating up process, the energy added to the sodium by the fuel 

goes toward increasing the temperature of the sodium and, since the 

sodium is allowed to expand, doing expansion work against the surroundings. 

For the isentropic expansion of sodium, Q is zero and the energy release 

is the difference in internal energy between thermal equilibrium and the 

final pressure. 

2) Prediction of Sodium Properties 

Although much more thermodynamic data exists for sodium than for 

fuel, the highest temperature for which experimental data exists is 

approximately 1650 °K (2500 °F). The thermodynamic and transport properties 

for sodium have been summarized by Golden and Tokar . ̂  ' Beyond 2500 °F 

and up to the critical point, the heat of vaporization and vapor and 

(11) 
liquid densities have been estimated by Miller.' ' The heat of vaporization 

for sodium was estimated from cesium data and expressed in the form: 

AH _ . T •, .377 
- ^ = 4.83 U - \ - i (10) 

c 

The vapor and liquid density for sodium was obtained by extrapolating 

low-temperature data according to the rectilinear diameter law and 

expressed in the form: 
.389 

1 - p = 1.422 1 - T • (11) 
^vap T— . ' ' 

L \ I 

Pc ^ 

^ ^ - 1 = 3.982 ,''1 - T ^ -5435 
Pc V Tf ^^2) 

c 
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um Use of Equations (10), (11), and (12) for extrapolating the sodi 

properties to the critical point still requires some approximations. In 

calculating the enthalpy, it was assumed that the curve of the average 

enthalpy (one-half the vapor plus liquid) could be extrapolated to the 

critical point. Figure XVII.7 shows the sodium enthalpy up to the 

critical point using Equation (10) and the critical constants suggested 

by Miller: 

T = 2733 °K 
c 

P = 408.2 atm 
c 

p = .1818 gm/cm~̂  

Z = .2302 

In calculating the entropy, the curve of the average entropy (one-half 

the vapor plus liquid) is nearly vertical at the maximum range of the 

experimental data. Therefore, the average entropy was extrapolated as 

a vertical line to Miller's critical temperature. Figure XVII.8 shows 

the sodium entropy up to the critical point. The superheated vapor region 

between 2500 °F and the critical point is estimated from a virial equation 

(12) 
of state suggested by Oldham^, 

(13) 
PV 
RT 

1 + B + C 

^ ? 
+ D 

? 
+ E 

V̂  

where B, C, D, and E are constants. Given the temperature and pressure, 

the enthalpy, entropy, specific volume, and specific heat can be calculated 

from thermodynamic relationships. 

The sodium internal energy up to the critical point can be calculated 

from the thermodynamic relationship: 

U = H - P (14) 
p 
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Since H and p have already been determined, the vapor pressure must be 

extrapolated to the c r i t i c a l point . Figure XVI1.9 shows the vapor 

pressure p lo t ted against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. Ex

t rapo la t ion of the vapor pressure curve suggested in ANL-7323 does not 

pass through the c r i t i c a l temperature suggested by M i l l e r . I t was decided 

to empir ica l ly f i t a curve between the experimental data and the c r i t i c a l 

point . The equation chosen was the reduced-vapor-pressure equation of 

Riedel which is used in corresponding states theo ry ' ' \ 

In P^ = a In T^ - 0.0838 (a - 3.75)/36 - 35 - T ^ + 42 In T "̂  

\ i ^ / 

where P = P/P^ r c 

T = T/T r ' c 

a = _ ] :']_ - 1.90\ 

I f Z is taken as .2302 as suggested by M i l l e r , Equation (13) does not blend 

in to the low temperature experimental data. In order to obtain agreement 

with the data, i t was found that Z should be .3114. 
c 

The theory of corresponding states(^3) along with Equation (13) is 

used for predicting the properties of sodium above the critical point. In 

addition to the critical constants, the thermodynamic properties of the 

ideal sodium gas are required for corresponding states calculations. The 

temperature at which these properties are specified is the critical point. 

Using the predicted sodium enthalpy and entropy at the critical point and 

the predicted departures from the ideal gas from the corresponding states 

tables, the enthalpy and entropy of ideal sodium gas can be calculated. By 

specifying the heat capacity of the ideal gas, the enthalpy and entropy at 

any other temperature can be determined. According to NASA SP-3001 ,''̂ ^ 
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the heat capacity at constant pressure fo r ideal sodium monatomic gas is 

essent ia l ly constant at 5 cal/mole-°K. 

3) Analytical Results 

Figure XVII.10 shows the effect of initial fuel temperature on the 

energy release for an initial sodium temperature of 672 °K (750 °F) and 

a sodium/fuel mass ratio of .085 for expansion to a final pressure of 1 

atm. This mass ratio is obtained by mixing all of the fuel in the core with 

all of the sodium in the core for FTR conditions. For the adiabatic expansion, 

the energy release is constant over a wide range of initial fuel temperature 

since the equilibrium point is the same, the melting point of the fuel, 

and the energy remaining in the molten fuel is not available for the expansion 

process. 

Figure XVII.11 shows the effect of increasing sodium/fuel mass ratio 

for initial fuel and sodium temperatures of 3800 °K and 672 °K, respectively, 

for expansion to a final pressure of 1 atm. There are two peaks in both 

the thermal equilibrium and the adiabatic expansion. The second peak, which 

appears to be the larger, is associated with equilibrium occurring at the 

sodium critical point. Some of the oscillations are due to the prediction 

of sodium properties near the critical point. Figure XVII. 12 shows the 

adiabatic energy release per unit mass of sodium as a function of the 

equilibrium temperature and the two wiggles in the curve are indicative of 

the uncertainty in predicting the rapidly changing sodium properties near 

the critical point. 

Figure XVII. 13 shows the effect of the final pressure on the energy 

release. If the final pressure is 20 atm instead of 1 atm, the energy 

release is reduced by almost one-half for the thermal equilibrium expansion 

and almost 1/3 for the adiabatic expansion. 
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Since the sodium is not heated up at constant volume but allowed to 

expand during the approach to thermal equilibrium, the energy release 

calculated by SOCOOL is an estimate of the blast energy only. One possible 

consequence of this blast energy is the acceleration of the coolant above 

the core and impact of this coolant against the reactor head. The decrease 

in pressure as the sodium expands can be predicted from expansion process 

itself, realizing that the expansion is a reversible one and therefore 

infinitely slow. Figure XVII. 14 shows the pressure as a function of 

increasing volume for the case where thermal equilibrium occurs at the 

melting point of the fuel with all of the fuel still molten. The isothermal 

expansion of an ideal gas has also been drawn for comparison and lies 

approximately between the thermal equilibrium and adiabatic expansion paths. 

The energy releases calculated above from thermodynamic considerations 

are conservative for several reasons: 

. A reversible process gives the maximum theoretical work and 

any real process will give less work. 

. For realistic sizes of fuel particles mixed with realistic amounts 

of sodium, thermal equilibrium will not be attained before expansion 

of sodium starts, 

c. Effect of Heat Transfer During the Expansion Process 

From the preceding analytical results, it is seen that the energy 

release for the thermal equilibrium expansion is about three times that 

for the adiabatic expansion for a final pressure of 1 atm. Therefore, a 

substantial reduction in the upper limit for the energy release can be 

attained if it can be shown that very little heat transfer can occur between 
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the fuel and the sodium during the expansion. Intuitively, the expansion 

process would occur so fast that not enough time would be available for 

heat transfer. 

As a basis for the analysis the results of a typical ASPRIN calcu-

(15) 
lation for coolant slug impact against the reactor head 'was assumed. 

Figure XVII. 15 shows the normalized pressure as a function of time and 

it is seen that the coolant slug impact occurs after 25 milliseconds. The 

analytical model used to calculate heat transfer was a spherical fuel 

particle with sodium in a concentric sphere. An Eulerian coordinate 

system with a moving boundary was used to describe the expansion of sodium. 

The fuel and sodium are initially at thermal equilibirum, which was chosen 

to be the liquid fuel at its melting point. Heat transfer is assumed to 

occur by conduction only. 

A trial and error technique was used which involved matching the 

results of a SOCOOL calculation assuming a fictitious solid fuel specific 

heat and the results from the spherical heat transfer model such that the 

total amounts of heat transferred are equal. This criterion is somewhat 

artificial since the thermodynamic expansion using SOCOOL does not involve 

time. 

As an example, consider the case where the radius of the fuel particle 

is 100 microns. The initial pressure is 700 atm corresponding to sodium 

at 3040 °K, the melting point of the fuel, and the final pressure is 27 atm 

according to the final normalized pressure at 25 msec in Figure XVII. 15. 

For the SOCOOL calculation, it is assumed that the sodium will expand in 

thermal equilibrium with the solid fuel with an assumed specific heat of 

.05 jouTes/gm-°K. From the SOCOOL expansion from 700 to 27 atm, the total 
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energy transferred and the relationship between increasing volume, de

creasing pressure, and decreasing temperature is obtained. This expansion 

path is then used as input for the actual heat transfer calculation. From 

the pressure-time relationship in Figure XVII. 15, the increase in volume 

as a function of time along with the changes in sodium transport properties 

could be determined. Corresponding states was used to predict the variation 

in heat capacity^ ^ and thermal conductivity^ ^ with time. It was found 

that the total heat transferred in the spherical expansion and heat transfer 

model was less than that obtained from the thermal equilibrium expansion 

as long as condensation does not occur. 

A dilemma is encountered when condensation occurs. The thermal con

ductivity of the sodium liquid is so large that if a mass-weighted average 

thermal conductivity is used, the heat transfer is substantially increased 

The increased heat transfer would serve to vaporize the sodium liquid 

thus reducing the average thermal conductivity. For this reason, whenever 

the expansion path intersects the saturated vapor curve , further expansion 

may occur along the saturation line rather than extending into the two-

phase region. 

The results are summarized in Figure XVII. 16. For a fuel particle 

radius of 100 microns the expansion follows the adiabatic expansion quite 

closely until the saturated vapor curve is reached. Beyond that point, the 

expansion is assumed to follow the saturated vapor line. For a fuel radius 

of 10 microns, the expansion path to give the same total heat transfer as 

the spherical expansion and heat transfer model results in an energy release 

approximately mid-way between the thermal equilibrium and adiabatic expansion. 

It appears that a fuel particle radius of 1 micron would correspond fairly 

closely to the thermal equilibrium curve. 
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Although the above gyrations may not be aesthet ica l ly p leasing, the 

conclusions obtained would not be expected to be grossly in error unless 

some dominant mechanism has been overlooked ( fo r example, i f convection 

heat t ransfer is s i gn i f i can t l y higher than conduction). More elegant 

formulations could possibly be devised. One promising idea is to use the 

techniques of i r revers ib le thermodynamics to determine the rate of entropy 

generation from the rate of heat t ransfer , therebyel iminat ing the coupling 

of a f i n i t e - t i m e rate process with an i n f i n i t e - t i m e thermodynamic process. 

3. Expansion of an Ideal Gas 

Instead of calculating the energy release by means of a complicated, 

theroetical thermodynamic process, it might appear more reasonable to use 

a simple gas expansion process. If it is assumed that the expansion process 

is adiabatic and that the ideal gas law applies, then 

PV"̂  = constant (16) 

where y = C£, the ra t i o of heat capacity at constant pressure to that 

^v 
at constant volume. For an isentropic expansion, the work can be easi ly 

derived and is given by: 

" = KT, 1 - Pj t i j ^ ^ j 

FT F7 , 
Assuming that y = 5/3, the theoret ica l value fo r a monatomic gas, the 

expansion work fo r an i n i t i a l pressure of 700 atm and a f i n a l pressure of 

1 atm is about 25% lower than the isentropic work calculated wi th SOCOOL. 

This is not surpr is ing because the ideal gas expansion neglects the e f fec t 

of condensation which is an energy source for doing more work. 
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However, an experimental value of 1.35 for y has been obtained for 

flow of saturated sodium vapor through a nozzle. When this value is used 

in Equation (17), the expansion work calculated is 30% higher than the 

corresponding SOCOOL result. 

If Y = 5/3 is used for expansion from 700 atm to 280 atm (approximately 

the point where the two-phase dome is encountered) and y - 1.35 is used 

for expansion from 280 atm to 1 atm, the total expansion work is 10% 

higher than the SOCOOL result. 

For any reversible expansion process of an ideal gas, 

PV* = constant (18) 

where 6 does not have any theoretical significance compared to y for the 

adiabatic process. No equation comparable to Equation (15) can be derived 

and the work must be evaluated from the more general relationship 

W = •[ ^ PdV (19) 

4. Transient Models 

It may be overly conservative to assume that the fuel and sodium can 

attain thermal equilibrium before expansion begins except for extremely 

small fuel particles intimately mixed with a small amount of sodium. When 

sodium comes into contact with the fuel, whether gentle boiling or the 

violent vapor explosion associated with a molten fuel/sodium interaction 

occurs depends on the time scale for heat transfer and the acoustic period 

of the system. This is illustrated in Figure XVII.17. The acoustic period 

of the system is the time it takes a shock wave to travel to the nearest 

free surface and back. If the time for heat transfer is small in comparison 

to the acoustic period, then the sodium is heated up extremely rapidly at 
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essentially constant volume. The tremendous pressures associated with 

heating a liquid in a confined volume thus prevent the sodium from boiling. 

The heated liquid is able to eventually expand against the unheated 

liqud thus relieving the large pressures. When the pressure in the 

heated region decreases to the saturation pressure associated with the 

temperature of the liquid, boiling can occur. 

If the time for heat transfer is large compared to the acoustic 

period, then a pressure wave generated in the heated region has sufficient 

time to travel to the free surface and be reflected back as a rarefaction 

wave which then relieves the pressure in the heated region when it returns. 

Thus, there are no high internal pressures to prevent boiling when the 

saturation temperature is reached and boiling can occur normally, 

a. Heat Transfer 

The heat transfer is calculated by considering a unit cell of a single 

spherical fuel particle with sodium concentrically smeared around it. 

It is assumed that the sodium is heated up at constant volume and that 

there is no heat transfer between the heated and unheated liquid regions. 

Constant physical properties for the sodium and fuel are assumed. Since 

the thermal diffusivity for sodium decreases with temperature, this assumption 

results in higher heat transfer. 

Figure XVII. 18 shows the average sodium temperature as a function of 

time for a fuel particle diameter of 100 microns and sodium/fuel mass ratios 

of 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0, The initial fuel temperature is 3040 °K and a specific 

heat equal to the heat of fusion is used to account for fuel solidification. 

This assumption is reasonable only for a sodium/fuel mass ratio of 0.1 where 

the equilibrium temperature is at the fuel melting point. For the other 

two mass ratios, the actual equilibrium will be lower than 3040 °K. Figure 

XVII. 19 shows the time to reach 90% of thermal equilibrium (assumed to 
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be 3040 °K) for various fuel particle sizes. The time for heat transfer 

is significantly less than the acoustic period based on 25 feet except 

for a fuel particle diameter of 1000 microns with sodium/fuel mass ratios 

of 0,5 and greater, 

b. Pressure Generation 

For a liquid heated in a confined region, the pressure increase is 

given by: 

dP _ 
' )T/ 
{dP;\ dT + [dP\ dV (20) 

UT/^ Vav/̂  

dP = T , d T - i dV (21) 

where y is the thermal pressure coefficient and &T • ^.. • .. ^ 
'v ^ T IS the isothermal 

compressibility. Integrating Equation (21) gives: 

^ 2 - ^ 1 = Y, (T^-T^) - l - l n V ^ (22) 
^T V̂  

It is assumed that the temperature and pressure are uniform throughout 

the molten fuel/sodium region. The term (T„ - T,) is obtained from the 

previous section. The increase in volume V2/V, is obtained by assuming 

one-dimensional pressure wave propagation. The velocity of the interface 

between the heated and unheated liquid regions can be predicted by the 
(18) particle velocity: ̂  ' 

Up - u, = Pp - P^ 
2 I _2 L (23) 

Po Co 

where Co is the sonic velocity of the unheated liquid. If A is the 

interface area between the heated and unheated liquid, the rate of increase 

of volume of the heated liquid is: 
P - P '** 

dV = 2A u^. = 2A u, + 2 [± \ (24) 
TT «^9 \ ^ 2T7T7/ 
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Integrating Equation (24) and rearranging gives: 

1 1 2po Co / 

Equations (22) and (25) are solved simultaneously by trial and error 

at each time step AT with the heat transfer results from the preceding 

section. The physical properties were obtained from ANL-7323^ ' and 

were assumed to be constant. 

Figure XVII. 20 shows the pressure in the heated liquid region for 

various fuel particle sizes using a sodium/fuel mass ratio of 0.1. 

Figure XVII,21 shows how the pressure varies for a fuel particle 

diameter of 100 microns with various sodium/fuel mass ratios. When the 

pressure in the heated liquid region drops to the saturation pressure 

corresponding to the temperature of the liquid, then boiling can occur. 

Figure XVIL.22 shows that for a 1000 micron diameter fuel particle and 

a sodium/fuel mass ratio of 0.1, this condition is reached at 98% of 

thermal equilibrium. If the sodium/fuel mass ratio is increased to 1.0, 

only 49% of thermal equilibrium is attained before boiling can occur as 

shown in Figure XVII. 23. The results are summarized in Figure XVII.24 

which shows the fraction of thermal equilibrium attained as a function 

of fuel particle size and sodium/fuel mass ratio. Significant departure 

from equilibrium occurs only for particle sizes on the order of 1000 

microns, 

c. Shock Energies 

Since the analytical model contains a single interface between the 

heated and unheated liquid, the shock energy can easily be calculated 
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from the compression of the unheated liquid by the heated liquid: 

PdV = Force x Distance (26) 
; 

The force term is obtained from the pressure in the heated liquid 

region and the distance is obtained from the interface velocity. 

Using the core volume inside of a single driver fuel subassembly. 

Figure XVII.25 shows the effect of fuel particle size and sodium/fuel 

mass ratio on the generation of acoustic energy. The maximum acoustic 

energy is about 70% of the blast energy or about 40% of the total 

(shock plus blast) energy. 
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XVIII. EFFECTS OF REACTOR ACCIDENTS 

ON REACTOR VESSEL AND HEAD 

G. L. Fox 

A. Introduction 

The reactor accident is initiated by a rapid power excursion which 

melts the fuel and generates pressures which cause core disassembly. The 

molten fuel may mix with the reactor coolant and generate pressures which 

will cause further vessel damage. This reactor excursion has been discussed 

in Lectures XV and XVI. Energy release mechanisms were discussed in 

Lecture XVII. The part which will be discussed here will be what happens to 

the energy which is released within the reactor vessel. 

B. Pressure Wave Effects in Fluids 

First of all, it will be helpful to obtain background in what occurs in 

wave motion. A shock wave is a pressure discontinuity which will travel through 

sodium and react with surfaces or other boundaries at some distance from the 

source of the explosion. The figure, XVIII.1 shows what happens if a 1 kilobar 

step pressure rise is propagated in a sodium system. The thickness of the 

shock wave is of the order of 10" or 10" centimeters. ' The conditions 

upstream of this pressure wave are zero velocity and pressure rise. On the 

downstream side of the shock wave, the pressure has jumped to the level of 

1 kilobar and has a particle velocity of approximately 170 ft/sec in the 

direction of the shock wave. The temperature rise for this shock wave is 

extremely small, on the order of a degree Fahrenheit. The shock wave will 

propagate at approximately the acoustic velocity, or 7500 ft/sec for sodium 
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at this temperature of 550°C. The shock wave is a dissipative process and 

the sodium entropy will increase. However, it has been found that the 

entropy increase for liquids is only significant for ^ery intense shock 

waves of many thousands of atmospheres of pressure. 

Now, consider what happens when the shock wave reaches different 

interface conditions. First, let the shock wave interact with a rigid 

boundary. In the acoustic approximation, the shock wave is reflected from 

the rigid boundary as a compression wave which will bring the particle 

velocity to zero. The compression wave compresses the fluid twice its pre

vious pressure. 

Next, let the shock wave react with a free surface which has a zero 

pressure boundary. The initial compression wave will reflect as a rarefaction 

wave which reduces the pressure to zero. The particle velocity will be 

doubled. These interface reactions are shown in Figure XVI11.2. 

Now, apply the shock wave characteristics to the acceleration of a fluid 

column and compare with the Newtonian approximation. The specific example 

here assumes a column of sodium 15 ft long, has a free surface at the right-

hand boundary, and is under a pressure of 1 kilobar at the lefthand boundary. 

The shock wave propagates down through the sodium increasing the particle 

velocity to 170 ft/sec behind the wave as shown previously until it gets to 

the righthand boundary. The compression wave reflects as an expansion wave 

which doubles the particle velocity and leaves the fluid at a pressure of zero. 

This expansion wave will propagate back to the lefthand boundary at the initial 

pressure of 1 kilobar. At this point a compression wave of 1 kilobar will be 

superimposed on the system and this wave will propagate toward the righthand 
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boundary and raises the particle velocity to 510 ft/sec. This pressure wave 

propagates to the free boundary and is then again reflected as an expansion 

pressure wave and the particle velocity has been raised to 680 ft/sec. 

Thus, the wave action continues back and forth from the constant pressure 

boundary to the free boundary and raises the velocity of the fluid column in 

steps. The acceleration of the fluid column is shown in Figure XVIII.3. 

Figure XVI11.4 shows how the column velocity changes as a function of time 

for both the lefthand boundary and the righthand boundary. The Newtonian 

calculation is shown as a straight line from the origin. This line repre

sents the acceleration calculated by dividing the pressure acting over a 

unit face area by the column mass. Thus, the acceleration is constant and 

the velocity is a linear function of time. For very short time periods it 

may be seen that the Newtonian calculation underpredicts the velocity of the 

lefthand face and overpredicts the velocity of the righthand face. However, 

after many reflections, the Newtonian calculation and the wave calculation 

give essentially the same results. 

C. Characteristics of TNT Explosions 

A TNT explosion will virtually instantaneously transform the TNT into 

an extremely hot, dense mass of gas at the original volume of the TNT. The 

temperature is approximately 3000°C with a pressure around 50,000 atmos

pheres.^ ' The pressure immediately acts on the surrounding fluid, compresses 

it, causing it to accelerate away from the explosion center. As the wave 

propagates outward, the pressure level is decreased because of a spherical 

effect where the pressure decreases as 1/r for an acoustic wave. In addition, 

the TNT products expand, decreasing the pressure very rapidly in this region. 
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This causes the wave, as it moves out, to have a high peak pressure and 

rapidly tail-off to some lower value (see Figure XVI11.5). Thus, this 

pressure wave, as it propagates outward, will virtually instantaneously 

accelerate the fluid particles to a maximum velocity which will then de

crease as the pressure decreases. However, in the case of a spherical 

explosion, the velocity will not return to zero as in the case of a car

tesian coordinate system, but will retain a particle velocity which is 

dependent on the pressure history at that particular location. The pressure 

wave in water carried about 50% of the energy contained in the original TNT 

products. It has the capability of delivering an impulse to a surface. The 

impulse may be calculated as the integral of the surface pressure history 

over the time involved. Actually, when this wave strikes a surface, a 

portion of the energy is reflected and will not be absorbed, and so an 

efficiency factor must be considered. 

A pressure spike has different characteristics than a step pressure 

increase. When the spike hits a free surface, it will be reflected as a 

rarefaction wave that causes a negative pressure in the system. The step 

jump pressure wave is also reflected as a negative pressure, but when it was 

superimposed on the original pressure, the sum resulted in zero pressure. 

D. Experimental Data 

We will now examine applicable experimental results and the SL-1 

accident. 

(2^ The U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory^ ' determined the amount of TNT that 

could be contained in cylinders. Their models were cylinders of different 
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diameter and wall thickness which ranged from 5 inches to 20 inches in 

diameter and wall thickness of 0.06 to 1.03 inches. Examples of their test 

cylinders are shown in Figure XVIII.6. The main factors in their derivation 

of the containment law are shown in Figure XVIII.7. The equations for the 

impulse transmitted by the shock wave are coupled to the TNT equation, which 

resulted from prior knowledge of TNT similarity effects, and the material 

law equation, which represents linear strain hardening of the cylinder wall 

material. These three equations are combined into a form which shows the 

amount of TNT which would cause a cylinder to be strained to rupture and is 

shown on Figure XVIII.7 as the containment law. The values i)-] and if)2 are 

experimentally evaluated parameters which show the effect of strain hardening 

and efficiency factors for transmission of the impulse to the cylinder wall. 

The factors IJJ] and 4̂2 were evaluated from many experiments and inserted in 

the law. The final form is shown on Figure XVIII.8. This shows the maximum 

contained TNT explosion is a function of the ultimate stress, ultimate strain, 

material density, wall thickness, and the internal and external radii. In 

addition, it was found that if one-third of the ultimate strain was used, the 

vessel would not fail from that amount of TNT. This is known as the amount 

of TNT which would be safely contained within this cylinder. 

The results of the containment law are shown in Figure XVIII.9. The 

weight of TNT has been plotted as a function of the vessel radius and for wall 

thicknesses which range from 1 to 3 inches. The vessel material was 304 

stainless steel with the indicated properties. Using a vessel radius of 8 ft 

and wall thickness of 2 inches, approximately 170 lbs of TNT can be safely 

contained and approximately 700 lbs of TNT is the maximum quantity which can 

be contained. (Both of these numbers depend on the ultimate strain of 40%.) 
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The Naval Ordnance Laboratory^ ' also performed scale model tests for 

the Enrico Fermi reactor. They exploded charges of TNT in the core region 

and measured the height to which the reactor cover was blown and the defor

mation of the vessel wall (Figure XVIII.10). Their tests confirmed that 

retaining the cover is a real problem (Figure XVIII.11). The cover jump 

appeared to be caused primarily by blast pressures, rather than shock waves. 

The cover received approximately 1.6% of the maximum hypothetical accident 

energies. NOL also found that since the cover acceleration occurred over a 

significant time period, there was considerable heat transfer from the blast 

products into the coolant and the reactor core structure. This reduced the 

energy which was available to accelerate the plug. Because of this heat 

transfer effect, the height of their plug jump was directly related to the 

initial temperature of the reactor coolant. 

(4) The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority^ ' performed an extensive 

series of tests for their PFR reactor. They used reactor models and set off 

simulated charges of 500 lbs of TNT and measured the vessel deformation and 

the energy to the reactor cover. Their measurements were over time spans of 

a few milliseconds, whereas the Naval Ordnance tests were over several 

hundreds of milliseconds. Thus, the British measured a very rapid transfer of 

energy to the cover. Their experiments did not show an effect if the coolant 

temperature was varied because there was not sufficient time for heat transfer 

to occur. 

In this test series they also measured the effect of increasing the air 

gap between the top surface of the coolant and the reactor cover. They found 

that there was a gradual decrease of energy which the cover received because 
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of the increasing air gap. This is shown in Figure XVIII.12. Note, also, 

on this figure that the cover received between 1 and 2% of the charge energy 

which is in agreement with the Naval Ordnance tests. 

(5^ 
Joint experiments by the CEA-EURATOM^ ' and the UKAEA were carried out 

to compare the effect of using sodium or water as a coolant within a reactor. 

The results showed that there was considerable difference between the shock 

energy transferred using water or sodium. The impulse measured with sodium 

was approximately 1-1/2 times the value obtained in water. If one assumes 

(2) that the energy transferred is proportional to the (impulse)^ , this would 

mean that sodium should transfer 2.25 times as much energy. However, the 

results showed that the vessel damage from a given charge of sodium is less 

than that produced by twice the charge weight in water. 

(6) 
The SL-1 accident^ ' occurred in 1961 in Arco, Idaho and provided 

another set of data on what might occur in a reactor accident. Approximately 

50 megawatts seconds of heat energy was released rapidly enough to simulate 

an explosion. The resultant blast pressures were sufficient to distort the 

vessel wall in the core region and to propel a coolant slug up toward the 

cover. When the slug impacted the cover, there was a transfer of kinetic 

energy from the coolant slug into the vessel walls and the cover. The walls 

distorted considerably in the upper vessel region as shown in Figure XVIII.13. 

The slug appears to have been accelerated to 159 ft/sec where it impacted the 

cover and transmitted enough energy to lift the vessel 11.4 ft. The signi

ficant point is the SL-1 accident established the importance of considering 

a coolant slug for the design basis accident in other reactor designs. 
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E. Design Basis Accident Characteristics 

The actual pressure characteristics during the DBA are unknown. 

Important work is now being done by A. Padilla at BNW which characterizes 

this pressure history as a function of fuel particle size, fuel coolant 

ratio, and work energy involved. This work indicates that coolant acoustic 

pressures may be generated by the thermal expansion of the heated coolant 

and result in pressures in the range of 6000 to 10,000 atmospheres. The 

acoustic pressure wave may carry off as much as half the work energy. If the 

particle sizes are sufficiently large, the acoustic energy is small and the 

pressures will be in the order of the coolant vapor pressures or around 

700 atmospheres. This compares with fuel vapor pressure during the DBA which 

is in the range of 600 to 1,000 atmospheres. These pressures are generally 

much smaller than the maximum TNT pressures which are in the order of 50,000 

atmospheres. Defining the pressure history with certainty becomes dubious 

with the wide range of parameters involved. Eventually what may be done is 

to characterize the pressure history as a function of the DBA energy. Then 

it may be possible to optimize the vessel design, not to the maximum energy 

release, but to the most damage-producing type of energy release. The primary 

benefit of pressure history curves would be in analysis of the vessel cover. 

The fraction of energy it receives is directly related to this pressure history. 

At present, our models do not have the sophistication to take advantage of 

such pressure history curves. The maximum energy release is considered as a 

TNT charge to get the maximum shock wave effect. This maximizes the wall 

deformation in the core region and minimizes the loadings to the vessel cover. 

To obtain the other extreme, the energy release is considered to be a low 
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pressure blast wave. This has the ability to move a coolant slug and provide 

sustained high pressures on the vessel cover. 

F. Shock Wave Effects 

The maximum effect of the shock wave on the vessel walls is best 

approximated by the NOL containment laws. Various allowable wall strains may 

be substituted in the equation and the maximum weight of contained TNT can be 

calculated (for this analysis, one pound of TNT may be assumed equivalent to 

2 megawatt-seconds of energy). This method ignores the effect of the struc

ture within the reactor but, unless there is much energy absorption by plastic 

deformation in the core region, the deformation of the vessel walls is about 

the same. The results are shown in Figure XVIII.14. 

Using the present vessel wall criteria of maintaining 10% ductility, 

about 95 MW-sec could be safely contained, and energies above 285 MW-sec 

would certainly cause rupture. 

An estimate of the shock wave loading to the cover for a full reactor 

vessel may be obtained analytically.^ ' However, the results are not accurate 

because the explosion has occurred within a reactor vessel with all its con

straints and is not a true spherical wave. Nevertheless, the energy magni

tude is of interest. 

The calculation details are not shown here. Pertinent physical values 

were: 

Distance between cover and explosion center 20 ft 

Cover Weight 550,000 lb 

Cover Area 215 ft^ 

TNT Weight 500 lb 
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The results showed a TNT explosion with 1000 MW-sec energy release trans

ferred about 0.18% of the energy to the cover which would cause an unsecured 

cover lift of about 2.4 ft. Thus, the TNT type shock wave represents an 

inefficient mechanism for accelerating the vessel cover and may be disregarded. 

G. Blast Wave Effects 

The blast pressures may last many milliseconds. Therefore, it is 

feasible to approximate this motion with a Newtonian type model. This has been 

done in a computer code named ASPRIN. The analytical model has been previously 

(8) 
described in much detail and only the major features will be described here. 

The analysis is based on combinations of one dimensional Newtonian 

motion in the axial and radial directions (Figure XVIII.15). Wave phenomena 

are not considered and deformations are assumed to occur from the quasi-

steady pressures in the core region. Output information from the code consists 

of gross vessel and cover displacements, velocities, stresses, strains and the 

DBA energy distribution. Predominant features of the analytical model for 

the code may be summarized as follows: 

• A gas bubble in the core region provides the pressures and 

work energy predicted by molten fuel-coolant interaction. 

• The dynamic wall motion in the core region results from the 

core bubble pressure, whereas the wall motion in the upper 

vessel region results from both the core bubble pressure 

and the slug impact pressure. 

• The impact pressures, generated during the time period of 

energy transfer from the coolant slug to the vessel and 
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cover, is approximated by a coolant mass balance and 

an energy balance. These pressures produce energy 

absorption in the upper vessel and cover structures. 

• The cover is restrained by holddown bolts and/or the 

reactor vessel which undergo the elastic and plastic 

deformation. If the strain exceeds a prescribed value, 

the holddown structure ruptures, reducing the holddown 

force to zero. 

The model was verified by comparing the predicted results with the data 

available from the SL-1 accident. The accident was simulated using ASPRIN 

with the proper geometry and mass conditions. A DBA work energy of 8.25 mega

watt seconds was used, since this value is obtained from Proctor's work if 

the TNT products are expanded to one atmosphere. The vessel deformation pattern 

is shown also on Figure XVIII.13. Further details of the analysis may be found 

in Reference (4). Table XVI11.1 shows a comparison of the estimated energy 

absorption and generated pressures and are compared with the results predicted 

by ASPRIN. Note the estimated vessel velocity was approximately 29 ft per 

second, whereas ASPRIN predicted 31 ft per second and the vessel rise was 

11.4 ft, whereas ASPRIN predicted 15 ft. The degree of correlation in 

Figure XVIII.13 and Table XVIII.1 is not the most important factor. A better 

correlation could be obtained by adjusting the work energy and varying the 

wall inertia parameters. This, however, is just data fitting and misleading. 

The important factor is that ASPRIN, as it is conventionally being used, under

predicts the vessel radial deformations and overpredicts the kinetic energy 
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Table XVIII.1 
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remaining in the coolant slug and cover system. This substantiates that the 

analytical model overpredicts the cover loadings which might occur as a 

result of a DBA. 

ASPRIN has been applied to a "base case," parameter No. 1, liquid 

metal reactor design, and then selected parameters were varied to show their 

importance. 

The reactor used for the "base case" was 17 ft in diameter with a 2-in. 

wall thickness. The inertia of a 3-in. thermal shield was included which re

duces the energy dissipated in wall deformation. A distance of 20 ft was 

assumed from the top of the core to the vessel cover; however, only about a 

12 ft height of sodium was used. This postulates that the sodium level could 

be reduced down to the outlet nozzles of the FTR during a pre-DBA condition. 

The DBA work energy was 1500 MW-sec with a peak pressure of 616 atm. A delay 

period of 3 msec was assumed before the gas bubble pressure acted on the 

vessel walls. A detailed listing of input variables for the base case is 

shown in Reference (8). 

Only the highlights of the base case can be conveniently described here 

because of magnitude and variety of output. The slug is accelerated by the 

gas bubble to a velocity of 410 fps before impact occurs. The lower vessel 

walls have expanded 24 percent and did not surpass the rupture criteria of 

25 percent. About 26 percent of the DBA energy is contained in the coolant 

slug mass of 3560 slugs. Upon impact, pressures of 31,000 psi are generated 

in the head region which accelerates the cover and upper vessel walls. The 

cover mass of 17,100 slugs is accelerated to a velocity of 64 fps in a few 

milliseconds and the upper vessel walls rupture about 5 msec later. The 

stainless-steel holddown bolts with a total area of 700 sq in. and a length 
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of 10 ft began decelerating the cover and stopped it after undergoing about 

18 percent plastic strain. 

It should be noted that the cover velocity of 64 fps compares very 

closely with the results from a completely inelastic collision which produces 

a velocity of 69 fps. Therefore, for approximate purposes, an inelastic 

collision is a reasonable assumption for wall thicknesses of a few inches. 

The results of 13 parameter runs are shown in Figures XVIII.16 through 

XVIII.20. Only one parameter has been varied from the "base case" conditions 

for each run. The kinetic energy in the coolant slug and the vessel cover 

has been chosen as the most representative parameter which demonstrates the 

holddown problem. The total plastic strain produced in the holddown bolts is 

also included. 

Figure XVIII.16 shows, with increasing wall thickness, a larger portion 

of the DBA is transmitted to the cover. The thicker walls not only provide 

more strength and inertia in the core region which shows as a larger slug 

kinetic energy before impact, but also prevent the upper vessel from rapidly 

distorting and absorbing energy. The steep line that signifies the energy 

decrease during the impact period is drawn only to connect before and after 

energy values. 

Figure XVIII.17 shows the effect of increasing the gas gap between the 

cover and coolant slug. With larger gaps than shov/n here, there should be a 

point where the coolant slug mass becomes sufficiently small so that less 

energy is transmitted to the cover. That is, the increase in slug kinetic 

energy from expanding the gas bubble further does not compensate for the de

crease in energy transferred because of the reduced slug mass. 
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Figure XVIII.18 shows that a larger cover mass is a very effective 

parameter for directing the slug kinetic energy into the vessel walls and 

not into the cover. The inertia of the cover prevents it from rapidly ab

sorbing energy. 

Figure XVIII.19 shows that a smaller DBA directs a larger percentage 

of the energy into the coolant slug. The walls more easily resist the gas 

bubble expansion since the pressure decreases more rapidly. However, an 

energy of 2000 MW-sec caused an early vessel rupture which reduced the cover 

loadings. 

Figure XVII1.20 shows the effect of varying the maximum pressure used 

to characterize the DBA. The slug kinetic energy is rather insensitive to 

the initial pressure used. 

When comparing the results of ASPRIN to TNT, an additional factor must 

be considered. A TNT explosion has initial shock wave pressures in the order 

of 50,000 atmospheres. This pressure is so intense that the deformations 

tend to move outward from the core region in all directions. Conversely, the 

sodium fuel interaction generates blast pressures around 700 atmospheres and 

the work energy may be channeled to a localized area. An example is the 

sodium slug above the core which tray receive a large portion of the DBA 

energy as it is being accelerated toward the cover. This energy is concen

trated in radial strain in the upper portion of the reactor vessel. The 

effect has been demonstrated by the results of the SL-1 acci('ent which was 

shown in Figure XVIII.13. The damage from slug impact caused unper vessel 

strains several times those in the core region. 

There is conservatism in the ASPRIN results because the original intent 

of the code was to underpredict the vessel deformation and, therefore, over-
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predict the energy available to accelerate the vessel cover. So, the upper 

vessel deformation predicted by ASPRIN should not be considered upper limits, 

but indicative of the form of results. 

ASPRIN was applied for the FFTF vessel with gas gaps of 0.5 and 8 ft 

between the top of the sodium pool and the vessel cover. The results are 

shown in Figures XVIII.21 and 22. The "Safe Level Limit" was selected at 

strains 1/3 of the ultimate strain similarly to the work of Proctor and 
* 

Wise, NOL. If failure of the upper vessel is selected as the criterion for 

vessel failure, the following energies may be obtained from the figures: 

Gross Vessel Safe Level 
Rupture Limit 

Condition MW-sec MW-sec 

ASPRIN Slug, 0.5 ft 160 23 

ASPRIN Slug, 8 ft 58 13 

The ductility of the upper vessel will undoubtedly be greater than the 

lower wall and perhaps one could construct a table based on different allowable 

strains for the upper and lower regions. However, the uncertainties do not 

warrant this refinement at present. 

H. DBA Effects 

This paragraph might be titled "What does the DBA do to containment 

design." First of all, both the TNT analysis and the blast wave analysis 

indicate there is a high probability that the vessel wall could fail. This 

* 
The deformation criteria of 10% and 3.3% are presented here as logical ex
tensions of the NOL TNT criteria and not valid vessel criteria for failure 
from blast loadings. Any significant plastic strain is a departure from 
pressure vessel code criteria and guaranteeing vessel integrity is extremely 
difficult. 
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means sodium coolant may be spilled in the reactor cavity and the designer 

must consider ways of handling the cooling loss. The blast wave analysis 

indicates that a considerable portion of the DBA energy may be transferred 

to the cover and will cause restrained cover lifts in the range of 1 to 2 ft 

for work energy release of 1000 MW-sec. This movement will cause openings to 

occur that will allow sodium to leak out of the reactor vessel for short 

periods of time. In addition, the bolts could cause cover decelerations of 

about 65 g's which must be considered for cover design. This deceleration 

force is distributed over the cover and may be considered as an effective 

cover pressure which is calculated to be 900 psi. 

At this point it is necessary to discuss pressure design criteria for 

the vessel cover. Fundamental to this criterion is the assumption that the 

important cover stress is caused by the holding action of the holddown bolts. 

Pressure forces greater than the yield stress times bolt area will cause cover 

acceleration. The required cover strength to handle the DBA may be determined 

by two different criteria: 

1. The cover and bolting system should be able to withstand 

slightly greater pressure levels than may be contained 

in the reactor vessel. The bolts should have sufficient 

length to absorb whatever energy is transmitted to the 

cover. 

2. The bolting system will have sufficient energy absorbing 

ability to handle whatever energy is transmitted to the 

cover. The bolt forces will be less than the vessel 

maximum pressure capability times the cover area. 
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The first criterion provides system capability to withstand any DBA 

regardless of the pressure history. A very rapid pulse type pressure level 

will transmit low energy to the cover and rapidly accelerate the vessel 

wall causing it to rupture. A long pressure pulse will still accelerate the 

wall fastest because of its small inertia and also cause wall rupture. Thus, 

the first criterion has the advantage of being very simple to apply and de

couples the cover design from the size of the DBA and analytical models for 

describing the DBA. The only requirement is that the holddov/n bolts provide 

sufficient energy absorbing capability to stop the cover motion. 

The second criterion has the advantage of allowing the cover strength 

to be less than the vessel walls. This occurs because by applying a rapid 

DBA transient, one is able to substitute inertia of the cover for strength 

so the energy is primarily absorbed in the walls. A disadvantage is that 

this criterion depends heavily on the DBA energy and the analytical model 

for determining the energy transfer to the cover and the material properties 

of the holddown bolts. The first criterion is presently preferred, however, 

further analytical development may justify using the second criterion. 

I. Future Work 

The analysis just presented only represents a starting point in under

standing DBA effects. Some areas for future work will be quickly outlined to 

point out needs. 

When the shock wave propagates outward in water, there is considerable 

energy loss through viscous dissipation. The details of energy transmission 

and loss through a sodium medium needs investigation. 
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When the slug impacts the cover, there is a rapid transfer of kinetic 

energy to the cover and upper vessel walls. A more sophisticated approach 

is needed than is currently included in ASPRIN. In addition, the small 

reactor core diameters within a large vessel may not generate a coolant slug 

with the same diameter as the vessel. The present description of the slug 

effect in ASPRIN may be too conservative and should be scrutinized. 

Probably, two dimensional hydrodynamic models with wave action will be 

too cumbersome requiring extensive computer running times to provide the 

necessary analytical support for reactor DBA design. ASPRIN, using one 

dimensional Newtonian models, is adequate to handle most of the blast wave 

phenomena. The next step would be to develop combinations of one dimensional 

wave models which will simulate the shock wave and fast occurring phenomena. 
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XIX. SODIUM FIRES 

P. R. Shire 

A. Introduction 

Safety considerations require the enclosure of high temperature radio

active liquid sodium reactor coolant systems in a containment system. This 

containment structure must be capable of retaining scattered sodium under 

the temperature and pressure conditions which may result from an accident or 

failure of normal plant protection systems. The potential energy contributions 

of sodium chemical reactions constitute a major consideration for contain

ment vessel requirements. 

B. Sodium Reactions 

Sodium reacts readily with many inorganic and organic compounds. Two 

reactions of particular concern for sodium-cooled reactor design are those 

that occur with oxygen and with v;ater. Both of these reactants may be present 

in a reactor plant system. The heat of reaction is relatively large and the 

rate of evolution may be rapid. The goal in any sodium-cooled reactor design 

is to isolate sodium from oxygen, water, and any other potential reactants. 

1. Oxidation 

With the sodium-oxygen reaction it is necessary to consider the effects 

of various types of accidents involving the release of sodium into contain

ment spaces. Sodium exposure to the containment atmosphere could occur in 

three ways: stagnant pool, pressurized spray, or an explosive ejection. Of 

these, the explosive ejection is potentially the most severe, followed in 

severity by the spray and the pool fire. This is due to the reaction rate 
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being proportional to the sodium surface exposure to oxygen, which is much 

greater for a small particle size and the same total sodium mass. 

The most commonly occurring oxides of sodium for the ambiont con

ditions prevailing are - disodium monoxide F̂ lâ O, sodium monoxido NaO, and 

disodium dioxide Na^O^: 

4 Na + O2 = 2 Na20 (liquid) 

2 Na + O2 = 2 NaO (gas) 

4 Na + 2O2 = 2 Na202 (crystal) 

These reactions and pertinent thermochemical calculations will be 

discussed in more detail in Section D.2. 

a. Pool Fire 

Pool oxidation is due to the reaction of the upper surface sodium with 

oxygen in the gas atmosphere. Dense clouds of sodium oxide smoke are generated 

above a high temperature flame when liquid sodium burns in air. No flame 

burning has been observed for oxygen concentrations of less than '̂ 5̂% although 

oxidation is still present. 

With pool oxidation the evolution of heat is slow enough that a signi

ficant amount is absorbed on containment surfaces. Pressure peaks occur on the 

order of 10 minutes to 15 hours, depending on the oxygen concentration and 

total amounts of sodium and oxygen present. 

b. Spray Fire 

A high pressure liquid sodium spray expulsion could occur under accident 

conditions in a sodium coolant system. The sodium-oxygen reaction would take 

place primarily while the sodium is in flight. Thus, the heat of reaction is 
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transferred directly to the gas atmosphere with little being lost initially 

to structures and containment walls. The heat of this reaction is utilized 

initially to raise the temperature and pressure of the cell or building 

atmosphere. 

Under given initial conditions the sodium-oxygen reaction rate is a 

function of sodium surface exposure which depends on the mass rate and 

particle size of the sodium discharge. It is unlikely that a very large dis

charge rate and a fine particle dispersion could exist simultaneously; how

ever, extensive work needs to be done to put the relationships into quanti

tative terms. 

c. Explosive Ejection Fire 

The only effective difference between the explosive ejection and the 

high pressure spray discharge is one of reaction rate with oxygen. With ex

plosive ejection, optimum conditions are approached for the most severe re

action due to the large mass of finely dispersed sodium. For both explosive 

ejection and spray fires, the relative size and shape of the contained volume 

will have a marked effect on the mixing efficiency of sodium and oxygen 

before the liquid sodium comes to rest on containment surfaces. Perfect, 

instantaneous mixing is usually assumed for calculation of limiting pressures 

and temperatures. 

2. Reaction with Water 

If liquid sodium and liquid water are allowed to contact, as for example: 

in heat exchanger tube rupture, or sodium action on water of hydration in con

crete, a high rate reaction will result in the formation of sodium hydroxide 
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and hydrogen along with released steam and heat. Even when laî qe quantities 

of the two liquids are mixed, the reaction is not \'on/ fast comnav-od to a 

high explosive detonation. The heat transfer and heat capacity canabilitios 

of both liquids are quite large so that much heat is dissipatpd to d'^^ 

through them. If the reaction takes place in a confined spcTp. ? ni!?pi-

static peak gas pressure will result. If oxygen is present (cn> or inert 

gas + nominal oxygen), it will react with the hydrogen, producinn additional 

heat. 

The reaction takes place in two stages: 

Na + H2O = NaOH + 1/2 H2(g) (<600°F) 

H2 + 1/2 O2 = H20(g) (g = gas) 

In containment spaces water vapor may be present and if a sodium leak 

should occur, a combination sodium-oxynen-vater reaction could result, C?i-

culations for sodium sprayed into air^ ' saturated with water vapor show 

that the adiabatic pressures are less than or eqcal to tĥ r̂c ohtalnod for c'^ry 

air (Figure XIX.l). A peak pressure of 108 psiq is atta-'"Tfi v'-^r^n ^-'^r snfj-;,,r]i_ 

oxygen molar ratio is 6:1 and sodium tcnpcrature is ono°F; this is "̂'0/', less 

than the peak pressure for dry air. 

The reaction goes according to the following equation if reactants arc 

in stoichiometric ratio: 

3na + H2O + O2 - Na(g) + 2 Na OH(g) 

The same products are obtained in the case of sodium and water in 1:1 

(?) 
ratio in a calculation performed by Norton.^'' The adiabatic calculation 

requires perfect spray mixing of both sodium and water with air, releasing 
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5700 Btu/lb of 800°F sodium. A comparison of adiabatic pressures for sodium-

oxygen molar ratio <1.0 (in the range that Morton's calculations are valid) 

are shown in Figure XIX.2 for three cases: dry air, air saturated with 

water vapor, and sodium-water molar ratio = 1.00. 

3. Other Reactions 

Sodium reacts readily with halogen gases but is inert to noble gases. 

In general, sodium reacts readily with hydrogen- and oxygen-containing gases 

and hydrogen-containing liquids (i.e., water). Sodium is reactive with some 

halogen-containing liquids. It has been known to detonate with carbon 

tetrachloride. Sodium is not highly reactive with most metals but attacks 

practically all organic compounds. 

The reaction of sodium with Freon-12 is of interest because of Freon 

utilized in containment ventilating and cooling systems. The most probable 

products are sodium chloride, sodium fluoride and carbon with a calculated 

energy release of 5600 Btu/lb of Freon-12: 

4 Na + CCI2F2 = 2 NaCl + 2Na F + C 

A detailed summary of reactions of sodium is presented in the Liquid 

Metals Handbook.^^^ 

C. Accidents that Generate Sodium Fires in Sodium-Cooled Reactor Containment 
Systems 

1. Pool Fires 

It is generally accepted that the great percentage of possible accidents 

in a sodium coolant system will involve slow leakage of liquid sodium. Even in 

the case of a double-ended, guillotine pipe rupture, normal operating pressures 
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are low enough (< 100 psi) so that liquid sodium would probably issue in a 

solid stream. Since sodium operating temperatures are much lower than 

boiling (1617°F b.p. at atmospheric pressure), no flashing of sodium will 

occur. With a large pipe or equipment break, it is possible that a con

tainment cell could fill to a depth of 1-3 feet with subsequent oxidation 

at the pool surface. If in a closed cell, oxidation will be terminated 

when either the sodium or oxygen is depleted. 

A leak or pipe break may be nuclear in origin. A hypothetical and ex

tremely unlikely nuclear accident occurring in the reactor may result in 

breakage of piping and/or equipment; a specific case is reactor vessel rupture 

or head lift. In this case, sodium coolant may contain heat from nuclear 

energy and decay heat from fission products as well as from sodium being 

radioactive itself. All of these conditions add thermal energy to the fire 

potential. 

2. Spray Fires 

The origin of accidents that may generate spray fires are similar to 

those that are responsible for pool fires. A possible way in which spray can 

be formed is for a high velocity discharge to impinge on piping or equipment, 

thereby breaking up into a liquid droplet spray. 

(4) The work of Krolikowski ' with small circular spray orifices suggests 

that high velocity or its requisite, high pressure combined with a small dis

charge opening may produce a fine particle dispersion. A possible way for 

this to occur as an accident is for a long longitudinal crack to develop in 

(4 a straight pipe length; particle sizes range on the order of the crack width. ̂  

By analogy with the orifice sizes investigated, a crack 15 ft long x .020" wide 
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and with 300 psi driving pressure (nuclear accident condition) may discharge 

'̂̂  200 lb/sec. If it is assumed that pipe lagging does not interfere with 

the discharge rate, a highly reactive spray could be produced. 

(4) In the work of Krolikowski,^ ' parameters were varied over a narrow 

range. The case posed here requires a reduction of oxygen concentration from 

21% to 2% (in primary heat transport system cells) and velocity from 350 fps 

to 140 fps, both parameters are below the range for the work reported. 

However, the best estimate indicates an initial pressure rise rate of 

'\'30 psi/sec in the 40,000 cu ft heat transport cell filled with inert gas 

{'\^27o oxygen) for a fine particle discharge (.020" diameter). Since, in this 

case, oxygen is assumed to be completely burned, the average pressure rise 

rate can be estimated at one-half the initial rate or 15 psi/sec. The maxi

mum room pressure, 33 psig, may be reached in ^2 seconds, assuming that 

adiabatic conditions prevail. Continued expulsion of sodium would reduce 

the gas temperature to the average sodium temperature in the limit. 

Rupture of the reactor vessel may result in a large mass sodium spray 

expulsion to the reactor cavity following a nuclear accident. Another 

possible result of a nuclear accident is reactor head lift with large mass 

expulsion of sodium spray in the region above the vessel. If this region is 

enclosed (with a "machinery dome"), the result is reaction with 2% oxygen; if 

not enclosed, this expulsion would be directly to air in the outer containment 

vessel. 

3. Explosive Ejection Fires 

Extreme impact or yery high pressures are required to instigate an ex

plosive expulsion of sodium spray. Pressures of 1000-1500 psi have been 

(4) utilized experimentally by Krolilowski^ ' as driving force for explosive-like 

expulsions, but such pressures are unknown in sodium coolant systems. 
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It may be possible to attain the impact force needed fo>̂  explosive 

ejection with the fuel handling machine since it is mobile; howevp*", the 

sodium cooled machine would contain a relatively small amo'int o^ sodium 

limiting the adiabatic pressure to a nominal value in the large air volume 

of the main containment sphere. 

D. Theory of Sodium Explosive Ejection and Spray Fires 

(5) 

In 1958, Humphreys reported the results of chemical eouilibrium cal

culations for the sodium-oxygen reaction, assuming instantaneous reaction 

with perfect mixing (spray fire). The calculated pressure was based on an 

adiabatic temperature rise. On the assumption of complete reaction, the 

maximum pressure and temperature for combustion in air was 138 psig and 

6510°F at a sodium-oxygen molar ratio of 4:1; air was initially at room 

temperature and liquid sodium at 750°F. This effort was performed in support 

of experimental work and the hazard analysis for EBR-II (see Figure XIX.l), 

In 1959, Garelis and Nims ' reported results of their calculated 

maximum theoretical pressures and temperatures for the sodium spray fire in 

air with sodium at 800°F, The maximum pressure was 129 psig at a Na/O^ molar 

ratio of 7:1, while the maximum temperature of 3550°F occurred at a molar 

ratio of 5:1. This work was done in support of the Fermi reactor hazard 

analysis. Garelis used thermochemical data from several sources to calculate 

the temperature corresponding to internal energy balance of the system at 

equilibrium, 
(7) 

In 1965, Baker and Tevebaugh^ ' reported results of their calculations 

for sodium spray fires with 800°F sodium in support of FARET safety analysis. 

Initial condition of the air was room temperature at 12,2 psia corresponding 
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to the atmospheric pressure at NRTS. Again, a peak pressure of 82 psig 

occurred at a sodium-oxygen molar ratio of 7:1 and peak temperature of 

3540°F occurred at a 5:1 molar ratio. The lower peak pressure resulted 

from the lower initial pressure 12.2 psia. In comparison with Humphrey's 

calculation, it was pointed out that the maximum temperature is limited by 

the thermodynamics of the system. At a 4:1 molar ratio, some Na^O decomposes 

to NaO and uncombined oxygen. 

In 1966, Leibowitz^ ' ' reported results for the sodium-oxygen reaction 

comparing favorable with those of Garelis and Nims^ ' (see Figure XIX.l) and 

also Baker and Tevebaugh^ (see Figure XIX.3). For room temperature air at 

14.7 psia Leibowitz obtained a peak pressure of 119 psig at a 7:1 sodium-

oxygen molar ratio and a peak temperature of 3610°F at a 5:1 molar ratio. 

The method of calculation to determine the equilibrium temperature was similar 

to two previous investigations ' with the addition of the method of free 

energy minimization^ ' ' to determine the equilibrium concentrations of 

products at the final temperature, 

1. Variation of Equilibrium Pressure and Temperature. 

a. Dependence on Sodium-Oxygen Ratio 

This ratio is the molar ratio obtained by dividing the moles of liquid 

sodium by the moles of oxygen initially present as reactants. A mole of sodium 

is equivalent to 23 grams and a mole of oxygen occupies 22.4 liters at 0°C and 

one atmosphere pressure. Converted to engineering units, a 1:1 molar ratio is 

equivalent to 12.27 lb of sodium per 1000 cu ft of air at 80°F, This equiva

lence varies with the air temperature and the volume percent oxygen. 
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When plotted (see Figure XIX,1) vs molar ratio, the equilibrium or 

final pressure and temperature of the sodium-oxygen reaction characteristically 

increase to a peak value and then fall off asymptotically with excess sodium 

to the temperature of the liquid sodium and the air pressure corresponding to 

this temperature. At zero molar ratio, corresponding to no sodium present, 

the pressure and temperature will be that of the ambient gas condition. The 

peak temperatures and pressures do not necessarily occur at the same molar 

ratio due to the complex variation of gaseous product concentrations (see 

Figure XIX.4). '~ ** 

b. Dependence on Initial Temperature of Sodium 

The equilibrium temperature and pressure is not strongly dependent on 

the initial temperature of sodium. The heat capacity of the liquid sodium 

above room temperature is a measure of the additional reaction energy to be 

attained. For room temperature air, this amounts to 5-10% of the total energy 

when compared with the heat of formation of the oxide. The variation in peak 

pressure at a 7:1 sodium-oxygen molar ratio is shown in Figure XIX,5; the 

increase in pressure with sodium temperature is <2% per 100°F, 

c. Dependence on Initial Gas Temperature 

There is a marked decrease in peak pressure for an increase in initial 

air temperature (see Figure XIX.6), For 80°F air and 1200°F sodium, the peak 

is 127 psig, while for an initial 500°F air, the peak is 70 psig. Since the 

initial pressure and the final temperature remain approximately constant (one 

atmosphere and 3150°F), the perfect gas law is a good approximation. Final 

pressure is inversely proportional to initial temperature. 
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d. Dependence on Initial Gas Pressure 

If peak total pressure is plotted vs initial gas pressure, as is 

the case in Figure XIX.7 for 80°F air and 1200°F sodium, then a linear re

lationship is obtained. If the straight line is extrapolated downward to 

zero initial absolute air pressure (perfect vacuum), a final total pressure 

of - 13.7 psig (1 psia) is attained corresponding to the vapor pressure of 

sodium at 1200°F. Again, the relationship may be explained on the basis of 

the perfect gas law since the final equilibrium temperature remains approxi

mately constant '\'3150°F. 

e. Dependence on Initial Oxygen Concentration 

When the oxygen concentration in air (21 volume %) is reduced, the 

equilibrium pressures and temperatures are reduced. However, there is only 

a one-third reduction in pressure when oxygen is reduced by one-half 

(10 volume % ) . The relationship is shown in Figures XIX.8 and XIX,9, The 

molar ratio at which the peak pressure occurs varies with oxygen concen

tration: for air the peak occurs at a 7:1 molar ratio, at 10% oxygen the 

peak occurs at 5:1 ratio, and the peak occurs at 4:1 ratio for less than 

'v5% oxygen. 

f. Dependence on Mixing Efficiency 

Under actual accident conditions, less than perfect mixing of expelled 

sodium spray with the gas atmosphere may be expected. 

Figure XIX,10 shows the results of a parametric study on variation of 

mixing efficiency, 100%, 50%, and 10% for 1050°F liquid sodium sprayed into 

air at 80°F. For this study it was assumed that the chemical reaction occurred 
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within a limited part of the total volume as illustrated in Figure XIX,11, 

This figure shows results for mixing efficiencies in the specific case of 

2,7 million cu ft (main containment sphere) with adiabatic pressure plotted 

vs quantity of sodium spray reacting. 

2. Reaction Products Type and Final State 

The stoichiometric reaction equations of Section B.l are recalled: 

4Na-H02 = 2Na20 (1) AH°^298 = '^^-O S^fi ^̂ ^ 

2 Na + O2 = 2 NaO (g) AH°^298 = '"''̂ •̂  S l i ^̂ ^ 

4 Na + 2 O2 = 2 Na202 (c) AH°^298 = "̂ -̂̂  i^fi" ^̂ ^ 

Equation (3) for the production of sodium dioxide is not important for 

sodium-oxygen molar ratios greater than 2:1 nor for final equilibrium tempera

tures exceeding 1700°F. For reaction in air, the production of Na^O^ will be 

limited to sodium-oxygen molar ratios of less than 1/2, since final tempera

tures exceed 1700°F when Na/02 > 1/2. The final temperatures attained in 2% 

oxygen are <1700°F so that production of Na202 is possible, but only for 

molar ratios Na/Op < 2, that is < 2.25 lb per 1000 cu ft of gas. For molar 

ratios > 2 the sodium dioxide would be reduced by excess sodium to disodium 

monoxide Na^O. Both HaJdn and Na^O are condensed at these temperatures, solid 

and liquid, respectively, so they are not contributing to the final total 

pressure. 

For reaction in air the production of the gas sodium monoxide (Na 0 ) , 

Equation (2), peaks out at a sodium-oxygen molar ratio of 4:1, but the error 
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in omitting its partial pressure from the total is only a few percent. For 

low oxygen concentrations (<5%), the production of NaO is negligible due to 

the low temperature. 

Product concentrations of Ha^O and NaO as well as excess oxygen and 

sodium are plotted vs initial sodium-oxygen molar ratio in Figure XIX.12. 

From this data it may be noted that the stoichiometric equation (1) is not a 

good representation for combustion in air. The differences are due to the 

existence of NaO and significant quantities of uncombined sodium and oxygen 

remaining as products. After passing the 7:1 molar ratio point, the re

lationship becomes less complex since Na20 has reached a constant value of 

two moles, oxygen is completely consumed and NaO is negligible; therefore: 

X Na + O2 = 2Na20 + (x - 4) Na (x > 7) (4) 

The dimer of sodium, Na2 (gas), is not important at the temperature and 

pressure conditions existing at equilibrium. The fraction of Nap has been 

computed at <1% of the monomer, Na, (gas), for the reaction of 1200°F sodium 

in air. 

3. Adiabatic Equilibrium Sodium-Oxygen Reaction Calculation Method at 
Constant Volume 

Nomenclature 

X- = No. of moles of the ith species. 

F (x-) = Total free energy function of the system, 

dimensionless. 

X = Total product moles of gaseous species. 

m = Total number of gaseous product species. 

n = Total number of condensed product species. 
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k = m + n = Total number of product species. 

w =,Total number of elements. 

A.. = Number of atoms of the jth element in the 
•̂  ith species. 

B. = Total number of atoms of the jth element, 

R^ = Gas constant, 1.987 ^^^^^o^^ 

R̂  = Gas constant, 0.08206 ""̂ ô ĝ oî "̂  

T = Final system temperature °K. 

P = Pressure, standard absolute atmospheres. 

V = Volume of the system at initial conditions, 
liters. 

^ "'̂ °298 = Free energy function ^i^ OL. = -̂̂  mole- K 

AH° fonq = Standard enthalpy of formation at 298°K 

K cal 
mole 

E(x-) = Total energy function of the system K cal. 

H%-H°5QCi = enthalpy difference between T and 298°K, 
' '^^^ K cal/mole. 

T' . = Initial temperature of the jth reactant °K. 

Superscripts Subscripts 

c = condensed species f = heat of formation 

g = gaseous species T = ref. temperature 

0 = species in the standard state 
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The calculation of the adiabatic equilibrium temperature is carried 

out in two steps: 

(1) Determine the equilibrium composition of the reaction 

mixture as a function of temperature, given several 

trial temperatures. 

(2) Determine the equilibrium temperature of the mixture 

from energy balance, utilizing the data from Step (1), 

Table XIX.l. 

From thermodynamic considerations, the condition for chemical compo

sition equilibrium is attained when the total free energy of the system is a 

minimum at a given temperature. Step (1) is realized by forming a table of 

sets of equilibrium concentrations as a function of temperature. Using the 

defining equations (5) and (7) calculate the total free energy of the system 

as a function of temperature by equation (8) assuming a constant volume 

process. This is subject to the chemical mass balance constraint equation (6). 

To implement the NAFIRE^ ' computer code, a feasible solution is 

determined for the mole fractions x,- in the chemical mass balance equation. 

As an example, this input data is shown in Table XIX.2 for the sodium-oxygen 

reaction with a 4:1 molar ratio in air. Any number (< 40) of product species 

may be suggested. Thermochemical data for the NAFIRE code is taken from the 

JANAF Tables.^^^^ 

Given sets of { x- K the equilibrium concentrations from Step (1), an 

energy summation is made on the heat required to raise the reaction products 

to temperature T, this will be equal to the chemical heat of reaction plus 

the enthalpy of the reactants, all referred to the reference temperature T . 



EQUATIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM SODIUM-OXYGEN REACTION 

STEPd) COMPOSITION BY FREE ENERGY MINIMIZATION 

m 
X = £ V? (5) 

k 
^ A.,x 
i= 1 ij'M 

B., j = 1, w AND Xj ^ 0 (6) 

X 
t—t 
X 

D ^ F ° - H | , 3 ^ 1000AH°29g"' 

m 
h' 

, i = l . k 

HXj ) = E Xf 
! = 1 

g 
I 

D?+LOGEflMI] -ULOGE/Xi 
g 

I V 
X 

(7) 

n 
+ E 

1=1 

C r,C 

X| Dj 
(8) 

Table XIX.l 



EQUlLlSr^vlUM SODIUM-OXYGEN REACTION 

F c A S n L E SOLUTlOrl OF SET X; ^'O'R CHEMiCAL jALAr iCE: 

4Na+02+4N2 • ^ 2 . 5 Na + 0.5 O2 + 4N2 + O. 5Na2O+0. 5 NaO 

A . . ( N O . OF ..TOMS OF TME j ^ ELEMENT IN THE i ' SPECiES 

SPECIES 
ELEMENT 

Na 

0 

N 

Na 

1 

0 

0 

^2 

C 

2 

0 

N , 

0 

0 

2 

Na^O 

2 

1 

0 

NaO 

i 

1 ! 

0 ! 

i A . . - x - ( MOLES OF EACM ELEMENT IN PRODUCT SPECIES 
1 'J i l 1] 

Na 

0 

N 

2.5 

0 

0 

, 0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

s 

1 

0.5 

0 

0.5 

0.5 

0 

2 

8 

Table XIX.2 
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This summation E(x.) is the total energy function of the system. The system 

equilibrium temperature is the value that makes the energy function equal 

to zero. 

In Step (2), Table XIX.3, the heats of formation for the energy changes 

for each of the reactants and products, gaseous and condensed, are defined by 

Equations (9) through (14). The definitions of internal energy and energy 

increment are given by Equations (16), (17), and (18). Substituting the values 

for E and AE into the energy summation. Equation (15), the final equilibrium 

temperature is determined by iteration. Utilizing the equilibrium concentra

tions of gaseous products and the equilibrium temperature. Equation (19) 

gives the system pressure as the sum of the partial pressures of the gaseous 

products (see Figure XIX.12). 

4. Adiabatic Equilibrium Sodium-Oxygen Reaction Calculation Method at Low 
Oxygen Concentration 

At low oxygen concentration ('̂ '2%), the equilibrium system temperature 

for a sodium-oxygen reaction will be <1700°F where the production of NaO is 

negligible, as explained in Section D.2. The two remaining oxides, Na^O and 

Na^Op, both are condensed species. The maximum release of heat will be 

realized for the stoichiometric sodium-oxygen molar ratio since no excess 

reactants are present to reabsorb the reaction heat. The stoichiometric re

action producing the NapO at a 4:1 molar ratio releases approximately 50% 

more heat than the production of Na^O^ at a molar ratio of 2:1, A product 

consisting entirely of Na20 is obtained by the method of free energy mini

mization as shown on the accompanying calculation sheet (Table XIX.4). 



EQUATIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM SODiUM-OXYGEN REACTION 

STEP(2) ENERGY : A L A : C C E AND EQU1LI3R1UM TEMPERATURE 
CONDENSED 

r ^ 

P 
- - ) 

I C i •J 
i i 1 - - i : «-v n f/ 

E =̂ (H^.-H^gg) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

PRODUCTS 

GASEOUS 

,cg=AH° - ^ c ^ - ' ' ^ 

'293 
) "̂Ai::— ( T - ? Q Q ) 

r? 

""r 'T' 298' 1000^' "^^^^ 

E(X;)=2: rX;(AE.-f-£.) 
= 1 L I 

V 

- L 

REACTANTS 

Xj(AE.+ Ej ) j 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

X 

X 

E + PV 
: y M l ^ : 3 P E R F E C T G..S LAW 

r = !-! - D T 

AE = A H - A ( R T ) 
m m 

P = E Pi = E v^ 
1 = 1 

g R.eT 

Table XIX,3 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 



FREE-ENERGY f/i I N I MIZ/ .T I GrA S O D l U M - i X 
REACTION AT LOW O2 CON CENTRaT I Oi: 

? = D; + a+ In ^-
' ' X 

,^ = D, I 1 L J U 

GENERAL REACTION: 4Na + 0 2 + 4 9 N a 

f^ = -32 .50 (O2) 

n = - 2 4 . 6 1 (N^) 

X^Na20 + X2f^a2^2 ^ ^S'^^^ ^ ^4^'' 

f j = -63.9S(Na20) 

f^ = -79.20(I \ ;?2°2^ 

- X 3 ' : 

f̂  = - 3 . 5 6 [Ka) 

F(Xi 
i?i ^̂ '̂  

TWO L IMIT ING REACTIONS 
(a) 2Na20 + 49^2 

Xj = 2 X5-49 

X2=X3=X4=0 

a '^1 1 ^y 5 

= 2 ( - 6 3 . 9 8 ) + 4 9 1 - 2 4 . 6 1 ) 

F = - 1 3 3 3 
3 Fg <F[3 THEREFORE: 

(b) Na202+ 2^^a+ 49 fl^ 

X2- 1 X3 = - X5 = '^9 

X2=X4=0 

Fb = X 2 f 2 ^ X 3 f 3 + X 5 f 5 

= l ( - 7 9 . 2 ) + 2 ( - 8 . 5 : ) + 4 ; i - 2 4 . u l ) 

F,= - 1 3 0 1 

X i - 2 ; X9 -X3 -X , : - - ; X ~ - - ^ Table XIX.4 
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Since heat of formation vs temperature is available from the JANAF 

(12) Tables,^ ' a further simplification of the calculation results if the 

reference temperature is chosen as the initial gas temperature. The energy 

balance is then given by Equation (20), Table XIX.5, which may be solved 

directly for the equilibrium temperature by Equation (21). The heat balance 

equates the reaction heat plus sensible heat in sodium liquid to the heat 

absorbed by Na^O and nitrogen raised to the final temperature. 

The heat of formation of Na20 from sodium and oxygen is 3890 Btu/lb 

Na at room temperature. However, this value is for sodium in its standard 

state at room temperature which is the solid. To obtain the total heat of 

combustion, the enthalpy of the liquid above room temperature is added to the 

above value. Several values of heat of combustion as a function of liquid 

sodium temperature are shown in Table XIX.6. The tabular value of heat of 

combustion for liquid sodium may be utilized to estimate heat input to the 

sodium-oxygen reaction for the 4:1 Na/Op molar ratio or 2.87 lb sodium per 

lb oxygen. 

E. Theory of Sodium Pool Fires 

1. Description of Burning Process 

When liquid sodium is allowed to collect in a pool with an oxygen con

taining gas above it, oxidation will take place. The burning rate is 

determined primarily by pool surface exposure area, oxygen concentration and 

heat loss to the structural mass beneath the pool. Sodium atoms diffuse 

upward from the pool surface to the flame through the gas atmosphere. Heat 

transfer to and from the pool and flame by conduction, convection and radiation 

is determined by the flame temperature and a heat balance with the heat of 



SQDIUM-OXVGErJ REACTION AT LOW 0^ CQNCEr'TI^ATI ON 

Xl^^-fTc ' X2^^2 '' ^X iCp^ fX3C,3) (T-To) 

^ - X i A H ° ^ ^ X 2 ^ " 2 , ^ 

X l ^ p i ^ X3C,3 0 

Xj = 2 = .MOLES OF Na20 

X2 = "̂  = MOLES OF Na 

'2' X, = 49 = MOLES OF No(MOLES OF 0^ = 1 = 2 VOLUME %) 
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AH^ = ENTHALPY DIFFERENCE (T'-To) FCR Na LiQUiD AT TEMP. 
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T = FINAL SYSTEM TEMPERATURE °K 
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Table XIX.5 
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combustion of sodium. Heat transfer outward from the flame to the gas 

atmosphere is principally by convection and radiation. 

Although an observable flame has not been detected for pool oxidation 

with <5% oxygen, the oxidation rates are not negligible in this region. 

In an enclosure a pool fire will proceed at a decreasing rate due to 

oxygen depletion. With '\-75% sodium consumed, a further decrease in burning 

rate is due to build up of oxide crust from the pool base, protruding through 

the pool surface and thereby reducing exposed surface area. 

2. SOFIRE Computer Code^^^^ 

This code is basically a short term ('\̂ l-50 hours) transient heat 

transfer calculation. The calculation of pressures, temperatures and other 

values of interest are determined by heat balances between the sodium and its 

environment. Sodium-to-flame and flame-to-gas heat transfer coefficients 

have been obtained from experimental work.^ ' 

The heat transfer model is shown in Figure XIX.13. The arrangement 

consists of a cell in which the fire takes place, with a ceiling vent or 

leakage path to a secondary volume (room above). If there is decay heat or 

24 
Na activity in the sodium, this is treated as an internal heat generation 

rate which results in self-absorption by the sodium pool. Heat may be removed 

by safeguard cooling systems in the cell and room. Inleakage or venting to 

the cell and room is variable, as is room exhaust. These venting and cooling 

terms, along with oxygen depletion and heating effect of the flame, cause a 

variable convective flow between the cell and room. Heat loss from the cell 

outward is through a three slab wall and floor. Heat transfer from the room 

is through a thick v/all (concrete or insulation) and a thin wall (steel). An 
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additional heat absorbing mass may be located either in the cell or the room. 

The real time to be represented by a computer run may be controlled by any 

one of the following: low sodium temperature, oxygen depletion, sodium 

depletion, gas pressure less than 1/2 atmosphere, and maximum specified time 

limit. The phenomenon of oxide buildup is conservatively neglected by the 

program. 

As an example of the use of the SOFIRE code, pressure and temperatures 

are plotted vs time in Figure XIX.14 for the following described accident. 

A nuclear accident within the FTR reactor vessel may build 

up pressure and rupture piping in the three heat transport 

cells expelling 270 tons of 1050°F liquid sodium containing 

core debris with accompanying decay heat from full re

actor power. It is postulated that the initial gas pressure 

buildup in cells due to sodium-oxygen reaction lifts shield 

plugs allowing the containment sphere air to vent into the 

cells. Assuming no ventilation or leakage from the sphere 

to the environment, the fire terminated in 37 hours due to 

oxygen depletion <.001% by volume. The initial decay heat 

input to the sodium pool was 30 million Btu/hr and de

creased as a function of time. 

F. Experimental Review 

1. Explosive Ejection and Spray Fires 

(14) In 1956, Hines and Kelley^ ' reported results for spray oxidation in 

various oxygen concentrations 0.6 - 21%. Peak pressures ranged from 8 psig 
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at 0.6% to a maximum of 38 psig in air. This work in support of Fermi FBR 

utilized commercial nozzles and a drive pressure of 360 psi to inject 1 lb 

of sodium at 850°F into a 532 liter container. The sodium-oxygen ratio 

was 4.7:1 with 21% Op and the total time for injection was '\'25 seconds. 

(5) 
In 1958, Humphreys^ ' reported results for rapid injection of varying 

amounts of sodium (0.5-4:1 Na/O^ molar ratio) into air by the detonation of 

a hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture. The volume of the cylindrical reaction vessel 

was 2032 liters and sodium was 750°F. The maximum pressure, 85 psig, occurred 

for a molar ratio of 3:1, while a maximum of 75 psig occurred at a ratio of 

4:1 (see Figure XIX.l). Sodium ejection times were on the order of 3-10 

milliseconds. This work was in support of EBR-II. 

(15) 
In 1960, Gracie and Droher^ ' reported results on spray oxidation in 

low oxygen concentrations (0-5%) in a 48 cu ft rectangular chamber. One-half 

pound of liquid sodium at 1000°F and 50 psig drive pressure was injected 

through a slit '\>.002" wide. Maximum pressure rise was 1.8 psig in 2% oxygen 

at a molar ratio Na/O^ =9:1. This work was performed in support of SRE. 

In 1965, Charak and Smith^ ' (ANL) reported on a brief series of tests 

in which 1 or 2 gram quantities of sodium at 1200°F were fired from a revolver 

into an air-filled chamber where the Na/Op ratio was 4:1. The maximum pressure 

rise recorded was '̂ 8̂0 psig. 

(4) 
In 1965, Krolikowski^ ' reported results of sodium injection at high 

velocity, 1000-1500 psig drive pressure, into a 16.7 liter chamber. Ten grams 

of liquid sodium at 800°F was injected through a set of small orifices 

(.01 - .03" diam.) into various oxygen concentrations from 3.8 - 21% by volume. 

Maximum pressure rise in air was 45 psig at a Na/O^ molar ratio of 3:1, while 

pressure rise was 3.8 psig in 3.8% oxygen at a molar ratio of 17:1. 
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2. Pool Fires 

In continuing experimental work at Atomics International,^ ' ' con

siderable detail in observations^ ' has been obtained in order to provide 

constants for calculation procedures such as the SOFIRE code (Section E.2). 

Temperature readings in the sodium pool, the flame and the oxide cloud, 

along with heat balance has been utilized to determine heat transfer co

efficients. 

The following data from the LF-1 study^ ' is typical of experimental 

work on sodium pool fires. The sodium pool temperatures increased from the 

bottom of the 2 ft diameter pool to a maximum of '\̂ 1100°F at the surface. A 

jump in temperature to 1800°F to the flame immediately above the pool surface 

dropped off asymptotically to 500°F at 6 inches above the surface in the air 

atmosphere. In this test an average sodium burning rate of 6 Ib/hr-sq ft 

was observed, the range was 3 to 10 Ib/hr-sq ft over a 24 hour period before 

the effective surface was diminished by solid oxide buildup from the base 

of the pool. 

For oxygen concentrations <5% the average burning rate is 0.4 lb sodium/ 

sq ft-hr per 1% oxygen concentration. 
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XX. SURVEY OF FAST REACTOR SAFETY R&D PROGRAMS 

J. W. Hagan 

A. Introduction 

A number of the preceding lectures have touched upon various 

aspects of ongoing safety development programs. Of particular relevance 

are those lectures which described various analyses concerned with fuel 

failure thresholds, modes of failure, materials interactions, and other 

phenomena associated with disassembly-type accident analyses. 

Certainly the present analyses have attempted to take full ad

vantage of whatever experimental data are now available. Updating and even 

extensive revisions of the analyses have been typical throughout the past 

two years as new data have become available. However, major uncertainties 

on various aspects of the programs still are evident and have required 

what are considered to be quite conservative assumptions to assure a safe 

containment system design. In these cases, the experimental programs 

should narrow the uncertainties and, in some cases, even show some of the 

parallel paths now investigated for conservatism to be nonexistent. 

The purpose of this lecture is to identify those development 

programs under way which are related to fast reactor safety and in turn 

indicate how these programs are related to the FFTF safety development and 

analysis. 

Safety technology applicable to design and evaluation of the FFTF 

is available from three different sources -- at least if those sources are 

identified by program direction and control. 
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1. FFTF Development Programs 

These programs are funded through FFTF Project 189s and performance 

of these programs is under direction and control of the Project. Typical 

programs within the category include: BNW thermal hydraulics en^. fuels 

development programs. 

2. Offsite LMFBR Development Programs 

These programs are funded directly to the performer by the AEC but 

the FFTF Project is requested to provide program guidance. Typical programs 

include: Pump and control rod drive development at LMEC. 

3. LMFBR Development Programs 

These programs are funded directly to the performer by the AEC and 

are independent of the FFTF Project, although we do have access to the in

formation and have been encouraged to communicate our specific needs as 

related to each program. 

B. Role of the LMFBR Program Office 

To provide overall program guidance and coordination of those 

LMFBR development programs, the AEC/RDT directed the establishment of a 

program office located at Argonne National Laboratory. The LMFBR Program 

Office functions in a coordinating and advisory capacity to RDT and the 

functional responsibilities are well defined by the following general 

objectives of the LMFBR program. 

(1) Determine required technology to meet overall goals. 

(2) Evaluate present state-of-art. 

(3) Describe tasks to fulfill technological goals. 

(4) Establish priorities. 

(5) Assure development of broad industrial capability. 

(6) Provide basis for coordinating private and AEC R&D work. 
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To implement these objectives, the Program Office categorized the technologi

cal requirements into nine major elements as shown in the table below, and 

developed detailed program plans for each category. 

Table XX.1 - LMFBR Program Plans 

Volume No. Element 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Overall Plan 

Plant Design 

Components 

Instrumentation and Control 

Sodium Technology 

Core Design 

Fuels and Materials 

Fuel Recycle 

Physics 

Safetv 

The program plans pertinent to safety are described in element No. 10 -

Safety. 

In defining the overall goals of the LMFBR development programs, 

the Program Office lists safety at the top of the list. In summary, the 

specific goals identified in the program plan and related to safety are: 

(1) Supply information and techniques for selection of appropriate DBA. 

(2) Demonstrate adequacy of containment design and site selection for 

protection of the public health and safety. 

(3) Demonstrate that probability of a major accident is very small. 

(4) Demonstrate that minor accidents cannot propagate to major 

occurrences. 
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The first two items demonstrate goals concerned with public safety and the 

latter two express goals related to protection from excessive economic 

losses for various faulted conditions. To implement these goals, the 

following program objectives have been established for the Safety Element. 

(1) Practical codes for analysis of accidents and evaluation of 

safety margins. 

(2) Establishment of a sound basis for development of safety criteria. 

(3) Fully developed protective and consequence-limiting safety systems. 

(4) Development of facilities required for implementation of these 

objectives. 

The Safety Element program plan has defined five major task areas 

as shown in the outlined plan of action, Table XX.2. The guidance studies 

include development of safety analysis reports -- one source of data here 

is of course the FFTF preliminary safety analysis report. The second task 

area, accident analysis, deals with the development of each phenomenological 

area to allow realistic evaluation of accident consequences and overall 

safety margins. The third area, safety systems and instrumentation, is 

concerned with development of reliable plant protective systems and related 

consequence-limiting devices. Special studies, area 4, is rather self-

explanatory. A probabilistic approach to accident analysis and risk is 

given emphasis in the United Kingdom and may someday be given emphasis in 

this country. The last area, safety facilities, is concerned with the 

availability of present facilities and development of new facilities to 

meet the experimental needs of the total program. These facility studies 

are now in process. 

Figure XX. 1 attempts to show the significant interfaces between 

the Program Office, AEC/RDT, and the development program performers. This 

is of course rather simplified but indicates the flow of information. 
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SAFETY ELEMENT PLAN OF A C T I O N 

10-1 GUIDANCE STUDIES 

10-1.1 PLANT SAFETY ANALYSIS STUDIES 

10-2 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

10-2.1 CODES FOR AM/LYSIS OF INITIATING EVENTS 
10-2.2 CODES FOR ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENTS 
10-2.3 SODIC.I COILING 
10-2.4 FUEL FAILURE AND f̂ :ZLTING 
10-2.5 POST-BURST PHENÔ '.ENA 
10-2.6 SODIUM FIRES 
10-2.7 FISSION PRODUCT AND PLUTONIUM RELEASE 
10-2.8 MATERIALS IfiTERA.CTICN PHENOflENA FOR ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 
10-2.9 PHYSICAL AND flECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

10-3 SAFETY SYSTEMS AND INSTRUMENTATION 

10-3.1 CORE PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS AND DEVICES 
10-3,2 CONTAINMENT AND CONSEQUENCE-LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEMS 
10-3.3 SAFETY INSTRUMENTATION 

10-4 SPECIAL STUDIES 

10-4.1 CRITERIA, CODES, AND STANDARDS 
10-4.2 PROBABILISTIC EVALUATION 
10-4.3 DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 

10-5 SAFETY FACILITIES 

10-5.1 ANALYSIS OF FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 
10-5.2 STEADY-STATE REACTCR FACILITIES 
10-5.3 TRANSIENT REACTOR FACILITIES 
10-5.4 STF (SAFETY TEST FACILITY) 
10-5.5 ETF (EXCURSION TEST FACILITY) 

Table XX.2 

4 
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C. Development Program Details 

With that as background, the remainder of the lecture will be con

cerned with what specific programs are in progress throughout the U.S. with 

relevance to the FFTF safety performance, a brief description of these 

programs, and specifically how each of these programs is related to the 

FFTF. 

For convenience, the programs are categorized under the major 

areas of safety development for the FFTF as shown in Table XX,3, 

Table XX.3 - Major Areas of Safety Development for the FFTF 

1• LOCAL FAULT PROPAGATION 

(a) Fuel Element Failure Propagation 

(1) ANL Fuel Element Failure Propagation Program 

(2) ORNL Fuel Failure Mockup Program 

(3) BNW Fast Reactor Thermal Hydraulics 

(b) Fuel Failure Propagation 

(1) ANL Coolant Dynamics Program 

(2) ANL Violent Boiling Program 

(3) AI Boiling Studies for Reactor Safety 

(4) ANL Fuel Meltdown Studies in TREAT 

(5) ANL Accident Analysis Model 

(6) GE PA-10 Task B - Defected Fuel Behavior 

(7) GE PA-10 Task C - Safety Experimentation 

(8) GE PA-10 Task G - Core Neutronics, Thermal 

Hydraulics, and Safety Analysis 

(9) BNifj LMFBR Fuel Performance Testing and Analysis 

(10) BNW Core Development and Analysis 

(11) BNW LMFBR Materials Technology 

(12) Fuel and Assembly Structural Response 
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Table XX,3- Major Areas of Safety Development for the FFTF 

(cont'd) 

2 . lOJAk COi^LPiiXUiLEiANCES 

(a) Coolant Flow Disturbance 

(1) RNVi Fast Reactor Thermal Hydraulics 

(2) Post-Accident Cooling - Intact Core 

(b) Core Reactivity Disturbance 

(1) GE PA-10 Task C - Safety Experimentation 

(2) ANL Fuel Meltdown Studies in TREAT 

(3) BNW LMFFR Fuel Performance Testino an i /Analysis 

{^) Fuel Motion Within Pin 

3. HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENT STUDIES 

(3) Core Response to Postulated Conditions 

(1) ANL Accident Analysis Model 

(2) BNU Core Development and Analysis 

(3) GE PA-10 Task G - Core Neutronics, Thermal 

Hydraulics, and Safety Analysis 

(b) Core Disassem'-'ly Analysis 

(1) ANL Accident Analysis Model 

(2) BNW Core Development and Analysis 

(3) AhL Materials Behavior Equation of State and 

Energy Transfer 

(c) Enerqv Evaluation and Partition 

(1) GL PA-10 Task G - Core Neutronics, Thermal 

Hydraulics, and Safety Analysis 

(2) BNW Core Development and Analysis 

(d) Po_st_-Disassembly Analyses 

(1) ANL Safety Features Technology -- Containment 

(2) BNW Safety Analysis 

(3) BflW Fast Reactor Safety Develonment 
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Table XX.3 - Major Areas of Safety Development for the FFTF 

(cont'd) 

(d) Post-Disassembly Analyses (cont'd) 

(4) ANL Post-Accident Heat Removal 

(5) AI Characterization of Sodium Fires 

and Fission Products 

(6) BNL Chemical Reaction-Fission Product Release 

(7) ORNL High Temperature Behavior of Gas-Borne 

Fission Products 

4. PROTECTIVE SYSTEM - DETECTION AND RESPONSES 

(a) Onset of Boiling 

(1) ANL Coolant Dynamics 

(2) Wave Guide Development 

(b) Fuel Failure Detection 

(1) BNW FEDAL Development 

(c) Entrained Gas in Coolant 

(1) ANL Coolant Dynamics 
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1.(a)(1) ANL FUEL ELEMENT FAILURE PROPAGATION PROGRAM 

OBJECTIVE 

The major objectives of this program are as follows: 

• Obtain test data on element-to-element propagation under normal or 

near-normal operation - determine thresholds 

Develop analytical descriptions for various phenomena 

• Develop capability for performing in-reactor tests related to FEFP. 

DESCRIPTION 

This program is divided into four major task details: 

' Program planning and test facility feasibility studies 

• Out-of-reactor studies 

* In-reactor studies 

Analytical studies. 

The sequence of failure events relative to propagation as developed by AfJL 

is described in Figure XX.2. This program assumes the initiating event 

under normal or near-normal operating conditions and is primarily concerned 

with evaluation of the modes of failure transport. The out-of--reactor 

experiments consist of various single and multiple pin tests, heated and 

unheated, in flowing water and sodium loops to evaluate the thermal and 

mechanical transport phenomena. The in-reactor experiments will investigate 

the characteristics of planned fuel failures within a package loop in ETR. 

The general arrangement is shown in Figure XX.3. 

STATUS 

Out-of-reactor experiments are in process. These tests are characterizing 

the modes of failure transport assuming three categories of fission gas 

release: (a) Rapid release (single slug ejection), (b) Gas jet impingement, 

(c) Low release (two-phase flow effects). 
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The in-reactor experiments are not expected to begin until late FY-1972. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Data on effects of fission gas release are directly applicable to FFTF. 

In addition to characterization of fuel failure modes and transport, the 

in-reactor tests should also give data relevant to fission product release 

and deposition throughout the loop. 
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1.(a)(2) ORNL FUEL FAILURE MOCKUP PROGRAM 

OBJECTIVE 

Development of a flowing sodium loop for thermal-hydraulic testing of 

multiple-pin assemblies under normal and abnormal conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

Loop description (see Figures XX.4 and XX.5). 

Power to test section: 475 kW 

Sodium outlet temperature: 1200 °F 

Pump flow capacity: 500 gpm 

riumber of pins: 19-217 internally resistance heated. 

The loop is intended to investigate fuel element failure propagation 

scaling factors (large bundle) and various initiating occurrences, e.g., 

various planned flow blockages (bowing, swelling, foreign material). 

STATUS 

Under construction. Calibration tests fourth quarter FY-1970. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Phase I testing program will be 19 and 217-pin bundles with FFTF geometry 

to investigate subchannel blockages with foreign material and broken wires. 
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1.(a)(3) BNW FAST REACTOR THERMAL HYDRAULICS 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this program is to evaluate the thermal-hydraulic charac

teristics of FFTF fuel pin assemblies under normal and distorted geometries. 

In addition, the thermal consequences of various assumed accident condi

tions will also be investigated. 

DESCRIPTION 

Thermal-hydraulic investigations w i l l be perform^^^i^ tvw flowing sodium 

loops with internally heated pin bundles: 

* Small heat transfer loop (lower f loor 324 Bldg.) 

(50 gpm, 7 pins, 300 kW) 

* Fast Reactor Thermal Engineering Facility 

(175 gpm, 7-39 pins, 1500 kW) 

The SHTL will be used to study edge effects under normal geometry. The 

effects of distorted geometries (loose wire, bowed pins, spirally deformed 

pins) will also be investigated. A seven-pin bundle for SHTL is shown in 

Figure XX.6 with bowed pin geometry. The FRTEF will investigate voiding 

initiation from blockage or loss-of-flow conditions, accidents (e.g., high 

void effects, emergency cooling characteristics), and operational limit 

tests. The 39-pin bundle geometry is shown in Figure XX.7. 

STATUS 

SHTF began operational testing fourth quarter FY-1969. 

FRTEF scheduled for third quarter FY-1971. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

All tests are direct support of FFTF. 
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1.(b)(1) ANL COOLANT DYNAMICS PROGRAM 

OBJECTIVE 

Perform experiments and develop analytical models characterizing sodium 

superheat, sodium expulsion and voiding, liquid-coolant dynamics (critical 

flow measurements), and coolant reentry. 

DESCRIPTION 

This work is divided into five major task details. 

* Sodium superheat - Static and dynamic (Transient Test Loop) incipient 

boiling experiments to evaluate effects of pressure, temperature, 

surface conditions, entrained gases on superheat. 

* Sodium expulsion ~ Evaluation of transient convective flow and heat 

transfer and sodium expulsion under static and forced convection 

conditions on vapor growth rates, expulsion, and reentry. Figure 

XX.8 shows the results of one static test. 

' Liquid-vanor dynamics - Evaluation of tv/o-dimensional void-time 

measurements in nonmetallics for better understanding of bubble 

growth, collapse, critical flow. 

• Sodium simulations - Application of Freon-11 static tests to evaluate 

phenomena of expulsion, flake-off, and reentry. 

Figure XX.9 shows expulsion progressing from nucleation site. 

* Mathematical models of voiding and reentry. 

STATUS 

The Transient Test Loop is under construction. Boiling from surface 

cavities in TREAT test FY-1971. Freon-11 tests now going to single and 

multiple pin geometry. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

This work is all directly applicable to voiding models and reentry effects 

now assumed in the hypothetical accident studies. 
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1.(b)(2) ANL VIOLENT BOILING PROGRAM 

OBJECTIVE 

Perform experiments and develop analytical models describing interactions 

of materials under violent mixing conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

This work is divided into four major task details: 

Particle heat transfer - This task is to study heat transfer rates 

between fragmented (or molten) fuel and coolant. Experiments include 

transient heat transfer (swinging pendulum in sodium) and transient 

boiling studies (dropping hot spheres into sodium). 

Violent boiling with molten fuel and sodium - Evaluation of explosive 

pressure pulses from contact of molten fuel and sodium. Task consists 

of (a) fragmentation and mixing studies and (b) violent boiling and 

pressure generation upon contact of molten material, e.g., a water 

drop experiment in TREAT (see Figure XX.10) where plunger will 

allow water column to fall onto molten UOp. 

' Simulations of fuel dispersal - In-reactor experiments with fuel heated 

beyond melting point in static sodium environment (piston autoclave 

experiments). Experiments are for evaluation of interactions and 

effects during nuclear transients. Figure XX. 11 shows the fuel 

pin configuration (5 fueled, 4 dummies) and Figure XX.12 shows the 

autoclave testing assembly. 

' Mathematical models of fuel-coolant dynamics. 

STATUS 

Swinging pendulum experiments into sodium to begin third quarter FY-1970. 

Dropping multiple spheres into sodium 'vthird quarter FY-1971. 

Autoclave experiments S2, S3, S4 run. Next run with evacuated pins planned 

for 1/70. 



XX. 15 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Data are directly applicable in substantiating or changing present assumed 

models being applied in the FFTF hypothetical accident studies. 



XX. 16 

1.(b)(3) AI BOILING STUDIES FOR REACTOR SAFETY 

OBJECTIVE 

Perform experiments and develop models for sodium superheat and voiding 

simulations. 

DESCRIPTION 

' Boiling studies - Evaluation of superheat variables under flowing 

conditions 

• Voiding simulation - Development of TRANS FUGUE I and II (no slip). 



XX.17 

1.(b)(4) ANL FUEL MELTDOWN STUDIES IN TREAT 

OBJECTIVE 

Performance of fuel meltdown tests in TREAT to evaluate fuel failure thresholds 

and modes of failure with defected (sodium logged) fuel. 

DESCRIPTION 

• Checkout runs - Development and checkout of the Mark II test assembly 

(flowing sodium capsule for TREAT transient testing) Figure XX.13 

shows this assembly. * 

• Sodium logged fuel tests - Transient tests in transparent capsules 

and sodium assembly to evaluate effects of logging on transient 

performance. 

STATUS 

Two checkout tests are now completed. 

Sodium logged experiments with unirradiated fuel are planned. 

Transparent tests should begin soon. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Characterization of the performance of sodium logged fuel in FFTF is 

dependent upon these tests. 



XX.18 

1.(b)(5) ANL ACCIDENT ANALYSIS MODEL 

OBJECTIVE 

Development of a complete accident analysis system for describing the tran

sient progression of an accident given some initiating mechanism. 

DESCRIPTION 

The mathematical models developed under each related program, i.e., coolant 

dynamics, violent boiling, FEFP, meltdown studies, are to be integrated 

into an overall accident analysis system. 

STATUS 

Various modules of the SAS system are operational, e.g., fuel failure 

models, core neutronics, etc., and are applicable to present accident 

analysis studies. A coolant voiding model is scheduled to be incorporated 

about October, 1959. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

This program has already been used in various accident analyses for the 

FFTF. 



XX.19 

1. (b)(6) GE PA-10 TASK B - DEFECTED FUEL BEHAVIOR 

OBJECTIVE 

Determine the consequences of fuel defects on performance and propagation, 

including evaluation of interactions and radioactivity release. 

DESCRIPTION 

Forced convection capsule development and tests in GETR. Looking at long-

term effects of sodium-bonded fuel. Developing means of actuating a 

defecting device during in-reactor operation to evaluate consequences. 



XX. 20 

1.(b)(7) GE PA-10 TASK C - SAFETY EXPERIMENTATION 

OBJECTIVE 

Characterize the behavior of fuel under accident conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

* Series 6 - Defected or sodium-bonded fuel experiments -

Evaluate comparative transient characteristics of normal fuel, sodium-

bonded pellet fuel pin, and sodium-bonded powder fuel pin. 

' Series 10 - Loss-of-f low tests - Evaluation of the ef fects of 

loss of flow to an in- reactor tes t element in a forced convection 

capsule (FCC) in GETR. Parameters include rate of flow decay, 

scram delay, and fuel charac ter is t i cs . Test may invest igate coolant 

expulsion and reentry. 

• ClOX Capsule - Evaluation of the ef fects of contact of hot f u e l / 

cladding with sodium. Plan to i n i t i a t e action by a piston-dr iven 

punch. 

STATUS 

Series (10) and ClOX capsule test are being planned. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

FFTF Project may specify flow decay rate and scram time a f te r i n i t i a l 

checkout of the loss-of - f low test and thus simulate flow coastdown and 

possibly pipe rupture accident condit ions. 



XX.21 

1.(b)(8) GE PA-10 TASK G - CORE NEUTRONICS, THERMAL-HYDRAULICS, 

AND SAFETY ANALYSIS 

OBJECTIVE 

Provide analytical support and guidance for the experimental programs and 

to develop analytical models for the responses under accident conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

The subtask related to fuel failure propagation is related to the molten 

fuel-sodium duct interaction study performed under contract for the FFTF 

Project. This task is investigating the energy (acoustic and inertial) 

available to do work on the surrounding structure and the energy containing 

capability of the duct wall. Figures XX.14 and XX.15 show results 

from the FFTF study whicli will now be continued under Task G. 

STATUS 

Initial work for FFTF Project is completed (assumes instantaneous loss-of-

flow to a single fuel assembly). Work under Task G just beginning. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

This effort is directly applicable to FFTF evaluation of fuel sodium 

interactions and energy evaluations. 



XX.22 

1.(b)(9) BNW LMFBR FUEL PERFORMANCE TESTING AND ANALYSIS 

(Reference: Lecture No. X) 

OBJECTIVE 

Verification of the safety margins provided in the FFTF fuel design. 

DESCRIPTION 

Irradiated fuel pins (GETR and EBR-II) will be transient tested in TREAT 

to evaluate overpower transient performance up to 20% and 50% area! melting 

and cladding temperatures to 1300 °F and 1600 °F. In addition, fuel pins 

will be recycled to evaluate overpower effects on subsequent performance 

and runs to failure will be made to evaluate lifetimes and modes of 

failure. 

STATUS 

Transient checkout runs initiated. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Direct for FFTF. 



XX. 23 

l.(b)(10) BNW CORE DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS 

(Reference: Lectures Nos. IX, XVII) 

OBJECTIVE 

Develop analytical models for coolant dynamics and fuel-sodium interactions 

under postulated accident conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

The details of these development efforts applicable to characterization of 

assembly response and propagation under various postulated accident con

ditions are described in the referenced lectures. 



XX. 24 

l.(b)(ll) BNW LMFBR MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY 

OBJECTIVE 

Evaluate materials properties data applicable under simulated accident 

conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

One aspect of this program includes evaluation of the properties of 

stainless steel under high strain rate uniaxial loading conditions. These 

data are required to evaluate the'capability of 4;h.e duct wall to effectively 

isolate internal accident conditions from surrounding assemblies. 

STATUS 

Data are being generated for strain rates from 0.1-10 in./in./sec and 

temperatures to 1600 °F on unirradiated material. Depending on funding, 

tests will be run to 100 in./in./sec and irradiated material included. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

This effort is being performed for FFTF. 



XX.25 

1.(b)(12) FUEL ASSEMBLY STRUCTURAL RESPONSE 

OBJECTIVE 

Evaluate thresholds for initiating failures in adjacent assemblies by 

mechanical effects generated within the affected assembly. 

DESCRIPTION 

' Pin deflection tests - Evaluate the effect of wire wrap on threshold 

of cladding failures initiated by pin bundle deflection tests. 

' Duct deflection - Evaluate resistance of ducts to flexure. 

' Duct explosive test - Evaluate resistance of the duct wall to 

acoustic and pressure loadings in terms of both strain and rupture. 

STATUS 

Nonexistent. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

These data are needed to evaluate resistance against propagation in FFTF 

fuel assemblies. 



XX.26 

2.(a)(1) BNW FAST REACTOR THERMAL HYDRAULICS 

(See item 1.(a)(3)) 

OBJECTIVE 

Evaluate core response to total core flow disturbances including accident 

and emergency cooling conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

The Fast Reactor Thermal Engineering Facility (FRTEF) will be used to 

evaluate thermal consequences of high void conditions and phenomena under 

natural convective cooling conditions. In addition, the inlet/outlet 

feature models will be used to evaluate characteristics of large gaseous 

bubbles within the primary system. Figure XX.16 shows pictorily 

gaseous bubble tests run in the inlet feature model where gas has been 

introduced by filling the downcomer with air (point #1) and also by direct 

introduction of air within the basket (point #2). 

STATUS 

Feature model tests are in process. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Direct for FFTF. 



XX. 27 

2.(a)(2) POST-ACCIDENT COOLING - INTACT CORE 

OBJECTIVE 

Evaluate post-accident conditions of the core assuming that it essentially 

remains intact and determine cooling characteristics to prevent further 

damage. 

DESCRIPTION 

Evaluate cooling requirements and potential performance under post-

accident conditions — even though many of the normal flow channels are 

disturbed. 

STATUS 

Nonexistent. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Direct support of FFTF safety studies. 



XX. 28 

2.(b)(1) GE PA-10 TASK C - SAFETY EXPERIMENTATION 

(See Item 1.(b)(7)) 

OBJECTIVE 

Characterize the behavior of fuel under accident conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

• Series 4 - Axially restrained fuel - Evaluating transient overpower 

performance of fuel as a function of smeared density, burnup, 

areal melting. Also, planning to evaluate effect of sodium voiding 

and propagation to simulated adjacent pins in TREAT. 

' Series 5 - Axial fuel relocation - Evaluating effects of holes 

penetrating blanket regions on transient performance of irradiated 

fuel pins. 

STATUS 

Tests without holes in blanket failed whereas pins tested under identical 

conditions but with central holes survived. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Successful completion of those programs could potentially indicate a method 

of incorporating an inherent shutdown feature by assuring that fuel 

squirts out if melting occurs. 



XX. 29 

2. (b)(2) ANL FUEL MELTDOWN STUDIES IN TREAT 

(See item 1.(b)(4)) 

OBJECTIVE 

Performance of fuel meltdown tests in TREAT to evaluate fuel failure 

thresholds and modes of failure with prototypic fast reactor fuel pins --

zero burnup and irradiated -- under overpower and loss-of-flow conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

• UOp experiments (General LMFBR) -- described under item 1.(b)(4) 

* Mixed oxide tests -- transient tests on DFR (U.K.) pins 

• Variables are smeared density (70-80%), cold-worked or annealed 

cladding, irradiation (7 pins @ 4-7.3 at./% burnup and 66 

unirradiated pins) 

* Transient coolant behavior 

Tests will be run in the Mark II assembly described in item 1.(b)(4). 

STATUS 

Tests are scheduled to begin FY-70 and be completed FY-72. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

The DFR irradiated pins represent the entire program for testing long 

pins irradiated in a fast flux environment. 



XX. 30 

2. (b) (3) BNW LMFBR FUEL PERFORMANCE TESTING ANR AMAI.VSJS 

(See item 1.(b)(9) 

OBJECTIVE 

Verification of the safety margins provided in the FFTF fuel design. 

DESCRIPTION 

Irradiated fuel pins (GETR and EBR-II) will be transient tested in TREAT 

to evaluate overpower transient performance up to 20% and 50% areal melting 

and cladding temperatures to 1300 °F and 1600 °F. In addition, fuel pins 

will be recycled to evaluate overpower effects on subsequent performance 

and runs to failure will be made to evaluate lifetimes and modes of 

failure. 

Additional tests will evaluate restrictor characteristics, but otherwise 

same as described previously. 



XX.31 

2.(b)(4) FUEL MOTION WITHIN PVA 

OBJECTIVE 

Evaluate motion of molten or partially molten fuel with the cladding just 

prior to and following failure of the cladding. 

DESCRIPTION 

In-reactor experiments to evaluate the effects of fission gas release and 

plenum pressures on motion of fuel during overpower transient conditions. 

STATUS 

No programs are set up to evaluate this effect. Post-transient evaluation 

of the debris distribution indicates where materials located finally but 

does not indicate the transient consequences. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Direct application in hypothetical accident analyses for the FFTF. 



XX.32 

3. (a)(1) ANL ACCIDENT ANALYSIS MODEL 

(See item 1.(b)(5)) 

OBJECTIVE 

Develop core response model for overpower and loss-of-flow transients of 

magnitude leading to core disasssembly conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

Development of SAS-IA program which looks at a single pin and characterizes 

total core response under extreme accident conditions. Program includes 

three fuel failure models: (a) fuel-cladding interference, (b) fuel hydro-

dynamic model (considers plasticity of fuel during transient), (c) fission 

gas release model. In each case failure depends on cladding strain. 

STATUS 

Operational and applied in FFTF DBA studies. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

SAS has been applied in parallel analyses for the FFTF hypothetical accident 

analyses. 



XX.33 

3.(a)(2) BNW CORE DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS 

(Reference: Lecture No. XV) 

OBJECTIVE 

Develop core response model with provision for noncoherence in both radial 

and axial dimensions for overpower and loss-of-flow transients of magnitude 

leading to core disassembly conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

This program has been described in detail in lecture uo. XV. The code, 

MELT-II, has been developed which characterizes the fuel conditions in each 

of up to 10 radial rings by a detailed model of a typical pin in that ring. 

Both MELT-II and SAS-IA divide the axial dimension into many nodes to 

simulate axial power distribution and fuel movement in detail. MELT-II, 

with 10 radial nodes simulates radial power distributional effect in more 

detail than does SAS, but does not contain as extensive detail within the 

fuel pin, e.g., MELT-II does not contain the several fuel failure sub

routines in SAS-IA. Therefore, these two programs are complementary to 

some extent. 

STATUS 

MELT-II has been used extensively in the FFTF hypothetical accident analyses. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Direct support of the FFTF studies. 



XX. 34 

3.(a)(3) 6E PA-IO TASK G - CORE NEUTRONICS, THERMAL HYDRAULICS AND 

SAFETY ANALYSIS 

(See item 1.(b)(8)) 

OBJECTIVE 

Similar to the related programs at ANL and BNW (3.(a)(1) and 3. (a)(2)). 

DESCRIPTION 

GE is developing a code similar to MELT-II and SAS-IA and called FREADM 

(Fast Reactor Excursion and Accident Dynamics Model). Some of the features 

included in FREADM are transient power, heat transfer, sodium voiding, 

coolant flow, fuel redistribution, and failure propagation. 

STATUS 

Under development. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

None to date. 



XX. 35 

3.(b)(1) ANL ACCIDENT ANALYSIS MODEL 

OBJECTIVE 

Development of a model incorporating core hydrodynamics for analysis of 

the core disassembly phase under hypothetical accident conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

ANL has been developing a disassembly code called VENUS with cylindrical 

geometry and Lagrangian coordinate system (moveable nodal system). Implosion 

effects can be evaluated with this flexible system since material can move 

in any direction dependent upon the pressure gradients. 

STATUS 

The SAS-IA system at the present time incorporates the APDA MARS code for 

disassembly calculations. 

Some runs have been made directly on VENUS by Westinghouse in the FFTF 

studies. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

VENUS has been adapted to perform the FFTF disassembly calculations and is 

being used in the present studies. 



XX.36 

3.(b)(2) BNW CORE DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS 

(Reference: Lecture No. XVI) 

OBJECTIVE 

Development of a model incorporating core hydrodynamics for analysis of 

the core disassembly phase under hypothetical accident conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

The MAX disassembly code was developed at BNW for the initial FFTF hypo

thetical accident studies. MAX incorporated a Lagrangian coordinate system 

to allow movable mesh points and also was instrumental in evaluation of the 

consequences of sodium in the core region at the instant of disassembly along 

with those calculations which assume sodium-out. However, the difficulty of 

transfer from MELT-II to MAX due to the different assumed geometries 

(cylindrical MELT-II and spherical MAX) led to adaptation of VENUS for 

later calculations. 

STATUS 

VENUS is now fully adapted for the FFTF disassembly calculations. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

This work is all directly applicable to the FFTF. 



XX.37 

3.(b)(3) ANL MATERIALS BEHAVIOR EQUATION OF STATE AND ENERGY TRANSFER 

OBJECTIVE 

Evaluation of the materials properties and equation of state for fuel, 

cladding, and coolant materials under conditions applicable to maximum 

hypothetical-type accidents. 

DESCRIPTION 

This work is concerned with the establishment of EOS and high temperature 

properties of the core materials for application in these studies. Both 

analytical and experimental studies are included with this task area. 

STATUS 

These are continuing research programs. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

At the present time, the materials properties have had to be estimated in 

the disassembly studies for conditions near or above the critical points. 

As empirical data become available these predicted data will be adjusted. 



XX. 38 

3.(c)(1) GE PA-10 TASK G - CORE NEUTRONICS, THERMAL-HYDRAULICS, AND 

SAFETY ANALYSIS 

(See item 1.(b)(8)) 

OBJECTIVE 

Provide analytical support and guidance for the experimental programs and 

to develop analytical models for the responses under accident conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

One subtask under Task III of contract BDR-341 was concerned with evaluation 

of the fuel sodium interaction and partitioning of the work energy resulting 

from the interaction. While these studies were specifically oriented toward 

the single assembly accident and propagation, the analytical techniques 

developed for the fuel-sodium interaction are applicable to post-disassembly 

studies. 

STATUS 

Now being initiated under Task G of PA-10. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

This work is directly applicable as a parallel program to the BNW studies. 



XX. 39 

3.(c)(2) BNW CORE DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS 

(Reference: Lecture No. XVII) 

OBJECTIVE 

Develop methods of analysis for evaluation of the energy available to do work 

and partitioning of that energy, between acoustic and inertial, given the core 

material conditions at the instant of core disassembly. 

DESCRIPTION 

The BNW studies have been looking primarily at sodium as the working fluid 

since it theoretically is capable of doing more work on the surrounding 

structures than the fuel. However, realistic evaluation requires calculation 

of the transient aspects of heat transfer from the fuel to the coolant 

throughout the expansion process since the available work is limited by this 

heat transfer process. 

STATUS 

The present analyses have assumed various thermodynamic paths for the 

expansion process. Calculations are now including heat transfer effects 

to define the most efficient path available for a given size fuel particle. 

These studies are continuing. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

These studies are all in direct support of the FFTF. 



XX. 40 

3.(d)(1) ANL SAFETY FEATURES TECHNOLOGY - CONTAINMENT 

OBJECTIVE 

Develop techniques for evaluation of the hydrodynamic structural response to 

a high-energy core disassembly transient. 

DESCRIPTION 

This work has centered around development of a two-dimensional computer code 

for evaluation of the primary containment response to some high energy 

release in the core region. The core conditions at the instant of dis

assembly are the input conditions for the code which features: (a) EOSs 

for the various materials, (b) energy partitioning, (c) material motion 

(Lagrangian coordinates), (d) vessel break or not, and (d) plug loading 

evaluation. The program gives pressures, energies, and strains as the 

pressure wave propagates from the core. Output of one run is shown in 

Figure XXI .17 which shows the structural deformations during the first 

81 ly sec. (This run took ^̂ 68 minutes of computer time.) 

, STATUS 

FFTF SUPPORT 

This work is being adapted for FFTF studies and may be particularly relevant 

in evaluation of loads at the instant of sodium slug impact on the cover. 



XX.41 

3.(d)(2) BNW SAFETY ANALYSIS 

(Reference: Lectures Nos. XVIII and XIX) 

OBJECTIVE 

Evaluate the consequences of disassembly-type accidents upon the primary 

heat transport and inner containment systems. This task looks at both 

the immediate dynamic effects, work energy on the various structures and 

sodium fires, and the longer-term consequences of ultimate fuel heat 

removal and containment. 

DESCRIPTION 

This work was described in lectures XVIII and XIX. Lecture XVIII described 

the development of ASPRIN for evaluation of coolant slug effects and 

lecture XIX covered sodium fires and post-accident heat removal. 

STATUS 

See referenced lecture 

FFTF SUPPORT 

This work is all in direct support of the FFTF studies. 



XX. 42 

3.(d)(3) BNW FAST REACTOR SAFETY DEVELOPMENT 

OBJECTIVE 

Perform experiments to evaluate the sodium slug impact phenomena when the 

slug strikes the top cover. 

DESCRIPTION 

This proposed task will consist of a series of explosive model tests to 

evaluate sodium impact effects on the top cover. These data will be used 

to: (a) verify the ASPRIN mnr'ol, (b) verify tî e structural integrity of 

the FFTF top cover under the.c load conditions, (c) determine stress 

distributions as a function of slug velocities, and (d) evaluate quantity 

of coolant ejected from the [)rimary vessel under these conditions. 

STATUS 

This work has not yet been approved by RDT. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Direct support of the FFTF hypothetical accident studies. 



XX. 43 

3.(d)(4) ANL POST-ACCIDENT HEAT REMOVAL 

OBJECTIVE 

Perform analyses and experiments to evaluate geometry changes due to fuel 

meltdown (development of slumping models and evaluation of heat sources), 

study various devices for effective heat removal from the generating 

materials, evaluate pertinent material interactions, and perform in-core 

and out-of-core slumping tests. 

DESCRIPTION 

Not yet firm. 

STATUS 

This program is proposed to begin FY-1971. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

It is expected that this work would mesh directly with the post-accident 

studies for the FFTF as described in item 3.(d)(3). 



XX. 44 

3.(d)(5) AI CHARACTERIZATION OF SODIUM FIRES AND "MISSION PRODUCTS 

3.(d)(6) BNL CHEMICAL REACTION - FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE IN SODIUM 

3.(d)(7) ORNL HIGH TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR OF GAS-RORNE FISSION PRODUCTS 

OBJECTIVE 

All three of these tasks are concerned with characterization of the released fuel 

material and fission products during post-accident conditions. 

DESCRIPTION 

The AI studies involve the evaluation of aerosol behavior within a volume of 
3 

'v̂ lOO meter and use sodium-U02 in the experiments. 

The BNL studies involve PuO^ aerosols, but are limited to glovebox-size due 

to the biological hazards of the material. 

STATUS 

FFTF SUPPORT 

See lecture No. VI. 



XX. 45 

4.(a)(1) ANL COOLANT DYNAMICS PROGRAM 

(See item 1.(b)(1)) 

OBJECTIVE 

Perform experiments and develop analytical models characterizing sodium 

superheat, sodium expulsion and voiding, liquid-coolant dynamics (critical 

flow measurements), and coolant reentry. 

DESCRIPTION 

A spin-off of this program is development of acoustic detection devices. While 

these devices are important for data evaluation of the experiments, they 

also have potential as boiling detectors and/or detectors for entrained 

gases. 

STATUS 

FFTF SUPPORT 

If fully developed, this instrument may have direct application as a 

detection device in the FFTF for boiling and entrained gas detection. 



XX.46 

4.(b)(1) BNW FEDAL DEVELOPMENT 

OBJECTIVE 

Development of a means of detection and location of defected fuel in the 

FFTF prior to potential propagation of the defect. 

DESCRIPTION 

Development of a FEDAL (failed element detection and location) system has 

been underway for the FFTF. This involves evaluation of sensitivities by 

activity in the reactor vessel cover gas and by disengagement of released 

fission product gases at the outlet of each fuel assembly. 

STATUS 

Continuation of this program is questionable at the present time. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

Direct support of the FFTF program for detection and location of defected 

fuel. 



XX. 47 

4.(c)(1) ANL COOLANT DYNAMICS PROGRAM 

OBJECTIVE 

The primary objectives of this program have been described in the referenced 

sections. Experimental evaluation of coolant transient response requires 

detection of voiding initiation. Therefore, development of sensitive detec

tion devices for onset of boiling is of necessity, a secondary objective 

of this program. 

DESCRIPTION 

ANL is developing an acoustic device for detection of extremely small void 

fractions in sodium. These devices measure the acoustic velocity in the 

fluid and it has been found that this velocity is quite sensitive to the 

level of entrained gases. 

STATUS 

This technique is still under development and only a laboratory device at 

present. 

FFTF SUPPORT 

This device does have a potential for detecting entrained gases which may 

be intransit and carried toward the core. One means of protection against 

the possibility of a coherent bubble pass-through is early detection and 

shutdown before the bubbles can affect reactivity. 
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XX.53 
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XX. 54 

TEST A S S E M B L Y I N S T R U M E N T A T I O N FOR 
F I N A L P I N B O W I N G TESTS (39 P I N BUNDLE) 
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